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ABSTRACT

This study was designed to determine t~le success of an

adaptation of Clay's (1985) Reading Recovery Program within

the confinements of a regular grade one classroom environment

by a regular grade one teacher who had received no formal

training in Reading Recovery procedures. Program

implement<ltion was designed around a review of the currently

existing literature on Reading Recovery. The students, who

were selected for Reading Recovery procedures, were determined

to be i1t risk of failing to effectively learn how to read and

wl-ite. The researcher, who was also the classroom teacher,

used her knowledge of the reading process and her years of

experience in early education to interpret and apply the

strategies of Re.3ding Recovery as outlined by Clay {1985}.

Reading Recovery lessons were usually conducted at an

individual level but, when instruction warranted, children

w~re grouped for short lessons. All lessons took place in the

selected students' grade one classroom. 1'le anticipated

outcomes of the program were that each student who appeared at

risk of not learning how to read and write would benefit from

the tutorial sessions they had received and, consequently, be

able to function within the average group in their grade one

classroom.

A number of formal and informal assessmE'.nt procedures

were administered before and after program intervention. The

test and measurement procedures included Teacher~Student
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All students mad~ measural,!'·

Interaction, The Gates-MacGin~t; e Reading Te~t. and I:.lll'

Diagnostic Survey, as d~signed by Clay (1985). Pr~t~st <111<1

posttest results were computed and recorded. Pretest n:~oult.'

for informal assessments (i.e., Student Teacher Intet',\ctionl,

indicated that the four students who had been selected for

program intervention were all performing below the itvl!'r'-tg,· .~I

their class in reading. writing and oral language deve]opmt>llt .

Post test results indicated that three of the students had nt.ld,'

considerable gains in all three areas. Pretest re!:Julto 011 till'

Gates-MacGinitie Beading Test l"evealed that the 1-11'091",1111

students had scored below the class mean on both r.Jw ,111<1

percentile rank scores for the class. Postt",r,t ccon~,:

indicated that two of the program studentn h'ld m,Il!"

considerable gains with one surpassing the clasn lue.J.ll on hot.h

the mean l."i.lW score and tbe mean percentile rank score. 011'"

other student had made some progress, and .Jne indicated 110

regression. but did not move beyond the 2nd percenti lc ralli:.

The Diagnostic Survey was administ.ered to each studenl. ill lh,·

Reading Recovery group before and after program int",rvClltiOIi.

The Diagnostic Survey was an effective measure of individual

growth. Each student's posttest scores were comp.:lr~d with

his/her pretest scores.

progress.

Based on the results of thiG study it was conclud~rJ thut

the students who participated b'::!nefitted from a n\Qdi[j',rJ

version of the Reading Recovery Program"
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CHAPTER I

THE NATURE OF THE STUDY

Introduction

The development of literacy encompasses the major part of

most school programs. Readers and writers develop

effectiveness, efficiency and flexibility in using literacy

fOl" a variety of purposes (Goodman, 1986) . Whe!" children

achieve literacy it acts as a positive drive that frees them

to acquire knowledge and understanding throughout their lives.

It is, therefore, essential that children have access to

literacy from a very early age (Pinnell, 1988). Literacy is

acquired when everyone obtains a "foundation control" from

which achievement. can expand (Clay, 1990). Regardless of the

program of instruction, most children, Dy the end of grade

one, will see print as a natural representation of language.

Through effective program implementation, most grade one

children will be able to coordinate their use of graphic and

contextual information to become independent, functional

readers (Lyons, 1989).

There has been almost a century of debate on what.

approaches should be taken toward initial instruction in

reading. The debates are always polemical (Johnson & Louis,

1990). Teachers need a coherent theory of language and

learning. Whet' teachers undertake language and learning

activities in the absence of coherent theory,

inconsistencies and contradictions in children's literacy

experiences often occur (Pace, 1991). Furthermore, Tierney and



Pea:rson (cited in Singer & Ruddell, 19B7), maintain that if

teachers understand the nature of reading comprehension dnd

learning they will more effectively faci litate the learnel' in

a supportive learning environment,

current Perspective on Literacy Development

What then, is the model of reading that teachenl should

adopt? There can be little doubt that ftthe major impetllfJ

towards a revision of many ideas about reading has come f I:Olll

the field of psycholinguistics" (wray, 1989, p, 3) ilnd tho..:

work of Kenneth Goodman. Goodman (cited in Singel' /.

Ruddell,19B7} defines reading as "receptive written language"

(p. 84). Through the transaction of reader und t~xt,

assimilation and accommodation occur causing the readel"!>

schema to be transformed through the process.

A tentative evaluation of existing evidence seeml,l tu

favou.r a meaning-based approach. The evidence suggest5 tholl

reading approaches that focus on elements other than meanjllg

t.end t.o pull children away from meaning. 1\ popular analogy ill

t.he likening of learning to read to leurning to t.alk (Wray,

19B9) Psycholinguists maintain that Drill language is l£:<lrn(!d

through a process of progressive discrimination (Johnson"

Louis,1990), Children learn language with an immature but

whole .i,dea of how to talk. This is gradually refined. Wor~

by such well known aut.hors as Clay <1nd Holdaw<1Y (cit ..d if I

Johnson & Louis, 1990) maintain t.hat learning to read follow!>



a similar pattern. According to Clay (1991), the young child

does not learn all of his/her phonemes before he/she utilizes

words, nor does he/she use many words before he/she uses

sentences. Although his/her control of language is immature,

he/she gradually improves control as he/she is actually

involved in the process of focusing, maintain:'ng and refining.

Pace (1991) supports this perspective. She maintains that the

pragmatic context of which the language user is a part

influences purpose and meaning. Furthermore, "language

learners must invent and try the rules of language for

themselves through social interaction as they move toward

control of language for meaning" (p. 13). Every time adults

use language around a child, they demonstrate the natural

functions of language (Cullinan, Greene & Jaggar, 1990).

Language is best learned when these demonstrations occur

\~ithin a meaningful context.

Holdaway (1982) conducted a study to examine the

preschool learning environment of children who were already

reading and writing when they entered school at age fiVe!

years. The studies indicated that "under suitable motivation

and in a favourable learning environment children would master

literacy skills in a way very similar to that. in which they

master other developmental tasks, especially those of spoken

language" (p. 2941. With these new understandings on literacy

development, a multidimensional perspective has been applied

to literacy learning. Researchers are now studying literacy



from a child's perspective as he/she engages in 8ocial,

linguistic and cognitive act.ivit.ies. St.rickland and "tonow

(1988) maintain that. reading and writing develop COllcllITelllly

with oral language. Therefore, the not.ion t.hat. children must

be orally fluent. before lit.eracy, has been replaced by a view

that. all languages processes, including reading and writ jug,

develop concurrent.ly in dn interrelat.ed manner.

Reading and writing are learned t.hl"Ough active use. "/\11

learners attempt. t.o reproduce the skilled demonstrations they

observe" (Cullinan et al., 1990, p. 752). Their first att(,!tI\pt

at reading and writing are approximations; if childnm's c<lrl\'

attempta to read and write are met with t'!nthus.i'WIIl,

approximations will more closely match the text and <.I clearcl'

developmental pat.tern emerges (Cullinan et aI" 1!J90).

Authentic literacy events are necessary if children are to

"make sense of texts written by others and to discover Whill.

t.hey know and mean as they create written text" (Pac~, 19!.11,

p. 151, Rosenblat.t 119B2J maintains that if reading is to bt:

meaningful and purposive for the child then one cannot d(~ny

"the importance of text in the transaction" (p. 269) What

texts, then, should teachers use for literilcy instruct lOll?

Children's Literature va. Publishers' Programs

Routman (1988), in her evaluation of how childrc:n b(:COIII':l

literate, has stated that. in order for children "to becom(:

act.ively liter~t.e the school curriculum must move beyond tht:!



facilitation of active involved and evaluative thinking" (p.

Iii). She maintains that the way we teach reading and ""Titing

"is critical to the development. of active literacy" (p. 16).

A supporting view is held by Strickland and Morrow (1968).

They compared curriculum planning from two perspectives 

emergent literacy vs. readiness. Emergent literacy is seen as

the "the ongoing development of skill in reading and writing"

(p.lll. They concluded that children must actively engage in

literacy activities that are me-'J.ningful and functional and

that immersion in books and functional print are more

effective in literacy growth than publisher prescribed texts

in helping children extend function and meaning. Freeman

(cited in Harp. 1988), reports that a teacher's guide to

basals (i.e. publishers' programs) tends to focus on "product

rather than process· (p. 74). Short sentences, simple

vocabulary and repetition of ideas place restrictions on the

readers' use of prediction and sense of meaning. Holdaway

(1982) states that such an instructional reading program

motivates children artificially and rewards them

extrinsically. Furthermore Pace (19911 argues that books with

repeated language patterns that often resemble workbook style

tend to "dilute the focus of meaning, wrest control from the

language user and short circuit the important inventive and

constructive processes that occur when children initiate

language to represent experiences" (p.13).



Literacy learning does not proceed in a presn:il-.:d.

linear manner, This t.heory has been largely igllored \'Y

publishers' programs. "Programs that. arrange instruct: i('11<I1

activities in rigid predetermined sequences are in cOII(lil'l

with the natural learning proclivities of children~ 1.10hIWC'l1l

& Louis, 1990, p, 1). If children are to become activl!Jy

literat.e, school curriculum must move beyond ·COI"'C\'L

responding t.o the facilitation of active involved ;mel

evaluat.ive thinking" (Routman, 1988, p, 16) Studie~ h,w"

shown (Holdaway, 1982; Routman, 1988; Tunnell I. Jacobs, l~)n'J;

and Clay, 1991) that the use of quality children's litcl'atlllf:

is more effective t.han publishers' programs afLd has lIad ,I

positive ef~ect on students' attitude ilnd achievement" ill

reading.

Goodman (cited in Singer and Ruddell, 1987) St..1LCG LlHI

reading is goal oriented and that the goal of reading i~ lo

find meaning. Thus the literacy quality of text if; very

significant, Literature has a quality and depth lh<.Jt is

accessible to a variety of learners at varying intl~llectu.lI

levels. Furt.hermore, it has educational value for the ongoillfl

development of language, reading and writing (llid:lniln"

Cullinan, 1989), Real books lead children to clear-er conr.:E:pt.n

about print and reading and thus extend these conco::plli.

Children will learn t.o form connections betw~~n kno...m li1n9uilqr~

and written language, Through literaturr::, childr<;:n r:;J/1

experience the richness and variety of meaningful iOctiviti<!H.



Such experiences enhance children's abilities. Children learn

not only how to read but:. to want to read (Tunnell & Jacobs,

1989). Trade books provide many lessons about reading print,

style, and most importantly about life (Roberts, 1989). They

offer an anchor from which children can extend themselves in

a multitude of learning experiences.

Statement of the Problem

The primary purpose of this study was to investigate the

effectiveness of an adaptation of Marie Clay's Reading

Recovery Program within the confinements of a regular grade

one classroom environment. Certain modifications to the

program were necessary because of the unique nature of

implementation. A control group was used as a comparison

group. The Gates MacGinitie Reading Test was administered to

both the experimental and control groups. The Raw, Stanine,

Percent.ile Rank, and Grade Equivalent scores were computed and

recorded for both pretest. and posttest scores. The mean raw

score and mean percentile rank score were computed for both

pretest. and posttest sit.uations. In this invest.igation the

(ollowing questions were addressed:

Can an adaptat ion of Clay's -Reading Recovery Program- be

effective?

2. Can an adaptat.ion of Clay's "Reading Recovery Program" be

effectively implemented within the confinements of a

grade one classroom?



3" Can an adaptation of Clay's" Reading Recovery Program"

be effectively implemented by a grade one teacher who has

not completed the required teacher-training program?

Rationale for the Study

Children come to school at varying developmental It.>v~~b.

Even when emersed in a literacy rich school environment by ,1g0

five, if home environments have been literacy impoverished,

not all children will achieve a foundation contt"ol of

literacy. Research indicates that at-risk children C<ln l>~

identified as early as age six or after one year of cLlssroolti

inst.ruction (Clay, 1985; Lyons, 1989, Pinn€'ll, Fried & Estle,

1990). The natural response has been to place these troubled

readers in supplemental reading programs, the effectiveness or

which has been an issue of critical concern (Lyons, 1989)

Family mobility, unsettled family circumst-ancel'l and

absenteeism contribute to an ever changing school population.

Coupled with present circumstances of limited r~sources, ;j

higher number of school children appear to be potenUally at

risk of academic failure (Lyons, 1989) prescriptive rCIllQdi(~~~

have been too uniform with the curriculum and not th~ child ;Jf;

the center of focus. Also, instructional progr<lms for the

troubled reader have tended to focus on bits and pieceD oL

print iLyons, 1989). The natural function of language as cH1

avenue of communicat ion of ideas has been reconRt ruct<:'::d i ntrJ

a set of abstractions which have little relevanc(~ for th':



child (Goodman, 1986l. Furthermore, since the nature of

instruction determines the strategies that children form when

learning to read, early intervention is essential to insure

that children do not apply ineffective strategies to the

learning process. These children have an immediate need for a

reading intervention program in order that they may acquire

the skills that are necessary to become productive learners

(Pinnell, 198?).

Children are expected to achieve literacy by constructing

meaning through the perceptions and interpretations of

patterns or relationships. Literacy develops after children

leal'n a system for orchestrating a multiplicity of skills and

insights related to the reading process (Pinnell, 1987).

Research has shown that there are .....ays of instructing or

learning which may foster or inhibit autonomy in learning.

The long standing debates that focus on theory and applied

methodology focus on the learner and the teacher and the role

each plays in the learning process. Holdaway (1982); clay

(198.<l); Goodman (1986) i Routman (1988) and Clay (1991) see the

learner as autonomous. Teachers facilitate literacy growth by

motivating children to express themselves. Holdaway (198:;)

mainti;lins that when children are "motivated to express

themselves under the influence of a rich and highly familiar

literature" (p.299), the results are extremely satisfying.
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Purpose of the Study

Clay (1964.;1985;1990;1991) has designed an earl)'

intervention program to help first graders who appeal,: to Clh'il

classroom teachers to be at risk of failing to learn how to

read and write. The program provides a framework within whiclJ

children ~an learn how to read and wdee in a holistic

environment. Children are selected for the "Reading Recovel"Y

Program" based on a standardized assessment (Clay, 1985}. The

children who are selected for tutoring sessions are the lowest

scorers on text reading (i.e., the lowest :JOlt of their class).

These children are then assigned to daily 30 minut.e lessoll:;

(Pinnell et aI., 1990). These lessons operate within a

specific framework and variance within that EramewolK if;

dependent on the specific needs of each individual child.

Children are discontinued from the program when l:heir

tutor- teachers feel that they can function independenLly wlth

the average group in their class Field studies have shown Lh'l

time frame to be an approximate period of 15 weeks (Dunkeld,

1990). Children who have gone through the program and have not

met the criteria for discontinuance may require extra tut0rlng

sessions, or may have to be referred to a reading :specialist

for further diagnostic procedures (Clay, 19B5; Pinllell et.

al., 1990).

Pinnell {198B} claims that there are specific featurE,«s ()[

Clay'S "Reading Recovery Program" that make it unique. The5'~

features have been summarized and listed below:
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1. Reading Recovery is an early intervention program,

remedia t ion program.

2. The program is intended to be temporary and is focused on

a child-developed, self.generating system.

3. Children are encouraged to build on strengths.

4. The program fosters independence and emphasizes learning

"how to" rather than memorization.

5. Children are active learners. They are encouraged to

think and solve problems while interacting wi th the text.

6. Instruction is not based on any set of prescribed

materials but rather on a wide range of children's

literature that is suited to the child' 5 specific needs

and interests.

7. The aim of the program is to have the child reach the

average range for the instructional setting within the

grade one classroom.

Children are expected to make accelerated progress to

"catch up~ with their peers.

9. Reading and writing are the two major instructional

components of the program.

10. The lesson provides a framework but within that framework

the lesson varies from child to child.

Children are always expected to read for meaning.

12. Sound-letter relationships are directly taught.
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13. During a year-long staff development progr,lm, te,lch",n::

and teacher-leaders immediately begin to work \"ith

children.

l4. The program is a designed set of interlocking pdncipl<:::'

and actions that require commitment and consistency from

the children involved.

Clay (1984) maintains that the effective implemCIll"dt.ioll

of a Reading Recovery Program is dependent on a OIlinber 01

factors. The program requires specially tl'ained (eachen:,

parental interest and involvement and necessary funding f.or

teacher training, teacher salaries and an expansive SC18CL lOll

of high quality children's literature. The program 10',15 (jrGI

implemented in five New Zealanr! schools during the 1971l schuol

year, in an attempt to insure that the program procctlul"V:;

would work in a pract.ical school setting. During tlM.t y':',lr ] :!::

children from five different schools, who lIlet the G<:lN:t iOll

criteria, were given individual tutori.ng sessions in He,ldj nq

Recovery. At the end of 1978 they were retested. Final resuJtn

showed that 80 of the 122 children were su~~~ss[u1 I Y

discontinued from the program {Clay, 1985) In 1965-86 ,~pi lot.

study in ohio attempted to implement a Reading Rr,cov-=:ry

Program. During this first year students were not identif i-:·d

until January. However, final results showed thilt childr~n in

a Reading Recovery Program performed better than cornpari::~(.m

groups and also performed comparably with average first gp.ld r,

readers. A further study in 1986-87 identified "at-rir~k"
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children in 3'.:!ptt=mber. Results showed that 73\ of the

chiJ.dren who received at least 20 lessons were successfully

discontinued from the program (Pinnell et 0.1., 1990}

Lyons (1989) did a study on 60 children who had scored an

the 19th percentile on the Metropolitan Reading Diaonostic

Reading Test in 1986. Thirty of the children had been

classified as learning disabled and the remaining 30 were

unl.:1belled. Initially, the learning disabled were more

dependent on visual information. However close examination of

the means showed a definite shift to a multiple cueing system

upon ex.it from the program. Lyons concluded that the Reading

Recovery Program helped children to "unlearn" ineffective

behaviors. Lyons' study suggests that Reading Recovery may be

an effective method to undo instructional disabilities.

Reading Recovery is a literature-based approach to

j-eil.Jing and writing. Alt.hough the program has been designed

for childr.en who are at-risk of failing to learn how to read

and write, its philosophy and guidelines with certain

moHfications may be applied to any literature-based language

arts program. These modifications will be dependent on each

cbild's specific needs. The current trend is towards

individualized programming in reading and writing instruction.

Although ClClY's (1985) program follows a controlled outline,

variations within thClt outline are dependent on the unique

needs of each individual child. As Clay suggests, however, the

target group is the lowe.>t scorers on text reading according
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to a standardized assessment (Le. the lowest 20; of I'll ...'

class) .

Signifioanc:e of the Study

The process of education is in a transitional stage. 1'h."

movement from a skills-oriented to a meaning-oriented language

arts program calls for changes in teacher tCClinill<j,

programming and educational environments. 1'he goal of ally

language program is to foster within the child the C1ppropd,H.,

"operations and strategies" that lead to independence ill

reading {Clay, 19841. The model of literacy used should

capitalize on the child's ability to build a seH-extendillq

system for reading and writing. Children who exp~t'ielH:"

reading difficulties quickly fall behind in school TIiC'y

experience failure repeatedly and require expem,ive ill1d

continuous help that may extend over a period of yeillT'

(Pinnell, 1988). Most children who have had a liu.:rilcy·ridl

environment at home and in grade kindergarten do noL l"equi.p~

special attention. However, irregardless of home iJlld BdlOf,]

environment, 10 to 20 percent of children do p.xperic:nee

difficulties when learning how to read (Pinnell, 19'J1). 'I'b'~

most common methoris for dealing with troubled read'",n,; <.ll"f~

inadequate. Remediation is often too late and ineffec:tiw.:.

It "slows down instruction and although childrr~n ('':'_'1

supported and although remedial teachers hav':! th<.:ir bn~;t
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interests at heart, they never do catch up" (Pinnell. 1951 p.

Ill.

Changing the educational prospects for at-risk children

",ill require an enormous investment of resources. Much has

already been invested in remedial programs that have proven

ineffective in bringing about the fundamental changes that are

necessary to increase the educational level of an increasing

proportion ~f school children who are at risk of school

failure. Reacing Recovery has demonstrated its potential fo:"

improving the reading success of individual children and

consequently the production of the educational SyE' em

(Pinnell, 1986).

Limitations of the Study

Clay, (1985) has determined that Reading Recovery

procedures must be administered by specially-trained Reading

Recovery teachers. The researcher has not received any formal

training or education in Reading Recovery procedures.

Knowledge of such procedures have come solely from current

readings on the topic and years of classroom experience with

primary school children. Only two grade one classes were used

in the investigation. These classes were from two different

schools but from the same school district. Random selection

was not used. Therefore, transference cannot be extended to

include a global population.
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CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF RELATED L~TERATURE

Introduction

The long standing debates that focus on theory and

applied methodology focus on the learner and the teacher and

the role that each plays in the learning process. Holda~<lY

(1982), Clay (l984) , Goodmar. (1986), and Routman (l9881. see

the learner as autonomous. Teachers facilitate growth by

motivating children to express themselves. Holdaway (l982)

maintains that when children are motivated to eXpt"CfH'

themselves the outcomes of that process are extrclllC I y

satisfying. In order for children to achieve -mastet"y n(

literacy within the environment n (p. 299), educators mUGe

focus 0: how children learn, what learning is appropriate alld

W: ...;i. it is best learned (Hosteler. 1991).

It. is essent.ial t.hat. children have access to literacy

from a very early age (Pinnell, 1988). The child's early

literacy experiences must enable him/her to become literal...,

through the construction of inner control and thus reach il

conceptual understanding of the written code (Clay, 1~911.

"lhen children achieve literacy it acts as a "positive driv'-:"

that frees them to acquire knowledge thl':"oughout their livc:n

(Pinnell, 1988). Literacy is acquired when everyone gf;ltS il

"foundation control" from which achievement can ~y.pi.lnfJ

(Clay, 1991) .
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There continues to be a debate as to how literacy is best

achieved. The debate is polemic. Early cognitive theorists saw

information processing as a series of discrete stages

invol.ving input and output. They believed that new information

was received at the input level, processed and recorded. They

viewed learning as a hierarchial arrangement of steps

(Stcwovich, 1966) Gough's model of reading is a good example

('If this bottom-up learning process. He believed in a letter

by-letter model of reading. As reading began, the initial

fixation of the eye would set into motion a series of events

that began with abstract phonemic representation, across a

chain of ordered events, until contact was made with

previously lea.rned knowledge (cited in singer r" Ruddell,

1987). Such serial sta.ge models ran into difficulty because

they did not account for stages within which higher-level

processes affected lower-level processing. For example many

children learn how to read before they can identify the

letters of the alphabet and hearing-impaired children learn

how to read without any knowledge of how to process

letterIsound relat ionships.

Top-down theoreticians approach language in meaningfui

units. Stanovich (1986), defines top-down models as "higher

level processes that interact with and direct the flow of

information through lower-level processes. Several exist but

they all have in common a view of the fluent reader as being

actively engaged in hypothesis-testing as he proceeds through
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text b {po HI. Kintsch, Goodman, and Tierney (cited in Singer

&. Ruddel, 1987) have devised theories based on reading [Ol"

meaning through acquisition and activation of prior know]edgt>.

Reading is hypothesis-testing. Stanovich 119861. claims tl1M

higher-level processes need not wait the completion of low!;!!"

l~vel processes.

Interactive models of reading differ from tcp-down .1nd

bottom-up models of reading "primarily in terms o[ tilt'

relative independence of processes at different leveln .

.. .Each level of processing seeks to synthesize the stimulus,

based on its own analysis and the constraints imposed both by

higher and lower level processes" (Stanovic:h, 1986, p. 31ll.

According to Rumelhart and Ruddel !cited in Singer f. Ruddcl,

1987), top-down and bottom-up processing are occurring ill <Ill

levels simultaneously. They maintain that there are fiv~

interactions that occur simultaneously during the readinq

process. They include: environment interaction; knowledqt:

interaction; product construction and evaluation interaction;

affective/cognitive/metacognitive control interaction and new

knowledge interaction {Singer I< Ruddel, 19B71. Ruddel (Cit'~d

in Singer & Ruddel, 1987), claims that Mthe learner should he

actively involved in the processing of text if affect is to

remain high" (po 786) and that "the boosting of affect i3nd th",

development of cognitive and metacognitive ::;trategt~s ;;Jr':

important instructional goals which foster a learner who pOly:-;
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greater attention, has great!'!r perseverance and interacts with

text, teacher and peers" (p. 786}.

"Genuine literacy implies using reading, writing,

thinking and speaking in the real world, with options,

appreciation and meaningful purposes in various settings and

with other people" (Routman, 1988, p. IS). Routman (1966)

maintains that an actively literate person is constantly

thinking, learning and reflecting and by so doing is assuming

responsibility for his/her own learning. Divergent open-ended

activities that are directly related to the reading experience

place responsibility on the learner, thus promoting growth of

autonomy in learning (Johnson & Louis, 1990).

The early years are crucial to the process of becoming

literate (Pinnell, 1988). First grade is seen as the critical

year for the learning of reading and writing and students in

the first grade are expected to make acc<:!lerated progress

(Wasik & Slavin, 1993). Good readers access a range of

information as they construct meaning from l:ext. They predict

according to what makes sense based on their implicit

knowledge of language pat.terns. Although beginning readers are

una ......are of their cognitive activities, they are constantly

checking or selecting bet ......een possibilities using their

kno...... ledge of the visual features of words and the

relationships between sound and letters (Pinnell, 1991).

Through effective program implementation, most grade one

children will be able to coordinate their use of graphic and
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context.ual information to become independent., functiol\:\l

readers (Lyons, 1989) _ However, childl"en diffel" widely and in

any school district regardless of the teaching method, the

problem of poor readers in the primary grades is pervasive

(Clay, 1990; Pinnell, 1991).

Family trends are forever changing and are significantly

different from what was common two decades ago. A high!!!"

divorce rate, more single-parent households, and more career

oriented parents are only some of the demographic trends tlMt

have created disruptions in many children's liveo. 111

addition, child care is often mediocre with low pay C.:lUSillU

high staff turnover. Children, who thrive on consistency ,1Ild

stability, are frequently exposed to varied expectationD and

styles from a variety of care-givers during the first yearn of

life (Sanacore, 1967).

Clay, (1985); Lyons, (1989); Pinnell, Fried & Estic,

(1990), maintain that at+risk readers can be identified ,,'II
early as age six, or after one year of classroom inst.ruction.

Chi ldren who are at. risk are vulnerable to the schoo I

experience (Pinnell, 19861. Failing to learn to read in the

early grades has severe consequences. One outcome of readj ng

failure is a high rate of retention. In many lilrgr~ urbilll

districts 20% of all first graders repflat first grade ilnd lOor'.

than half of all students repeat at least one grad~ b,,[(Jr'~

leaving elementary school {Slavin, Karweit, & Wasik, 19911

The lit.erate society we live in and our current ~duciltional
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system demands that children achieve literacy early in their

lives. Pressure from peers and the classroom community has an

impact on the child and his/her self-concept. Success in the

early grades does not guarantee continued success through the

school years and beyond, but failure in the early grades

virtually guarantees failure in later schooling (Stavin, et

aI, 1991). If it is possible to prevent the negative spiral

that comes with reading failure then educators have an

obligation to do so. Therefore when children first show signs

of difficulty it is time to intervene (Pinnell, 1991l.

Many attempts to raise standards by intensive remediation

have produced favorable early results. However, such gains are

not usually maintained after the remedial support has ended

(Clay, 1965; Pinnell, 1991; Wade, 1992). Low-achieving

students differ greatly from each other and have different

strengths and needs (Clay, 19BB) Reading acquisition involves

the learning of various interacting strategies. The reader

uses these strategies to process the many levels of

information in a text" Low achievers demonStrate fewer and

less efficient use of such strategies resulting in a number of

outcome deficits (Clay,1988). In many remediation programs,

strategy inStl"Uction has become a decontextualized learning

process. The task has become a recipe that describes a

strategy rather than acquiring functional control over a

strategy (Gaffney & Anderson, 1991). Children are active

learners who learn language in natural surroundings and strive
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for meaning at all times (Cullinan et al., 1990). Approaches

to reading that focus on elements other t.han meaning tend to

isolate children from what is naturally instinctive to them

(Wray, 1989). The reader must develop independent processing

skills which increase reading by reading. Meaning should be

the external gUidance mechanism that empowers the child in

error detection. Reading instruction must develop complex

learning wit.h reciprocal relationships, feedback systems,

self-correction processes and anticipatory systems (Clo1Y,

1988) .

Literacy and the Curriculum

A Historical Perspective

Literacy has profoundly after-ted the history of

individuals and nations (Kelly, 1987). Conscious trends

towards a more effective process have been expanded only

during the last thirty to forty years (Doll, 1974).

Several trends are evident in the evolution of schooling.

The first of these began with Plato' 5 theory of education

which had a fixed knowledge base. Knowledge and values were

not sUbject to disagreement and the purpose of education was

to indoctrinate the young. Prior to the nineteenth century

these notions remained fixed. The assumption had been made

that subject matter sr.ould be organized and logically

dispensed to the young under the close supervision of the

adult (Doll, 1974). The belief was in a fixed curric1Jlum and
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that: the learner by nacure was pliable ano therefore

become accommodating to a preset standard.

With the twentieth century came John Dewey who laid the

theoretical groundwt')rk for an -inquiry approach- to learning_

He believed that intelligence developed when an individual

interacted with his/her environment through problem· solving

activities. ~wey maintainoed t.hat knowledge was related to

experience and that the child was not a passive receptor but

rather an active participant who tested out ideas and

hypotheses. Dewey believed that learning should not be

directed by the teacher but rather that the teacher's role

shl,luld be that of a facilit.ator of learning (Miller & Sellar,

1990) .

The Debate

Educators have long heen divided into two major groups 

tradionalists and progressivists. The tradionalists have

remained product-oriented while relying on a fixed knowledge

base of the ancient and modern world. The progressivists have

remained more process-oriented relying on a student-generated

knowledge base. The most fundamental difference between the

theories is in their view of human knowledge. The traditional

view sees education primarily in terms of the transmission of

knowledge and regards the curriculum as the starting point of

that process. The progressivist sees education as a process of

development through which children acquire their own knowledge
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and values. The foclls is on the processes of development"

rather than on the transmission of knowledge (Kell}'. 19871.

A child's mind is not a vacuum. Neither is it <l miniature

model of the adult.' 5 mind. From infancy, children are

continually acting on and organizing their experiences. The

child's active experimentation with his/her world is analogoHf'

with spontaneous research. Children need to form their own

hypotheses and keep trying them out through ment<ll <lnd

physical manipulations. Curriculum should identify content

that arouses in children a need and desire to learn

(Hostetler, 1991). Activities that are based on children's

interests provide intrinsic motivation. Internal moti vat. ion

"Eosters desirable dispositions and feelings such ilS

initiative, curiosity, attention, self-direction, industry,

competence and love of learning" (Hostetler, 1991, p. 27).

PUblishers' Programs vs. Children' s Li terature

Project Literacy U.S. revealed that in 1987 more tha~l

23, 000, 000 Americans were unable to read and write

sufficiently. The study has also revealed that one-third of

all adult Americans lack "the communication skills they need

to function productively" (Routman, 1988, p. 15). Furthermore,

the National Assessment of Educational Progress has found thilt

although reading scores are steadily increasing, AfriCiJn

Americans and Hispanic students still fall behind Anglfr

American students. On the 1988 assessment, 62\ of all nio(:

year-aIds could read at what is called the "basic level", but
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only 39\ of African American nine year alds could do

(Slavin et al .• 1991). According to Routman 11988J. American

schools are turning out students who can read and write within

the school context only. She concluded that these students

lack insight into the meanings that words convey. Huck (19821

reports that the teaching of reading within classrooms has

changed very little over the past 2S to 30 years and that

although educators know more about thf: process of learning to

read, they have not incorporated this knowledge into changing

teaching practices. Most teachers still follow a prescribed

publisher' 5 program. Although content and format have

undergone revisions, recommended practices for teaching

resemble those of the traditional basal series. -These new

series sometimes succeed only in basalizing literature by

asking children to respond by filling in blanks and answering

adult questions· (Huck, 1982, p. 5)

Tunnell & Jacobs (1989). evaluated a val iety of studies

that support a literature-based approach to literacy. The

studies involved a variety of subjects and employed a variety

of topics and employed different elements of instruction. They

noted, however, that there were commonalities "overtly· and

"subtly" implied in all of the literature-based programs.

These basic elements have been summarized and listed below.

1. Natural readers emerge from a variety of racial and

socioeconomic backgrounds. However, all children need to
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be exposed to and read to from a variety of childnC'll' ,:

literature at a very early age.

2. It is essential to use quality children's literatl.\\"l~

written in natural and uncontrolled language.

3. Neurological impress method should be used in ,1 V'll".\,'ty

of ways· big books, tape/book, paired reodin9, etc.

4.. Teachers should read daily to their students ['"0111 d

variety of trade books.

5. Children should be allowed to be alon"! with bookr; w!l"11

they could reread favourite books, reread taped books, "I

read new books.

6. Teachers must act as effecti'Je role models. 1'h(~}' nhOllld

read and share their enjoyment of books with chi ldl""11.

7. Teachers should employ an "effective" appJ:o,l(:h lh,·t,-l,'.'

insuring that children develop a love for read i 119.

8. Children should be allowed to selGct their own t"l'.lrlill'l

materials, Autonomy improves attitude.

9, All reading is meaning oriented. Reading skill~ uhoulrl I",

focused on but only in direct relationship tu til.. u,-"k!;

and writings of the students,

10. Process writing and other output i1ctivil.i(~~; clr'; dir'~('1 1'/

related to the reading experience.

Through the self-selection of reading materials, r:hi Id,':rl

shape their own learning. Approximations in r<!.Jdi Wj i.Jlld

writing activities help the learner dev-:lop sLra1J:yir: r:rml.r',j

over his/her own learning. Huck 1131:12i f;urmnilrjz';;; 1.11"
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pot,::ntial of litel"ature to enrich and extend children as Efe-

l'.:mg !E:al"ners. And so literature records the depths of the

human experience:

It can develop compassion by educating the mind.

It can help children entertain new ideas, develop

insights they never had before.

It can stretch the imagination, creating new experiences,

enriching old ones.

It can develop a sense af what is true and just and

beautiful lp. 317).

Real books touch their readers and teach them in a self ~

r~gulated way. They provide many lessons about print, style,

and most. importantly about life (Roberts, 1989). They offer an

<!Ochor from which children can extend themselves in a

multitude of learning experiences. This makes the use of real

books all essential investment in both time and resources" "The

risk is almost non-existent and the potential for growth

limitless" (Roberts, 19B9, p. 15)"

The Reading/Writing Cormection

Reading and writing are interconnected reciprocal

processes. As children read and write they make the

connections that form their basic understandings about both

pl"OCeSSes (Pinnell, 1988) Hriting provides the opportunity

[01" children to examine the details of written language, sort

out letter/sound relationships search for information, analyze

\'o'Ot"ds and cross-check their own work.
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Over the past twenty years writing dev<!lopment has becolO€'

a more controversial issue t.han ever before. Until the 19l;O·,..

writing development was considered to be the masteq' of .1

series of skills which could be practised by exercises th<lt

were separate from one another and from any particular ccnt"'xt

IRivalland, 1991). !n the 1969' 5 the personal growth model was

explicated. This model emphasizes the development of 11\\.'

individual. Skills were acquired incidently throllgh til<'

processes of reading and writing. Well known I"elevallt

researchers of that period included: James Moffett (c:it,~d ill

Petrosky & Bartholomae, 1986) and his theory of coglliLiv,·~

growth; James Britton (1980) and his functional model of

writing; Donald Graves (19lJ)) and a process LlPPI'OolCh C"O

writ.ing development; Holdaway (19791 and Cambourne (1')81) who

looked at. -nat.ural conditions~ that. promote writin')

development. Christ.ie (1991), has movl!d away fcom persona I

growth model and suggested the facilitation of children'!;

writing development through the teaching of explicit knowlr:dy.:

about the genres of written language (Riva 11 <::lJId, I'J'JI). JIl

many ways, current t.hinking about writing development inc]ud'H:l

some insight from most of the research previously disCUf;S(:d.

The past two decades have oroduced thre~ major hoi ist ic

developments in the language and learning field. Thesr~ w~rf~

language experience, process ..... rit.ing and .....holr: langu<l'Jr~

approaches" These have been listed and summariz(!d b"lcM in un
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attempt to outline their relationship to trends in early

writing and reading development:

Language Experience

Language experience arose out of two developments,

children' 5 lived experiences and the language associated with

these experiences. An experienti<ll base was believed to be a

major contributing factor in linking oral and written

language. Initial writing experiences were to trace and copy

the adult form provided by the teacher. Although the language

of the student dominated, the teacher through dictation, still

maintained control of the written product (Petrosky &

Bartholomae, 1986). This problem was addressed by the process

movement.

Process Writing

In the process approach to writing children still wrote

about their own experiences. However, contrary to the language

experience approach, they were increasingly given control of

the writing process. The teacher became a support person with

interactive conferencing (Petrosky & Bartholomae, 19861.

Whole Language

Tl,e whole language movement responded to the growing

awareness of the connections between reading, writing,

listening and speaking. The focus on writing was enhanced by
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an increased emphasis on reading and analysis of t.ext (Pidgeon

" wooley, 1989).

Holdaway (1982); Danielson (1992); and Morrow 119~JI.

determined that young children's writing will flourish in ,1

literacy rich environment. Rich reading environments that

include books and other reading material from which childl'en

are free to select. encourage book handling activities that

expand the child's knowledge of special forms of language und

special types of language processes. Holdaway (1982) conc luded

that reading development is strongly correlated to writing

development. One of the critical factors in the developlllent ot.

children' 5 writing ill the number and variety of books to which

they have been exposed. Literature and other factual textn

provide a Mbank of written texts on which children can draw M

(Rivalland, 1991, p. 294). Explicit discussion and reflection

on what. is read will positively influence children's writill9

development. Similarly Clarke (1976); Durkin (1%6); Morrow

(1983); Plessas & Oakes (cit.ed in Morrow, 19931, found thill

children who have adequat.e t.o excessive exposure to books are

apt to spend more time in paper and pencil activities.

A fundamental purpose of an education is that c.:hi ldrrm

learn to read and write as a necessary part of bf;:c.:ornjll~~

literate. The years of pritnary school are crucial in layi",,,

the foundation for successful control of literacy. T~acller

intervention aimed at students' developing control of Lhr;

patterns of reading and writing is desirable even (rom Lh"
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first years of schooling (Christie, 1991l. The perceived role

of th~ t.eacher in setting up the school context for reading

and writ.ing has a definite impact. on the success of the

child's early literacy experiences. It is very difficult for

teachers to take their student's point of view and to realize

what a student comprehends, finds difficult, finds irrelevant

or finds fascinating. Yet if teachers t.each in a way that

<:1110""'5 students to learn, it becomes a tripartit.e process in

which the teacher is an active learner, lets children explore

and inform, and provides the support, instruction and context.

that is necessary (Schroeder & Hunsberger, 1989).

The teacher must set the context and framework for

learning. They should "provide st.imulation, pick up cues and

give appropriat.e responses and suggest.ions" (Schroeder &

Hunsberger, 1989, p. 11). Learning calls for active

involvement and very skilled teaching. For the child can only

De set free to learn "If the teacher neit.her abdicates

responsibility nor rules absolutely, but counsels wisely and

perceptively" (p. 11).

Reading and writing are qualitative processes. What

learners take away from their reading and writing experiences

represents meaning potential. Meaning potent.ial does not.

evolve from text. propositions but rather from understanding

(Bintz, 1989). Early literacy experiences in reading and

writing demand a view that is act.ive and personal. Children

int.eract with and produce written text based on their previous
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experiences and acquired ownership. This pt'ocess of developing

ownership is enhanced when children are permiued to e"plol"(,

using the concepts they have mastered. Rather than learning

through memorizing. transcribing and reciting, children beC('lll'fo,.'"

apprentices who construct meaning and explore structure in "

risk· free, supportive environment (Wason-Ellam, 1987).

As previously indicated the instructional progr.1m

provided for troubled readers and writers is suboptimal

(Lyons, 1989; Goorlman, 1986; & Pinnell, 19881. The child wh.)

is poorly equipped to develop his/her l'eading and writillg

potential may be further inhibited by the environment irlt(.~

which he/she is placed IStanovich, 19861. These children h,IV•.'

an immediate need for an intervention program that wi 1) enable

them to acquire the skills that are necessary to lJecomiulj

productive learners (Pinnell. 19B?). Reading Recovery i~ .111

early intervention program which i[ properly implemented 11<10

the potential to reduce what might become a pattern of school

failure for children who are at risk of fail ing to learn how

to read and write (Pinnell, 19B?} , The Reading RucavCl'Y

framework stipulates that children must be involved in whol'!

text reading and writing tasks rather than isolared Leilchirl']

or drill on items (Pinnell, 1988), Reading Rp.covery r.hi ldn::n

engage in activities that lead to reading - writing

connections. They are placed in situations within which th',y

make spontaneous links between what they have r~ad and Ilr~w

they will write (Pinnell, 1988),
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Reading Recovery

Program Description

Reading Recovery is a short term intervention program

intended for children who are experiencing difficulty in their

first year of reading instruction (Pinnell, at al., 1990l. The

program is designed to help the lowest achieving first grade

readers. It is not intended to replace regular program

instruction but rather to provide students with daily, thirty

minute lessons, that focus intensely on reading and writing

instruction (Clay, 1988). The program was designed and first

implemented by New Zealand psychologist and educator, Marie

Clay (Pinnell, 1987). The program provides a framework within

which children can learn how to read an::!. write in a holistic

environment. Texts are carefully selected for independent and

instructional readability, Children are expected to achieve

literacy by constructing meaning through the perceptions and

interpretations of patterns and relationships (Pinnell, 1987),

Every activity in Reading Recovery takes place at the

level of intact messages, The program is designed to help the

learner develop independent processing skills which increase

reading by reading and writing by writing, Any attention given

to letter/sound analysis is temporary, The primary focus is on

meaning (Clay, 1988l, The goal of Reading Recovery is for the

"l'ecovered" children to reach average reading levels for their

specific groups and maintain their gains, requiring no further

reading assistance during their school years (Zajano, 1989} ,
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As stated in Chapter I, there are specific aspects of

clay's Reading Recovery that distinguih it from other

programs which have been designed to help children who are <'It

risk of failing to learn how to read and write. Pinnell (198B1

has identified 15 aspects of Clay's program that contribute to

its uniqueness. These are listed and discussed below;

1. Early Intervention

Reading Recovery provides the child wit.h intensive and

focused intervention while he/she is in the process of

learning the early stages of reading and writing. The

program takes place before the confusion of bj lunl

2. Short-Term Extra Help

The program provides t.he temporary help that enables the

child to develop the self- generating system he/she need:::

to continue learning independently.

3. Building on Strengths

Reading Recovery supports the development of reading

strategies by recognizing and building on the child's

immediate strengths and abilities.

Independence

Children learn how to be independent. They are taught how

to problem solve using specific strategies. These inc:ludr~

self-monitoring, cross-checking, pc-.:dicting, and

confirming. They learn how to apply these concepts within

the context of meaning.
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5. Flexibility and Responsiveness

Reading Recovery does not depend on a particular set of

prescribed materials. Teachers are expected to use a

systematic knowledge of the reading-writing process and

respond appropriately to each child' 5 unique needs.

6. Action-Oriented

The program is based on the premise that children

active learners. They bring meaning to text. based on

their prior interaction with various texts.

7 _ Enabled-Participation

The Reading Recovery Program is not tailored to Cllatch the

child's classrOOll\ program. Rather, the program is

intended to accelerate the child until he/she can read

and write texts that: are equal to the average of the

specific group within which the child is participating.

8. Accelerated Progress

Intense, individual tutoring by specially trained

teachers supports the child as he/she accelerates at

using various strategies that support text reading and

writing.

9" Reading-Writing Connection

Every Reading Recovery lesson has both reading and

writing components. The relationship between the two is

reciprocal. writing is used as a support for developing

reading strategies. Writing allows the child to pay

pal."ticular attention to the details of print and by so
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doing develop his/her awareness of letter/sound

relationships.

10. Individual Tailoring of Instruction

The program provides a framework within ....hich the

lessondiffers for each child. The difference takes place

in the moment to moment interactions between teacher and

child as they interact with a variety of reading and

writing texts.

ll. Teacher Expertise and Judgement

Children are identified for the program by theit'

classroom teacher. These children are the loweot

achievers in the first grade cohort.

12. Focus on Meaning

Children read for meaning from the beginning of theil'

individualized !lessians. Books are s.!lected based on what

is appropriate and appealing to the child. The books

should be at a level that the child can read with

fluency, lIleaning and enjoyment.

14. Staff Development

The initial training for Reading Recovery teachers is one

year. During the training year Reading Recovery teachers

immediately begin to work with children. Teachers in

training learn to observe and draw inferences from their

observations. A key feature is a one way glass t.hrough

which teachers watch and analyze each other.
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15. System Intervention

Reading Recovery is a carefully designed set of

interlocking principles and actions. The program requires

the long term commitl:\ent of an entire school system.

Children are selected for the program based on t.he

Diagnostic Survey and the Diagnostic Survey report

(Clay,19851. The children who are selected for tutoring

sessions are the lowest scorers on text reading (i.e .•

the lowest 20\ of their class). A typical Reading

Recovery lesson would include the following five

components (Pinnell et al., 1990):

1. Reading familiar stories - aimed at developing fluency.

2. T3king a running record of text reading from a book that

had been read once the previous day.

). Working with letters.

4.. Story writing.

S. Reading a new book.

Children are discontinued from the program when their tutor

teachers feel that. they can function independently wi th the

average of the class. Field studies have shown the time frame

to be an approximate period of 15 weeks (Dunkeld, 1990).

Children who have gone through the program and have not met

the criteria for discontinuance may require extra tutoring

sessions, or may have to be referred to a reading specialist

for further diagnostic procedures (Clay, 1985; Pinnell et al.

1990) .
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Theoretical Framework

Goodman (1986) and Tunnell and Jacobs a989} hay€,

indicated that children who have been exposed within theil

classroom, to a literature based reading program for a period

of one year make significant measurable progress. Stanovich

(1986) has also proven that a child of any ability will make

better progress when placed in a school with a large number" of

children who demonstrate high cognitive performance. Childt'o:lll

who are experiencing reading difficulties are often removed

from a literature based reading program and are further

isolated from peers who are potential process models

(Stanovich, 1966; Goodman, 1986; and Lyons, 1969}. When Clay

(1985) examined the many studies that measured children'~;

progress in reading, she found that children had made very

little progress after they had been removed from the clinical

remediation program. She suspect.ed that children were left too

long before intervention and that "the difficulties of the

young child might be more easily overcome if he/she had

practised error behaviour less often, had less to unl~arn and

relearn and still had reasonable confidence in his/her own

ability" (Clay, 1985 p. 51). Clay (1985), then examined Ii~r

own success with remedial students and decided that she could

not account for success by explanations in books. Based on

these findings she decided to remove herself from a t'=C1ching

role and reinstate herself in a more scientific context (i.e.

that of neutral observer). She set up specific situations
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involving children and teachers interacting in a learning

teaching environment. She hoped to study children' 5 strengths

and weaknesses and teachers' effective and ineffective

teaching strategies. From these observations she had hoped to

develop a model of self-improving strategies for both children

and teachers within the context of an actual learning-teaching

environment.

An observational research project was begun in 1962 and

continued through until 1966. Follow-up workshops and

discussion sessions with teachers led to the publication of

materials that better enabled teachers to identify children

who were experiencing reading difficulty (Clay, 1985). In

1976-77 a project was begun to explore the variability of

reading behaviors in children with marked difficulty in

beginning reading and who were about 6.0 years old (Clay,

1985). The program observed and evaluated a variety of

teaching responses made to these chi Idren by teachers during

individual tuition sessions. Some responses were rejected and

others were expanded. A process of evolution and refinement

continued for three years and only the most effective

techniques were retained (Clay, 1985).

Clay and her colleagues worked with a theory grounded in

field possibilities and field data. There was a continuous

reciprocal relationship between theory and practice. She

believed that intransigent educational problems might find

better solutions in a grounded approach which brings a variety
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of possibilities from a variety of sources (Clay, 19901. The

use of a model of diversity and complexity grounded in fi~l,j

research on successful learners determined t.he [allowing

features of instruction:

1. The teacher would need to make maximum use of ;my

existing response repertoire.

2. The teacher would support the development of a read-wd t.e

action system. Selection and sharing of tasks, vad,ll\ce

in b.me and difficulty, content interest and method 0f

instruction, and type and amount of conversation WOli J d

all be closely monitored by the teache. as teachel· ,11Id

student proceed through daily lessons.

3. The teacher would foster and support. process variable:; -

how to get and use information. The teacher would

support problem solving strategies rather than

outcomes.

4.. The teacher would set task. difficulty to ensure high

rates correct responding so that the child would develop

an active processing system. (Clay, 1988).

Reading Recovery reinforces the idea of Vygotsky's notion of.

the zone of proximal development (Gaffney l.o Anderson, 1~911 .

The width of this zone is "the distance between the actual

developmental level as determined by independent probl"'~m

solving under adult guidance or capable peers" (p.4). VygotoY.y

(cit.ed in Gaffney" Anderson, 19911 contends thilt. high"!r

mental functions are developed on an interpsychoJogicaJ plan",
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through social interactions. The social level not only

precedes the development of higher mental functions but the

organized features of the social context are internalized and

reflected in the student's performance (Gaffney &: Anderson,

1991) In a Reading Recovery lesson the Reading Recovery

teacher responds to the evidence and information presented by

the student. Thus instruct:'on is child-driven. The child is

the catalyst for interactions on the first level and the

determining force for interactions on the next level. Reading

Recovery is instructionally sensitive to the child' 5 needs and

must be constantly recalibrated to take into account, the new

learnings of the child. Reading Recovery teachers operate on

an implicit theory of steps within which the teacher tries to

anticipate the child's next step and support him/her through

each !:ltep/stage until the child has learned strategic control

of the use of semantic, syntactic, orthographic and

phonological cues. The goal is for student and teacher to

function independently at increasingly higher levels on more

difficult tasks (Gaffney &. Anderson, 1991).

Implementation

Actual reform is proceeding at a remarkable rate in the

area of early education. Most policy makers and educators now

agl'ee that effective interventions in preschool, kindergarten

and/or first grade will r-educe the long term need for remedial

and special education programs (Slavin et al., 1991).

Maintaining reading success after it has been est.ablished is
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easier and cheaper then trying to remediate deficits ISlavin

et al.. I9Sl}.

During the 1970' 5 and early 1980' s Clay tested and

refined Reading Recovery procedures. The success of a pilot

study and the positive results of further research led to a

nationwide implementation of Reading Recovery in New Zealand

in 1985. Reading Recovery programs have no.... been implementcd

in Australia, England, and in 42 states in the United Sto1tes.

The first Canadian site was established in Scarborough.

Ontario in nBB (Engisch & Sycr, 1992). The response was

enthusiastic and over 55 Reading Recovery programs h~ve been

implemented in Scarborough since that year.

Reading Recovery must be implemented with a coherent pl.ln

and effective resources. Failure to adhere to the complex

components may lead to inconclusive results ISimmons , 19911.

Clay (1991) has identified four aspects that are crucial to

the implementation of a Reading Recovery Program: (l I the

selection and teaching of children, 121the training o[

teachers, (3J the training of teacher leaders, .lnu

(41 implementing and coordinating the program in an educational

district.

The Selection and Teaching of Children

Students are referred for Heading Re-.:overy by their

classroom teachers, These students have been identifi(~d by

their teachers as being at risk of failing to learn how to

read and write. Developing a selection procedur~ which
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complies with the law and accurately identifies students,

suggests the need for a screening device with a percentile

criterion. In districts where Reading Recovery is funded by

Chapter 1 funds, only those children who qualify under Chapter

1 criteria can be admitted for program assessment (Pinnell,

1988). Chapter 1 policy provides financial assistance to meet

the special needs of educationally deprived children. The

purpose of Chapter 1 assistance is to improve the educational

opportunities of preschool, elementary, and secondary level

students. The goal of Chapter 1 is for educationally deprived

children to achieve grade level proficiency (Zajano, 1989).

Once a "pool" of eligible first graders has been

identified, precise selection of the children should be based

on all available evidence. This would include classroom work,

reading performance, diagnostic test results and the judgement

of teachers who have worked on actual learning tasks with

their students (Zajano, 1989). Once identified by the school

for the Reading Recovery program, the student is thoroughly

assessed. The assessment process is detailed and systematic.

The student is tested on the following items:

(1) Text reading

(2) Letter identification

(3) Concepts about print

(4) Writing vocabulary

(5) Writing Dictation
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After completing the initial diagnosis the Reading Recovery

teacher uses the information to develop an individualized

program for each student (Simmons, 19911.

The student stays on the Reading Recovery Program for a

period of 12 to 16 weeks. During this time, sessions in

Reading Recovery procedures are scheduled for 30 minutes every

school day. During each lesson the child reads natut-"l

language stories and writes stories using his/her own store of

language and ideas. The child's progress is continually

reviewed until he/she has reacht=!d an active level that is

parallel to the average group in his/her class. Children who

do not reach this level in the prescribed time frame may be

continued for extra weeks. Usually, however, when children

fail to reach the discontinuation point within reasonable

range of the prescribed time frame, they may be referred for

further assessment and placed with a special reading Leacher.

As soon as a child has been discontinued from the program

another child is admitted (Simmons, 1991).

There is a continuing need to investigate ways to

integrate more children into the Reading Recovery Program.

Attendance and €'lmily mobility will still continue to be a

problem until coverage is extended to include more educational

facilities and larger geographical areas. Classroom teachers

also need higher quality staff development in order that they

may be better able to understand and assess children's

abilities. Teachers' perceptions of children and definitions
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of competency are difficult to change ;Pinnell, 1988).

Effective innovations must become incorporated into the

policies and ongoing practices of the whole school. Among the

possibilities of fostering coordination of reading instruction

is the encouragement of classroom teachers to become Reading

Recovery teachers. Exposure to the program enables classroom

teachers to apply insights gained from the Reading Recovery

program to all their students and to the reading tasks

relevant to other subject areas (Zajano, 1989).

The Training of Teachers

One of the most significant components of the Reading

Recovery program is the selection and training of teachers

(Simmons. 1991). Training teachers in instructional and

observational techniques does not necessarily produce expert

learning facilitators (Pinnell, 1987). The program requires

an experienced teacher who is trained to think incisively

about the reading process and who is sensitive to individual

differences (Clay, 1985). The role of the Reading Recovery

teacher is that of an active decision maker who must be

capable of making rapid choices based on "a professional

understanding of the reading process, the components of the

Reading Recovery lesson, the individual characteristics and

capabilities of each young reader and the materials available

for instructional purposes" (Scharer & Zajano, 1992, p. 16l.

The National Evaluation Panel for Ohio believed that

"intensive teacher training was an essential feature of
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Reading Recovery and thought that the program would l-p.ceive

less favorable results if teacher training were attenuated

(Pollock, 1990, p.l1l. In response to this need, a stafr

development program was designed at t)hio State Univel'~iq'

which was modelled after the staff development component o[

Clay' 5 1198S1 Reilding Recovery Program. The Ohio State

university' 5 staff development program for Reading Recovery

teachers l ..i11 be used as a model of how teacher training ju

supposed to be implemented. The primary focus of the prognutl

was to train teachers to become more accurate observers of

children. Trainees worked in practical settings where they

were viewed and offered supportive criticism by thell:" peers

(Pinnell, 1987). Since ongoing evaluation of the child'o

progress is necessary for effective and timely intervention,

~uch training is crucial prior to program implementation.

Teach'!r::. who volunteer and are selected to participate in

Reading Recovery training should preferably be experienced in

grade 1 reading instruction and have a minimum of three y(!t1rs

experience as a regular grade 1 classroom teacher (Gaffney,

1991) . Gaffney & Anderson 11991) recommends that RF.!ading

Recovery teachers train in pairs. Not only does this increas~

the possibility that all children in need will have the

opportunity to participate in a R(!ading RClcovery program but

will also provide a structure of mutual support to enh<Jnc(~

teacher growth.
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Training at any level requires a commitment of at least

one school year (Clay, 1985). Teachers begin their training by

attending a 30-hour workshop before the beginning of the

school year. The classes are usually held at a school based

training center. During this time teachers are trained to

.administer and analyze the Diagnostic SUlvey Test. Throughout

the school year, teachers attend weekly 2 ~·hour classes held

after school. Teachers are taught the basic components and

procedures of the Reading Recovery Program. Three times

during the training year the teacher brings a child to the

training sight and teaches a lesson behind a one way glass in

a sound-proofed room. Other teachers in training observe and

discuss the teacher and child with special emphasis on the

p.ffectiveness of the teacher's instructional decisions.

teacher· leader is present and he/she is responsible for

guiding and challenging the observers with questions that

require analysis (Pinnell et al., 1990). The lessons behind

the glass are intended to be authentic experiences for teacher

learning (Clay, 1985). Teachers use these behind the glass

lessons to help the training teachers ·understand the

procedures, observe the immediate effects of a teacher's

decisions when teaching a child, analyze what might be

happening, provide specific evidence to back up their

assumptions, and relate what they are observing and learning

to their own teaching- (Pinnell et al., 1990, p. 289).
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Teachers have to learn to be expert decision m(lkel·~.

They must choose the most appropriate books .md select. tht:!

most powerful procedures for each child. The ability to

effectively individualize procedures for each child is

probably one of the most important aspects of teacher

training. This individualizing aspect is initially difficult

for some teachers. However, as they develop in their ability

to observe and apply their observations more effectively they

begin to develop a more refined theory of how children lean!

(Pinnell ee al., 1990).

A pilot proj eet on Reading Recovery between Port.land

Public Schools and Portland State University in Oregon

examined the effectiveness of a pilot reading pL"Ogram

(Dunkeld, 1990). Forty first grade students were identified as

at-risk of failing to learn how to read and write. Thcoe

children were given 1-12 weeks in a Reading Recovery Program.

The teachers, administrators and university professor involved

with program implementation had no practic:a: knowledge buL had

a good understanding of the program guidelines as outlined by

clay (1985). They knew of the work at Ohio State Universlty,

but had no immediate plans for teacher leader training.

Feeling an immediate need for program implementation th~y

attempted to establish their own carefully monitored progriHn

(Dunkeld, 1990). As th~ program progressed the investigators

encountered specific problems. They had difficulty

determining the reading level of the literature thoey used,
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they had difficulty in accurately gauging the c;lildren' 5 rate

of progress and they noticed that children wert! being caught

decoding skills in isolation and that contextual ,:ues were not

being applied to the reading process IDunkeld ,1990) In an

attempt to overcome these difficulties, some of the

investigators attended training sessions at Ohio State Public

Schools and Ohio State University. This exposure was thought

to have had a posit i ve influence on the final outcome of the

project. A,lthough the students made some gains, the

investigators concluded that knowledge of program was not

sufficient and that proper implementation required effective

teacher training programs (Dunkeld, 1990). "There is no

substitute for the sensitive, informed teacher who can

investigate, hypothesize and make quality decisions about how

to respond to each child, how to select and use materials and

how to design effective class activities" (Pinnell, 1988, p.

51.

Training Teacher Leaders

Reading Recovery teacher leaders have a complex role that

requires a wide range of skills in diverse areas (Clay, 1991).

It is essential that they have a thorough understanding of the

theoretical concepts upon which the program is based. Teacher

leaders must also be sensitive to the organizational,

professional and child development issues associated with the

innovations in the program. Extensive and practical experience

in early education Ii.e. kindergarten and grade 1) is also
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essential (Clay, 1991). During their training year. teachet'

leaders must learn ho.... to implement the specia1i1;ed procedures

with children, develop knowledge of theoretical and research

bases underlying the reading process. and tt-ain teachers ill .1

challenging and supportive manner (Gaffney Ir. Anderson, 19911.

Teacher leaders have to develop a critical appraisal of the

program' E' strengths and problem spots. Teacher leaders have t(.

teach children and work through the experiences of learning lo

do this. It is therefore essential that teacher leaders work

through the process by participating in the operation of

Reading Recovery over a period of one year (Clay, 1991} ih,~

professional development process involves continuous pl·~ctic\,.

reflection and analysis. Until a teacher has worked with foUl

children on a daily basis for the one year period and li<l!.'

successfully discontinued them from the program, he/she is not

considered to be trained in Reading Recovery (Jones, 1991).

Everyone who enrols in the teacher leader training

program is required to begin teaching children from the start.

Each teacher leader in training is observed by the teache.·

leader trainer through a one way glass. at various interval6

dur'-ng the training year as he/she is teaching children. 'I'll,,:

purpose of these sessions is to provide dp.monstration ilnd

focus for the observers who are other teachers in teilch':r

leader training. Practice is essential. Teacher leaders ar~

expected to learn strategies. concepts and theories. Teach'~nl

are expected to become active learners through the demilllrjs 01
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discussion and questioning as they view their colleagues in

teaching situations (Janes, 1991).

Di::lCussion both during and after the behind-the-glass

sessions encourage teacher leaders to reflect and articulate

their observations. Teachers are required to write summaries

on information gleaned from assessment techniques, write

predictions of student. progress in an attempt to identify

teaching priorities, write and review lesson plans for each

student, write case studies and respond to exam questions

{Jones, 1991}. These practices are intended to involve

teachers in reflective and analytical mental operations.

When teachers move into the field, they continue to be

invol,red in reflective and analytical thinking. Teacher

leaders are encouraged to write reflective comments as they

work with a training class. This helps them establish

priorities for their next field work and next class (Jones,

1991). Teacher leaders also assist school administrators with

program implementation in their districts as well as educate

the community in the nature and function of the program

(Jongsma, 1990; Jones, 1991).

It is a feature of Reading Recovery that teachers,

teacher leaders, and teacher leader trainers continue to work

with hard-to-teach children on a regular basis. The intent of

this requirement is that all teachers involved in Reading

Recovery training will maintain program quality. There will

never be a description in print that will enable a practising
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teacher to do what a Reading Recovery teachel- is trained

do.

Text cannot portray the responsiveness of the

interactions between teacher and students, the

fine· tuning of questioning, the SUPP01"t in risk~

taking, and the slight but constant pressure of not

doing for children what they can be helped to do

for themselves. Nor can the text of a teacher' 5

manual really convey how to use children' 5

strengths to support the things they find difficult

(Jongsma, 1990. p. 273).

Reading Recovery requires a new way of thinking about 1 itel"Clcy

for low a:=hievers. Without an effe:::tive Lraining structuL-C,

most of the program achievements will not occur. E[[ectiv(!

teacher training is essential to the program' 5 success I

Jongsrna, 1990; Clay, 1991; Jones, 19911.

Ilnplementation and Coordination of a Reading Recovery Program

in an Educational District

Innovations such as Reading Recovery must h<lve school

system support to be successful (Clay, 1988). Zajano (1989),

has identified five implementation issues that are of probahll::

concern to school districts that are considering implement i og

Reading recovery. These are: (1) Evaluat ion of ef fect i vcnr~ss;

(2) Selection of students; (3) Number of students served; (II)

Coordination of reading instruct.ion; and (5) Funding. Wit.h

positive trends towards more direct parent involv~mr:nt. in
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children' 5 early schooling. a sixth issue is worth considering

_ that of parental involvement and support (Holland. 1987;

Clay, 1991)

The researcher has already addressed the issue of how

children are selected for Reading Recovery under the heading

"Selection and Teaching of Children". Program effectiveness

will be discussed in the next section marked "Program

Effectiveness". The remaining school district implementation

issues will ~e discussed in this section.

Number of Students Served

Reading Recovery instruction takes place with one child

at a time. Other special education services such as Chapter 1

usually provides instruction for up to eight children at one

time. Using a group approach, a Chapter 1 teacher might serve

from 28- 56 children during one school year (Zajano, 1989).

Similarly, a Reading Recovery teacher would serve eight

children for 30 minutes per each school day. These children

would likely require up to 60 or more lessons until they are

discontinued from the program. Throughout a typical school

year, Reading Recovery teacher might successfully

discontinue eight to ten students and have picked up another

eight to ten students. A realistic estimat.e would be that

approximately 20 first graders could receive 60 or more

Reading Recovery lessons from a trained Reading Recovery

teacher, working full time, in one year (Zajano, 1989). The

difference in the number served may present some difficulties
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for same districts. Pinnell (1988) argues thilt although LlI<~

number of students served is less. the sustained impnw~m('nlt"

reduce the long term needs for compens<ltory pt·ogl"~ms.

Furthermore, Allington, (1992), evaluated the

effectiveness of Reading Recovery compared with other PI"091"iIl1l:'

that claim to accelerate the progress £01" low-;H.:hieving

children. He determined that although Readiny rec0v~I"Y W,15 .Ill

expensive program, the short term intervention combintld wit II

the reduction in the number of first grade repeill:en. d1\d

referrals to special education, made it more cost eff~ct iV('

than many other tried options.

Coordination of Reading Instruction

The nature of classroom reading instruction in !~rilrl,·,,,

prior to and after program intervention is a conc:ern IOl

school districts intending to implement Reading Rec:overy.

Contradictory methods of instruction might impede ~tud0llt

performance once they had been discontinued from th£' program.

The range between whole language and traditionill Ii1llgua'Jf~

instruction may vary with teachers (Zajano, 1989). Chi .ldo;!fl

need continuous classroom literacy experien<.:es with

knowledgeable teachers. Once discontinued f rom Head i WI

Recovery, children need to continue to work in a litp.reJ<.:Y rich

environment with highly observant teachers who can :-;upp<:Jrl.

children in further developing their competencies (Pinnell '~L

aI, {l9901.
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Among the possibilities for fostering coordination of

reading instruction is to have first grade teachers train

wit.hin t.heir dist.ricts as Reading Recovery teachers. In order

to insure that coordination of literacy instruction continues

into second grade, Zajano \l989) , suggests that students who

have not met discontinuance requirements be assigned to

Chelpter 1 teachers who have received training in Reading

Recovery procedures. She further suggests that

discontinued students be allowed to complete their Reading

Recovery lessons after t.hey have entercd second grade.

Teacher leaders are the ker to implementin9 a successful

Reading Recovery program. They need to h~ aware of the

practices of classroom teachers and to keep the traditional

system from transforming the innovation back into old

practices (Pinnell, 1991).

Funding

Auckland Department of Education helped fund the 1976-77

Reading Recovery Research Project by paying the salary of

part-time teacher Susan Robinson and Barbara Watson.

l"esearch grant from the University of Auckland paid for a

I"eseill"ch assistant (Clay, 1985). Three years of fund seeking

pl"eceded Ohio's first Reading Recovery pilot test in 1984"

Clay and Watson, who was now National Director of Reading

Recovery in New Zealand, spent most of that school year in

Ohio helping with planning and implementation issues. Watson' 5

salary was paid by The Marta Holden Foundation and the
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Columbus Foundacicn. Clay ....as awarded a distinguished

professorship (Pinnell et al.. 19901. Because pl'ogri\nl

implementat.ion required funding and because the availability

of funds was limited, Zajano 119891 att.empted to develop i\

proposal whereby Reading Recovery might. qualify for funding

under the federal compensatory education Chapter 1 funds.

Zajano (1989) suggested that: Reading Recovery students ....('n~

part of the target population for Federal funds. She suggested

a restructuring of the ways that Federal programs had beell

organized. She maintained that Federal funds could be used to

provide Reading Recovery instruct.ion by classroom teilchel"lJ.

Given the overall purpose of the two programs, the chilng~s

suggested by zajano (1989) appear to be in the best inlen~B1'

of t.he st.udents and educators involved. These suggestions h.1VU

already been discussed in a previous sect. ion. Her suggest ions

offer realistic solutions t.o an immediate problem and may be

adapted to meet the requirements of other compensatory

programs throughout the United Stat.es and Canada.

Parent Involvement

A stl.:.dy by Holland (l987) involVing 13 Columbus, Ohio

urban black and Appalachian parents of first graders "

... investigated home-school communication patterns b~twr~rm

special reading teachers and parents of the children thr~'1

served with attention given to teachers' and parents' views or.

each other as literacy supporters" (p. 87). Holland idelltifi.~d

the great contribution made to literacy by p'lr':!ntl; <.lr"j
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siblings prior to the young child's schooling. Although

literacy lessons are informal and unplanned, family members

constantly teach literacy knowledge within the context of

their day-co-day interactions. Once a child comes to school,

parents often adopt a more peripheral role and view the

teacher and school as the experts and the only legitimate

source of literacy training for their children (Holland,

1981). Parents and teachers often attach rigid stereotypes to

each other and erect invisible boundaries. These factors tend

to come between parents ilnd teachers and indirectly interferes

with the child's potential growth and development.

Holland (1987) studied seven Reading Recovery teachers

on the basis of their communicat.ion with parents. Four

teachers were identified as using an "active" style of

communicat.ion and three were identified as using a "passive

style" of communication. The "active" teachers were persistent

in making contact with parents. They phoned, they sent

letters, they left messages and they set up meetings at the

parents' convenience. The "passive" teachers ini tiated very

little parent contact and meetings were confined to formal

parent-teacher interviews. "Active" teachers took a further

step and invited parents to come into their classrooms and

observe a Reading Recovery session in progress. This

collaborative effort acted as positive reinforcement for

teachers, parents, and children. Holland (1987), identified

five factors that resulted from parent involvement and that
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had contributed positively to a Reading Recovery progl:anl.

These have been summarized and listed below:

(1) Teachers demonstrated supportive literacy behaviol"B

parents.

(2) Teachers modeled proper use of literacy materials.

(3) Teachers were able to answer parents' quest ions and

concerns about reading and writing concerns at. home.

(4) Teachers were able to establish an alliance of t.rll~t

wi th parents.

(S) Reading Recovery students felt that parents and teachenJ

shared <> caring attitude and were working together to

help them become successful readers and writers.

Parental involvement in program implementation may h<lV(~

a supportive effect on the child's continuous success a(tr~l

Reading Recovery lessons have been discont.inued _ The invisible

boundary that. Holland (1987) referred to may become partially

removed and literacy development became shared

responsibility between t.he home and school when parents und

school work cooperatively t.ogether. Furthermore, by

participating as critical observers in a Reading Recovery

Program, parents become more aware of t.he procesHes throuqJI

which their children become productive learners. Although ttl i s

has not. been a formally stated component of the Her.ldj n~

Recovery Program, in her 1976-77 field study, Clay (J'HI~I.

maintained close contact with parents. Parents fr~qu<:!ntJ'I

joined with teachers in watching their children through a ow,-
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way glass. Clay (I9aS). hoped that. schools would continue

approach parents but contact.s were found to be minimal.

Parents and teachers have expressed concerns regarding

continuous progress once the child had been discontinued from

the Reading Recovery Program. Research has indicated t.hat the

child continues to make average progress for at least cwo

years after program discont.inuance (Clay, 1985; Pinnell, 1988;

Leitner, 1990; Hamil, Kelly" Jacobson, 1991; Earl, 1992;

Jones, 1992; Wasik & Slavin, 1993).

Program Effectiveness

As Clay (19SS) has suggested, experienced teachers can

see the reading process go wrong in the first year of school.

Young children must learn to orchestrate their knowledge of

language and print and how each works if they are to become

readers and writers who can function effectively with the

average of their class (Pinnell. 19911. Reading Recovery is a

promising way to prevent reading disabilities and to undo some

instrucl:.ional disabilities that have occurred ILyons.1989J.

The program was designed as a solution to the institutional

problem of how to undercut the incidence of reading failure in

the educational system (Clay, 1985l.

The project began with an observational research base

that lasted from 1962 t.o 1966. During the research period. 100

New Zealand children were observed on reading behaviors. The

project was successful in establishing a criteria for

detecting early difficulties but provided no guidance for t.he
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remediation of these difficulties. In respons~ to thic. neen,

a project set out to explore and describe the "range ;\lId

variability of reading behaviol"S in children with marked

difficulty in beginning reading and who were about 6.0· (Cl"y,

~985. p. 67). The project also set how to -explore ,1Ilrl

describe t.he variability of teaching responses made to thell"

children in individual tuition by a group of teachers· (p.G'/).

In four teaching terms from 1976-77, six tutor teachers wOl'ked

with selected children for two 40 minute periods each week. f\

follow-up check in 1978, seven to eleven mont.hs after tutoring

had finished, revealed that. the children who went furthest ill

the program maintained their progress in the classroom ilud

that the lowest scoring children at the end of tutoring JI1<lde

minimal progress. These results implied that child"en need

intensive help in order to gain satisfactory reading skills

and that two sessions weekly were not enough. The resullf;

established the need for one 30 llIinute session daily (CI<lY,

1985) .

In 1978, Reading Recovery was tested in five different.

New Zealand schools. The schools were chosen because o[ th~ir

differences in size, organizational structurl::, popul<lti.on and

locat.~on (Clay, 1985). At the end of 1978 the children in L11'1

pilot study were tested. The 122 children were classi [i(~d intr)

t.hree subgroups (Clay, 1985):

(1) D - the discont.inued children who were surviving in tht::ir

classroom for an average of 12 w~er.s.
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(2) Od - children who were still receiving tuition but who

did not. meet the criteria for discontinuance.

(3) P - program children who were still receiving tuition.

An analysis of the test results showed that D and Dd children

scored equally as well so they were combined. Over 90\ of the

children served were able to reach the average levels for

their classmates (Clay, 1985; Pinnell, 1988). Three years

later a high percentage continued to do well. Based on these

results, Reading ReCOVery was made a national program in New

Zealand (Pinnell, 1988). The New Zealand studies provided

evidence that the lowest achievers in a first grade classroom

can learn effective reading strategies that enable them to

reach the average levels for their class or school. since that

time, these studies have been replicated in Australia, the

United States, and Canada.

The Ohio State group has conducted two longitudinal

studies, one of which compared Reading Recovery to t.raditional

Chapter 1 pUllout programs. Three years of fund seeking

preceded Ohio's first pilot test of Reading Recovery which

began in the fall of 1984 During that year Marie Clay and

Barbara Watson conducted a preparation program within which

they taught a class of teacher leaders, Reading Recovery

teachers and one professor to train teacher leaders (Pinnell

et a1., 1990) The first study involved 21 teachers who worked

in six inner-city Columbus, Ohio schools. Each school had one

Reading Recovery class and one comparison class. The lowest
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20% in each class were select.ed for both gt·oups. Students Wel"e

pret.ested in September and December and tutoring began ill the

spring. The second study involved 32 teachers in twelw

schools in Columbus. Contrary to the research design thi'n~ was

no distinction made between Reading Recovery train~d versus

non-Reading Recovery t.rained teachers. The analysis focused on

tutored versus untutored children (Wasik & Slavin, 19931.

The results at the end of the two studies indicated tll<ll

the Reading Recovery students substantially outperformed the

comparison groups on almost all measures. Follow-up studicl:I

over the next two years assessed these children's progress on

text reading. These results showed that those student.s who h;ld

succeeded in Reading Recovery ( i.e. had been discontinued

from t.he program) were still perfoning on the average level

of their classes. However, those students who had not b~ell

successfully discontinued !rom the program but who had

received 60 tutoring sessions were still performing below the:

average of their group and were substantially IOWel" than thl:

control group (Wasik & Slavin, 1993).

The study also evaluated the effects of Reading Recovery

on grade retention. It was det.ermined that stud-=nts who

participated in Reading Recovery were much less likely to /)'::

ret.ained in grade 1 t.han were students who particip<lted in th':

comparison group. These effects did not appear to be sustainr.HJ

after t.hird grade {Wasik & Slavin, 1993}. Clay (19~()1,

maintains that follow - up studies beyond grade thr~e would
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not. be reliable because of t.he effects of school variables.

Changes in classroom teachers, placement in different. classes,

personal life circumstances, and sickness are all fact.ors t.hat

place steady progress at risk on a daily basis

Another study conducted in four Chicago elementary

schools compared Reading Recovery to control treatments in

first. grade. St.andard deviations and statistical tests were

not computed so comparative measures were not available.

However, measures on text reading indicated that Reading

Recovery program effects were substantially higher t.han

comparison groups (Wasik & Slavin, 1993). A further study at

Portland by the Portland Public School Research Evaluation

Department during 1989-90 assessed the and

effectiveness of Reading Recovery in their area. They

determined that Reading Recovery Programs had been

succesofully implemented and that results were significant

enough to warrant continuing with the program. An evaluation

of results revealed that 43\" of the students receiving tuition

were successfully discontinued (39 out of 91 students) . Also,

when comparing the performance of Reading Recovery students

with a random sample of first grade students on three test

measures, program students scored comparatively with the

random sample on all test scores (Leitner, 1990)

A Reading Recovery Program was initiated in scarborough,

Ontario in 1988. By June of 1992, 56 reachers from 53

Scarborough schools had been trained L, I(:f!ading Recovery.
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Approximat.ely 225 students had received program intervent ion

lEarl, 1992). In September of 1990. The Scarborough Bocll·d C't

Education Research Center. Scarborough, Ontario init.iated it

study to determine the outcomes of Reading Recovety in that

dist.rict. The study sample consisted cof two cohorts. ·12

students were drawn from nine Scarborough schools and

constituted Cohort 1. 228 students were drawn from 32

SCarbOl"Ough schools and three North York schools ilnd

constituted Cohort 2. Students were alternately assigned lO

one of two conditions. Reading Recovery students t"ecelvcd

Reading Recovery instruction and the other group received ;lny

assistance that might normally be offered to children who

appear at risk of learning how to read and write. Both at·ril:lk

groups were also compared to a reference group which was lllilfie

up of their average achieving peers IEarl, 1992).

Pretest and post test results were compare:d on <all

measures of assessment. The final results indi.cated til:.,

Reading Recovery students scored higher than the comparison

students on endMof-year measures. Although Reading Recover-y

did not always succeed in accelerating students to the avcrarv,

of t.heir classes, they improved at a faster rate than ctudcnt::

in the. comparison group. The study also determjn'~d thill:

Reading Recovery students made greater gains over Lime thiln

did comparison students (Earl, 1992 J .

Preventive tutoring deserves <In import.ant plac.:.! j n

discussions of reform in compensatory educational prograrns. IL
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appears that one-co-one tutoring is effective in minimizing

the incidence of early failure in reading (Wasik" Slavin,

19931. Studies in New Zealand, the United States and Canada

support Reading Recovery as an effective tutoring program.

Each site represents a replication of the processes adapt.ed by

Clay (1985). In 1990-91, an average of 87\ of students who

participated in Reading Recovery successfully

discontinued at United Stat.es and Canadian sites. The 9,486

s::udents who received Reading Recovery lessons were used as

the basis for that figure (Jones, 1992).

Innovations such as Reading Recovery must have system

wide school support to insure success. The gains from Reading

Recovery are hard won. The work calls for tremendous teaching

and learning. The program demands quality teaching and

decision-making. The target population for Reading Recovery is

very difficult to teach. According to Clay (19901, putting

emphasis on the wrong aspect will cause l:he acceleration to

disappear (Clay, 1990).
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CHAPTER I:II

METHODOLOGY

Introduction

The focus of this chapter is to provide <\ deacl-"iption of

the subjects, the procedure followed in the selectioll of th..

subjects, the tests and measurement procedures used in tIle

collection and treatment of the data and the procedure used ill

the implementation of an adapted Reading Recovery Program. Th",

procedure will be discussed according to the followlll~l

characteristics: (a) overview; (b) parent vo!untt1erf.l; {el

scheduling of sessions (whole class and individual tutol'i,l.!:;);

(dl planning the sessions; (e) running the sessions; «() take

home work and {g} discontinuance from the program.

Subjects

The study was implemented in a grade one classroom, in an

all grade school, in a rural Newfoundland sp.tting. The clasfJ

consisted of 18 children, 12 boys and 6 girls. The average age

of each child at the beginning of the study was 6 Y'~i.lr!l. fI

second grade one class was used as a control group. This cla:;m

was from another school which was located in another tOWIl, bu1.

within the same school district. The control group conf;ist:~d

of 16 children, 9 boys and 7 girls.The average age o[ 1~<Jr:h

child at the beginning of the study was 6 years. "I'hr~ r;ontrr)!

group received no intervention from the r~searcher. R(lthr~r.
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it was used as a comparison group for pretest and posttest

scores on the Gates MacGinitie Reading Tests,

Four children were selected from the experimental group

as suitable subjects for program intervention. These children

were identified as the lowest scorers on the Gates-MacGinit:ie

Reading Test These children have been given the pseudonyms

Robert, Aaron, Rebecca and Anne. At the start of the study,

the children .....ere of the approximate ages (years:months):

Robert (6:3), Aaron (6:2), Rebecca (6:5), and Anne (6:4l. The

rel:>earcher, who was also the school's grade one teacher

interacted with and observed these students during the study.

The parents of the children were encouraged to support and

assist with take-home reading and writing programs.

Basis of Selection

The grade one classes used as the foci of study were

similar to most grade onE'! classes found in the province of

Newfoundland and Lcl.brador. The experimental class was the only

grade one class in a one stream school. The control group was

suggested by the school district':,; language arts coordinator

as the most suitably comparative group with regard to language

programming. All students participated in their

respective classroom language arts program as a heterogeneous

group. The classroom programs followed the guidelines as

outlined by the Minister of Education and presented to the

schools by the Division of Program Development within the
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Department of Education. The authorized texts for tho' prin~llY

language arts program as indicated in the Progl"<'l.m "r SPldj"l'

~ developed by the Government of Newfoundland ;md

Labrador and the Department of Education are Exp~dellri1!'"

~ and the Nelson Networr.~ program, grades 1 ~ 3. AI 1

students participated in a r~nge of language arts <let-lvil i,'"

for approximately twelve 40 minute periods pel" (,·c1.Iy

administrative cycle. However, as in most pl'jn1<lry cl,-u'fil""'1ll

situations, language experiences extended .lcro~" ,Ill

curriculum areas. Within the control group, the prognllll WdH

taught cooperatively by the classroom and l"eSOUI'C~" n~'1ll

teachers. Within the experimental group the progr<lln WdH '- ..nl'lhl

solely by the classroom teachel". The researcher did llo"",~v':1 •

enlist the support of parent volunteers t.o <l::;::;i!::l" ill

supervising classroom activities.

Teats and Measurement Procedures

Teacher-Student :Interaction

Clay (1985) maintains that school programs should " •.

organized to insure that provision is made fOI' th~~ olm'!I"ViH ion

and recording of what children arf,: doing. S\lbH~~qu':nl I" 1.h.·

implementation of a Reading Recovery Prograln all t"<I(.'h':/"I;

should check the provisions made to accommodate th': 1 c'WJ': l,]

reading achievement thar. was recorded. Reading prr.Jqri.lltl:; nil',ul,j

be flexible enough to respect the individualit'l r)1 ~:tu'J'm'!:.
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sh~ fur-ther maincains that. special provisions must be made for

the lowest. reading and writ.ing group in t.he class.

Prior to the administering of the Gates-MacGinit i!!

P."'ading Tests in February of 1993. the researcher made

detailed recordings of all students' progress within her

classroom. Evaluation was based on the researcher's

interaction with individual st.udents in both grcup and

tutorial situations. The students were monitored or, both

reading and writing behaviors. Special attention was given to

the student's knowledge of; (a) letter/sound relations; (b)

directional awareness when reading and writing; (e) sight

vocabulary for writing; (dl sight vocabulary for reading; (e)

independent behaviour in writing; (fl independent behaviour in

reading; and (91 cu~ing strategies on text reading of selected

trade books. Personal, social and emotional attributes were

all subject to observation and anecdotal recorcling. The

collected information was revised at the elld of each month and

a monthly comprehensive st:nvnary was used to evaluate a

student'S progress. This SUl'M\ary was used to support the

researcher in effecting credible program changes to

accommodate the unique needs of each student. By January of

1993, seven students were identified as performing below the

expectations for grade one at mid·year.

The parents of all students were encouraged to become

actively involved in their children'S schooling They were

encouraged to attend curriculum awareness meetings, assist
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with take-home reading and writing assignments and att~tld

special classroom events. Parents were also encouraqed to

participate in a Parent Volunteer Program Those who

participated were encouraged to assist and participate ill day

to-day classroom activities. More formal contact was made with

those parents whose children appeared to be at-risk of failing

to learn how to read and write.

Gates~MacGinitieReading Teste

The Gates-MacGinitie Reading Tests grollfJ

administered, normatively referenced tests, developed by

Arthur Gates and Walter MacGinitie in 1926. Since then, both

Gates and MacGinitie have improved and revised th,~ tests.

Walter macGinitie is the author of the First Canadian Edition.

A Second Canadian Edition was developed in 1990-1991, based on

new Canadian nozms. Standardization was based on Inore thilll

40,000 Canadian students in the fall of 1990 and the spring 0[

1991. The basic premise of the test is that it is useful [(/I

teachers and schools to know the general level of re';ldjng

achievement of individual students. The objective i ntonn<it j 011

obtained from the test, complemented by teacher oonerv,Olt ion

and evaluation is a credible reference for ~electing :-;tud~nL:';

for further individual diagnosis and instructional

effectiveness (Gates-MacGinitie Reading Tests: 'fear;h'·,r's

Manual, 1992).

Test Level R, forms 3 and <1 were used in the study. Porm

3 was used as a pretest measure. Level R was cnosen b~CilU,,(~ it
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was believed by the researcher to be the most accurate measure

of reading achievement for both mid-year and year-end

assessments. The test is also useful for measuring a wide

range of reading skills at variant levels. The four su~)tests

included in Level R tests are: (1) Initial Consonants; (2)

Final Consonants; {3l Vowels; and (4) Use of Sentence Context.

Children are to be paced through the test and allowed adequate

time to do the best they can with each question.

The tests were administered to both grade one classes on

t.he same day and at the same approximate time. The testing

manual instructions were followed and adhered to during the

testing situation. Level R, Form 3 was administered on

February 3, 1993. Level R, Form 4 was administered on May 31,

19~3. The following scores were computed and recorded: (1)

Raw; (2) Sti:'lnine; (3) Percentile Rank; and (4} Grade

Equivalent. The mean raw score and mean percentile rank score

were recorded for pretest and posttest scores. Both groups

weee compared before and after program intervention. The

lowest scoring 20\ within each grade 1 class was compared with

clasG means on pretest and post test scores. Postest scores

were used as a comparative measure after intervention by the

researcher. No other contact was made with the control group.

The Diagnostic Survey

Overview

When Clay began her research in 1962, she asked hersel f

t his simple quest ion: " Can we see the reading process go
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wrong in t.he first year of instruction?" (Clay, 1985, p. 6)

In response, she devised a Diagnostic Survey to be used al=; an

inventory of what a child knows and can do. The Diagnostic

Survey is recommended after one year of formal instruction and

is designed for those students who operate inappropriately on

text and who are having difficulty building a self-extending

system of strategies on text. The diagnostic procedures an>

intended to help uncover what a particular student concrolo

and what operations and items he/she ohould be taught next,

Clay has outlined six initial assessment techniques for

students who are recommended for the Reading Recovery Progl'3111.

The same six techniques are used for the final assessment upon

discontinuance from the program. While each test yields u

numerical score, the real value of the assessment is to

uncover what. a particular student controls and how he/she uses

that knowledge Clay, (1985) , bases the~e

recommendations on the belief that it is desirable to,

1. observe precisely what children are saying;

2. use tasks that are close to the learning tasks oC thr~

classroom;

3. observe what children have been able to lear.n;

4. discover what reading behaviors should be taught n(~y.L

based on an analysis of performance on text;

5. increase the adequacy of the student's responsr: by

training on actual reading tasks.
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The six assessment techniques are:

III Letter Identification

l2} Word Test

()} Concepts About Print Test

(4) Writing Vocabulary

(5) Dictation

(6) Running Record of Text Reading

Clay provides a Diagnostic Survey Summary sheet for recording

both numerical scores and teacher observations for all six

asseS!'lment areas. ~he summary sheets provide a comprehensive

picture of the student' 5 strengths and weaknesses. It is also

used to summarize useful and problem strategies on text, with

words, and with letters, as observed and recorded by the

teacher during the testing situation.

Letter Identification

Clay has designed a specific test for letter

identification (see Appendix A) Children are asked to

identify 54 upper and lower case letters and conventional

print for "a" and "g". The letters are presented in random

order and the child reads across the lines. All letters are

tested and a score sheet is used to score resul ts. The test ing

time should be approximately five to ten minutes. Tuition

se~sions should take into account what specific upper and

lower case letters the student can identify. Clay (1985)

outlines specific directions for administering the Letter
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Identification Test. This method was used with all subjects

who participated in the Reading Recovery Program.

Administration

Each student was tested individually. The student

given a copy of the test. The responses were recorded on <l

separate sheet. The student' 5 attention was drawn to the

sheet. He/she was asked the following questions;

1. What do you call these?

2. Can you find some that you know?

If the student failed to respond the researcher pointed to <1

letter and said;

]. What is this one called?

If the student did not respond the researcher asked;

4. Do you know its name?

If the student did not respond the researcher said;

5. Do you know a word that starts like that?

The same pattern was continued with all letters.

Scoring

The Letter Identification Score sheet was used

all results. The following key was use in scoring: A

alphabetic response; S ~ sound response; and i'l - word thill

begins with the letter. All incorrect responses were recordr::d.

An alphabetic name, a sound that is acceptable for the lett'~r,

and a response that says that it begins like ... , ~/ert: .. II

recorded as correct. Subtotals of each type of respom;'~ wr~ro

recorded and noted. The student's preferred mode of respoIl3':,
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the l<~tters he/she confused and the letters that were unknown

were all noted and recorded. The student's preferred nlode of

response should be noted and this strength should be used to

improve the student's ability on the basis of what works best

for him/her.

Word Test

When Clay first designed the" Word Test", she selected

a small list of 15 words from the 45 most frequently occurring

words in the 12 little books of the Ready To Read series of

books used in Auckland schools (Clay, 1985) The child's

ability to identify these words was accepted as a good

indicator of his/her accumulated reading vocabulary. Clay

{l985) believed that standardized word tests were an

unreliable indicator of a child' 5 accumulated vocabulary until

helshe had acquired a sufficient vocabulary to make sampling

a feasible process. Teacher~compiled lists from the most

frequently occurring words in the child's basic reading texts

would probably l-rovide a more accurate assessment of

vocabulary retE::ntion. The researcher compiled two lists of 20

words each using basic sight words from the classroom reading

list. The word lists were labelled WList A" and "List B" (see

Appendix B) . These lists were used with the selected students.

List A was used for pretest assessment and list B was used for

posttest assessment.

Administration
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The Word Test takes very little time to administer. E<lCh

child was asked to read down through the list of ....ords. Ti\E'

administrator used a practice word to ensure th.l.t the student

knew what was expected of him/her. The practice word was not

scored. The researcher did not prompt the child and all

responses were recorded. Clay (l985). recolMlends that the

compiled list should not be subsequently used as a teaching

list. The researcher adhered to this recommendation.

Scoring

The score does not give a reading age. Rather, the numbel"

of correct responses is used as an indicator of the child'o

accumulated reading vocabulary. Stanine scores have been

computed based on a large sample of children aged five to

seven (Clay, 1985). The child's individual score might be

compared ....ith expected performance based on the .. Ready teo

Read Word Test- stanine groups. Successive tests would

indicate a progressive change in the child's reading ability.

As the child's score becomes higher he/she would be expected

to move through the Stanine score range (Clay,1985). The

researcher did not see any relevance in comparing individui.lI

scores with stanine scores which h<ld been based on the" Reildy

to Read Word Test" since she had used her own compiled worrl

list. Rather, the researcher compared pretest and postel:lt

scores for each individual student to whom the test had beelll

administered. The researcher interpreted a signi f icant ga in in

test scores as a measurable indicator of progress.
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Concepts Abou\: Print Test

The" Concepts About Print. Test." requires the child t.o

perform a variety of tasks during a book reading. The tests

are designed to reveal the child' 5 concepts about. printed

language. The Concepts About Print Test are entitled Sand

(Clay,19721 and Stones (Clay, 1979). The test items are a

limited set of indicators that have proven effective in

supporting reading acquisition (Clay, 1985). The test items

are not presented in any graded level of difficulty, however

there are age level expectations. The greatest value of the

test is diagnostic. The test reflects changes in reading

skills during the first year of instruction (ClaY,1985).

Administration

The required SA.!ld. (1972) and ~ (1979) were not

available to the researcher at the time of testing. The

researcher carefully reviewed a selection of children's trade

books in an attempt to find a suitable substitute for the

required texts. Just For You by Mercer Mayer was selected as

an appropriate substitute. Several items could not be tested

using Just For You. The specific items which could not be

tested were items 9, 12, 13, and 14. The researcher made

herself very familiar with the wording of the test as outlined

in the administration procedures (Clay, 1985) These

procedures were adhered to as closely as the substituted text

permitted.
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Scoring

The" Concepts About Print" score sheet was used to score

all results (see Appendix C). Each correct response w.1s

credited with one point. Responses among the students t.~stt'ct

varied, but if the student indicated an undel'standing of the

concept, the response was considered C01Tect. Although ClilY

(1984 i 1990) recommends that raw scores be convert~d int(\

stanine scores. the researcher did not consider this necess.-lry

to the diagnostic function of the test. The stanille scon'~

presented by Clay (1984) were based on studies of New Zealanu

children and not recommended for other groups of children.

Rather, Clay (1990) recommended that schools Il,Jve thei r OWll

table of stanine scores. Since such scores were unavailable <'It

school or district level the researcher determined tllClt

comparison with stanine scores from another continent coull!

possibly invalidate the diagnostic importance of the test. The

test was used to determine which concepts about print the

child had acquired and which ones he/she still had to lC<lrn.

Writing Vocabulary

A child' 5 written text is a good indicator of his/her

knowledge of letters and of left to right sequencing of text.

He/she must recall letter configuration and detalls. As iJ.

child begins to print text, hand and eye begin to support and

supplement each other indicating the beginning o( vil;uaJ

discrimination (Clay,1985) A poor writing vocilbulury m;,y

suggest that visual discrimination is not developing.
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Administration

Each student. was tested individually. The test.ing tlme

was approximately ten minutes_ During the testing, the student

was 9iyen a blank. sheet of paper. The student was asked to

write down all the words that he/she knew how to write down.

The student was prompted to begin with his/her own name.

During the ten minute testing time the student was prompted if

necessary. If the student stopped writing during the ten

minute period, fanlillar words were suggecl;Ld that he/she would

have encountered during classroom reading and writing

activities.

Scoring

Bach student was asked to read through his/her list of

responses. Each word that was completed accurately was marked

as correct. Any word that was spelled correctly but read

incorrectly was marked incorrect. words that were repeated

using variant endings were accepted as correct. Word families

were also accepted as correct. The total number of correct

responses were totalled and recorded.

Dictation Test

Clay compiled fiVE: alternate forms of the dictation

Each form includes two sentences. The senten~es were

c0mparable in length and structure (see Appendix 0). Susan

Robinson and Barbara Watson devised these tests for use in the

Reading Recovery Program. The test is a good indicator of the

student's ability to go from analysis of sound in spoken words
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to analysis of sound in writ.ten wOl"ds IClay.19851. The

researcher believed these tests to be a fai!- assessment of the

student's classroom curriculum and were used as clay (19B~1

suggested.

Achninilltration

Each child 'Has t.ested individually. The t.est sentcncet'

were first read at a normal speed. Then the test sentences

were read at a very slow speed. When the student encountC'l"\?d

a problem he/she was encouraged to say the word slowly. If the

student could not complete the word he/she was told to skip

the word and try Lhe next in sequence. The researcher ul1ow~rl

the student how to leave a space and continue.

scoring

The correct text was recorded below the studenL'~;

version. The student was given one point for each phonc111"

analyzed correctly. One mark was deducted for incorrecL lett'~r

order. Alternative letters were accepted as correct w!ltm th.'

sound analysis was correct. For example, k was accepted iW un

alternative for c and c was accepted as an alternat lve for 5.

Silent letters were not scored evell if included in corrrlCt.

sequence. For example, in the word "h<l"'e" the e is :::i l'.!nt ilWJ

not scored. Any incorrect additions did not affect s<:.:orillg.

Clay (1985), has emphasized the diagnostic significanc.:e of the

test beyond the numerical score. The researcher recordt::d ht:lr

observations of each student's behaviors during th~ t"Ht j ll'J
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procedure. Any correct or unusual behaviors were noted and

recorded and were later incorporated in the st.udent· s program.

Running Record

The Running Record is a good indicator of the student' S

knowledge of language and print. The student is observed

precisely and all observati':'lls are systematically recorded.

While the student is reading, the teacher watches for and

records such behaviors as substitutions, self corrections,

insertions and omissions (Pinnell et al., 1990). Clay (1985),

recommends that a Running Record be taker. on three texts. The

texts should include an easy book, an instructional book and

a hard book. The test should include a sample reading of 100·

200 words. It is acceptable for the sample words to fall

below 100 when the student is at an early reading level if

three books are used. The three samples provide valuable

insights into the child' 5 strengths and weaknesses.

Administration

Each student was tested individually. The testing time

was approximately ten minutes. Each student was asked to read

three books from the classroom reading library. The researcher

made copies of each text. The student' s responses to the text

reading were recorded on these sheets. CldY (J98S), recommends

that certain conventions be used when recording. These were

adhered to as closely as possible. Each correct response was

marked with a tick. A wrong response was recorded under the

correct text on the scoring sheet. All trial responses were
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recorded and any previous error that \~as self*colTt'l'ted 1,',It'

recorded as se {self-con:ectedl. No response was recorded ,1$

a dash {-l, and any insertions were recorderl eVel" il d<lSh.

When the student asked for help he/she was told to "try tlhlt

again- and marked on the scoring sheet as TTl'\.. All n~::Jpol\s~'U

were recorded. When the student l'''a5 unable to cOlltillll~ bec"II>,C'

he/she had made an errOl" and couldn't self-correct, Ih'/sh~ \~,I>'

told the word and TOLD was recorded on the scorin9 nlle..'l

Repetitions were recorded and numbered but w'=.l"e not cOl\sider.-~d

as errors. Directional strategies on text were noted by d8kill~1

each student to read with his/her finger. 1\11 Obsel"Vati.olw

were recorded

Scoring

Whpr: scoring the Running Record, the researcher followf'd

the scoring procedure as outlined by Clay, (l985). r':i1CII

student's score was recorded on the Summary of Running R~conJ

score sheet (see Appendix El. Correct or self·c:orr~c:L(·d

responses and ~rrors were totalled and recorded. 1nW~I-1. i Olli!

were counted as errors but if the student had more ""rfl..,n; tlldll

there were words on a page the student's score wa:'J zr~ro. 'I'll"

student did not receive a minus score. If a linr" or W!llt'~fI('"

was omitted each word missed was scored as itn er.ror. I r 1.11"

student accidentally turned two pages together til'" mi~;f:iIl>J

words were not calculated as errors and the tot;, I numh, .. r ,,j

missed words were deducted from the Running Wordr; Sr;rJrr~.

Repeated errors of the same word were totall(~d ey.r:'~pt 'I1hr;1I l.h'~
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error was a prOpel" name. A proper noun error was CClllsid0n'd .L'

only one error. EL"rOrS in pronunciation wen~ not. cOI\,,\d~'1"~'d .,,'

reading e=1'1"01'S. When the student was told to "lry t:h,ll ;19.lill",

only the second response was recorded.

The Error Rate, Accuracy, and Self-Corl'ectioll H:llc' \,','1,'

calculated using the Calculation and COllV.el"siol1 '1';11>\(-"

designed by Clay, (l96S1 (see Appendix Fl 1'he>.>e ~H'\)n~f1 w,' 1". ,

then transferred to the Summary of Running Record ::;con' ::11"<-1

The student's demonstrated knowlO?dge of dirccti01li) I

was also recorded.

The Diagnostic Sununary

Clay (1985) recommends that all test l"esults b.· {'ompi l"d

and summarized under the headings o[ th~ Diagnonl iL' SlIrv,·y

Summary Sheet (Clay, 1985), (see Appendix G)" The '""r-"dld""l

did not. use the Summary sheet.s" Rat.heJ::, an individuill pr(,1 i I,·

sheet was used to summarize the collect.ed infonniltion fDr ,,<.1('1\

student in the program. The profile sumlni.lrized and dr':~CI il).:d

all the child's strengt.hs and weaknesses and ,111 .:,nidysi~; "I

the useful strategies used by the student. Probl~~m f;Llil!'·qi ... ·

were also identified. These profiles providF!d a Btar-1. ill~,j poi III

for the at~ risk students who had been selcctJ~d !~Jr .Ill

adaptation of Clay'S 11985} Reading ReCOVel"y Progrilln.

Collection of Data

Data were collected through th~~ us'~ ,,;,f th~. t',:;LB ;"I'j

measurement procedures as desl;;ribqd in tll'~ 8"1;;1: i'~n:; uII,J'"
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T0«chcr-Student Int",:action, Gates-MacGinitie Reao:"ng Tests

and Th'~ Diagnost ic Survey.

Treatment of Data

The data from the tests and measurement procedures

presented and discussed. Pretest scores from the ~

!~a(;Ginitie Reading r<'st helped identify the lowest. scoring 20%

of each grade one class. Post test scores from the~

M,)cgGinitie Reading Test helped identify program intervention

n:sults. By comparing the Raw, Stanine, Percentile Rank, and

Grade Equivalent scores for the lowest scoring 20\ on both

lots of test results the researcher could measure any

significant gain within the intervention group. Teacher

rec:orded observation were compared with standardized test

results to see if any major discrepancies existed. The

Diagnostic Survey (Clay,1985) helped the researcher to

identify the existing strengths and weaknesses of each student

in the study. Program implementation was guided by these

results. The Diagnostic Survey repeated upon

discontinuance from the program and results were compared with

initial scot'es. The primary focus was on the contribution of

the data toward evaluating the effectiveness of the

intervention program.

Procedure

Overview

The goal for all Reading Recovery Programs is to help the

child to develop a self-extending system that will enable



hill'/her to independently increase his/her ability to r~:,,]d .1lLll

write (Jones, 1991)" Learning and teachi.ng aloe Stl-,lt"9ic

processes in ensuring the develop,:"!nt of indepelld"'lh::e i 1\

learning. The child learns. accompanied by a ski llt:'d t:~.h'hL'l

who builds rather than deprives the learller of indcpeI1Lh~lL"'"

Reading Recovery is not a package of materials with ",-'qIlL'lh'L'd

skills and a step by step approach. Rather it b .Ill

individualized program in which the teacher responds to l~,ll'h

child in a unique way - a way that supports the development- ul

an independent system for reading and writing (el,)y, 19l\~;1

Reading Recovery is a preventive rather than a n~lw·t1i,,1 i(\11

program, The use of systematic observation procedureR ,,1\01'1::

for the early identification of at-risk children alld t.h,·

effective implementation of an immediate intervention pro~j1 dill

will reduce the need for long term remediation pl-a'Jl',lIm;

(Gaffney, 1991)"

Two basic assumptions go along with Cl"y'f; Ih-,cldill'j

Recovery model; (1) a classroom program will continuo'

alongside the extra tuition sessions; and (2) the tllitj'J11

sessions must be individualized (Clay, 1985).

Due to the unique nature of prQgram implem"lntilt ion, lI"t

all procedures were strictly adhered to as outlin<:<rJ by 0::1.:('/

{19SS), Although the overall goal of the program was tQ fr... f;l'-,r

independence in reading and writing, modifications in b'AIi

structural and instructional procedures were neco<;ssilry. C],)y";



(1985) principles were adapted to accommodate the physic?l and

structural demands of a regular grade one classroom.

During a period of approximately 17 weeks from February

3, 1993 to MilY 31, 1993, the researcher implemented an

adaptation of Clay's Reading Recovery Program. The four

gtudentf; who had scored lowest on the Gates-MacGini tie Reading

~ were selected as suitable candidates for program

intervention. The researcher met with each student for

ilpproximately 20 minutes each day on a one to one or a two to

one basis. Grouping for instruction in specific skills was

considered acceptable because of tlle unique nature of

implementation. Grouping was based on specific individual

needs. for example, if two students were weak in letter

identification they were taught together in one lesson and the

total minutes were considered as program time for both.

All Reading Recovery lessons took place in the grade one

classroom. The first meetings for all students focused on the

Diagnosti:: Survey. '1'"e subseq'Jent ten sessi.ons focused on

"roaming around the known" (Clay, 1985). The researcher

involved the students in reading and writing activities that

were familiar to the student. Both researcher and student

worked collaborat ively and explored the student's specific

stL'engths and weaknesi'>es. The main objective of these sessions

was to help students overcome the "I Can't syndrome" (Clay,

19851. The remaining sessions were learning sessions where



each student was considered individually and hi::-jher ~;~'l~"i I k

needs met.

Parent Volunteers

Parents were invited to attend a meeting in the ~lril.ci.~ ,'Il,'

classroom on February 3, 1993. At. least one parent for ,',Il'b

student attended the meeting. During the me",t in9 th.,

researcher reviewed c.he objectives of the gl-ade one CI\1Ticllll11n

and discussed curriculum related concerns. The l'esedl:cchel ,11 ii<'

discussed effective intervention strategies to prevent .11" "l'i::k

students from failing to learn how to read and writ",. R~'Klill~J

Recovery procedures were discussed with p.:lrcl1t~; ,111d d 11

parents were asked to sign a consent form which penniLt.-:d til"

researcher to select students for program intcrv~:IILi"II.

Parents were not made aware that the lowest SC01"in9 ;'.!()" UJ) I Ii,·

Gates~MacGinitie Heading Tests would be selected.

All parents were asked to support and encourage Ilir;!h"1

child' s take~ home reading program. Each student' n r~;"ld i 1\'1

program was individualized and consisted of a vilriety (.Jf lr",j,·

books from the classroom reading center und th~--, ~;ch,,{)I' ';

resource center. Each student had his/her own reading -jQunl;.!] •

All book titles were recorded with appropriate suggest i0lJ~: I'll

parents included. i::ad" student's strengths wr<rr" l1i<:JhJi,ghl"d

and suggestions were included to help pdrents ,~f: f',cl. i v',] 'I

support classroom intervention to help dev~dop th'< stri.lL<eqj,·.,;

on text that the student had not Y'3:t mast",r""d. P<Jrr<nt~; ~I(~r{~

asked to respond to the researcher's comm",nts and qur~r-;t i (.0:; i r,
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short written statements and to write a comment on his/her

child's reading of the text. Parents were asked to keep a

variety of markers, pencils, crayons, paper, etc. available to

his/her child at all times and to support writing in the home.

The researcher offered suggestions to encourage pencil and

paper activities. Parents were also asked to visit the public

library with their children on a weekly basis. All parents

agreed but the researcher did no follow-up study to determine

if parents had complied.

The meeting concluded with discussion of a Parent

Volunteer Program. Parents were invited to come to class with

their children and offer support with classroom activities.

Parent participation would be on a scheduled basis. Upon

leaving the meeting, parents were given a Parent Volunteer

form to complete (see Appendix H). They were asked to complete

the form and return it to the school only if they were

interested in participating in the proposed volunteer program.

Eight parents agreed to participate. These parents were met

with in a small group meeting and program procedures were

discussed.

Throughout the study period, the researcher maintained

formal and ir,formal cont<1ct with all parent::; by phone, notes,

and chance encounters. Regular contact was made with the

parents of those children who were directly involved in the

study.



Scheduling of Sessions

Each student was given 20 minutes of Reading R.ecovel'y

Program time each school day. Program time was either 01\ al\

individual or small group basis with group size nCV.:'l·

extending beyond two. The sessions usually rail f01' :W

consecut.ive minutes but. when classroom demands interfered with

program time, these sessions were divided into t.wo 10 minut,,·

sessions. The researcher found it most productive to rUIl two

sessions in the morning between 9:40 a.m. and 10:20 a.tn. Thi:J

time was set. aside for independent reading and writ inq

activities. All students were required to participate ill

independent journal writing and sustained silent ~€:adin9. '1'11(>

students were expected to work on their own and not Lo

interrupt the researcher when she was working one to one with

a student. The remaining two sessions were scheduled in Ltl'~

afternoon from 2:20 p.m. to 3:00 p.m., after the rcguL:1I

class had been dismissed for the day. Throughout the course at

the study a degree of flexibility was used whell schedulil19

sessions, and when classroom time permitted all sessions we(l~

conducted during the regular classroom day. Students w~r~

ensured 20 minutes of program time irregardless of [;chF~dulin(J.

When students were absent because of sickness or i1pproved

leave, sessions were cancelled for that day. The program tim~

was not extended to compensate for time lost.



Planning the Sessions

Each st\\dent.' 5 pr-ogr-am was deter-mined by the st.udent'S

strengths. The researcher planned both classroom and Reading

Recovery sessions around what the student knew and did well

independently. Baker & Brown (cited in Simmons, 19:;;1),

provide insights into some of the characteristics of learning

environments that successfully promote learning. They identify

three factors that distinguish recent instructional research.

The first is a focus on programs that promote the learner's

awareness of why they are learning something and how to

control and re:gulate their own learning. The second supporting

factor is teaching for strategies within the actual context of

reading activities with a focus on meaning rather than

isolated skills and text items. The third supporting factor is

an emphasis on the positive relationship and interaction

between teacher and stUdent. Throughout the duration of the

study, the researcher attempted to prOVide a learning

environment for all students that supported individualized

learning in a risk free learning environment.

All Reading Recovery sessions were planned to accommodate

the curricular demands of the grade one program. All classroom

learning activities and all Reading Recovery sessions were

planned by the researcher. Reading Recovery sessions were

prepared for on c;, daily basis. Because of the unique nature

of a Reading Recovery Program, preplanned sessions were

inappropriate. The researcher prepared for each session by



familiarizing herself with the appropriate frame""ork ,I:l.:!

available materials. The researcher' G know led')€.' of

reading process was considered effective in enablin9 th<'

researcher to interpret reading behaviors ond hypotlles::'"

about the strategies that each student used to Opel"ote 01\

text. The researcher felt prepared to make informed decisions

regarding students' needs on a demand basis. The grade 011<'

program was planned around a six day cycle. Can>ful '-lild

advance planning was necessary for classroom activitje~ ill

order to effectively accommodate the demands of il d;"\j I)"

Reading Recovery f'rogram. The researcher planned eacll cyc 1e j II

advance. The average grade one day was scheduled between 9:00

a.m. and 2:20 p.m. Recess was always from 10:20 iI.llI. l.u

10:35 a.m. Lunch break was from 12:00, noon, to 12:55 p.m

Morning sessions focused on group instructional tirn~',

independent reading alld writing, center activities and

individualized reading. Monthly themes were selected based on

stuclent int.erest and most sessions centered around them::

themes. The afternoon sessions were more intel"challg'~abl'~.

specific program requirement.s were met especially in th,o'

areas of mathematics, science, physical education and music.

The researcher was aware of the need for all ctudent~ in

her grade one class to achieve a functional lr:'v-::l ol

independence in reading and writing. The books u~ed in thE:

classroom reading program were drawn from a variety of

sources. Clay (1985), prOVides a list of over 3S0 buoks gradr,'J



in difficulty from 1-20. Many of these titles were unavailable

to the researcher and funding to purchase new titles was not

available. Therefore all reading mat.erials came from t.he

classroom library, t.he school's resource cent.er, student.s'

books and the researcher's personal collection. The researcher

used her knowledge of t.rade books, current. research on text.

readability, and classroom experience with young children to

analyze and select books spanning a cont.inuum of difficulty.

Books with predictable features, repetit.ion of phrases,

content that describes familiar experiences, natural language,

and pictures that clearly depict: the f,lessage in t.he written

text were chosen. Deford, Lyons & Pinnell (1991), maintain

that factors such as the familiarit.y with the story, the mat.ch

between text and illustrations, the predictability of language

patterns, and the actual story, are more influential in

determining the quality of reading than any readability

formulas.

200 books were selected. Each book was given a number

from 1-200. The book numbers were for identification purposes

and were not numbered for readability levels. The book titles

and numbers were recorded in a log book. Each classroom

student's name was recorded in the log book. An individual log

book was kept for the Reading Recovery students. The

researcher recorded all assigned t0xt for each classroom

student on a daily basis. Student performance on text was also

recorded on a daily basis. Parent volunteers listened to many



of the regular program students re<ld their pr<"p'lH"i

Parents were expected to enter a written Cc>tTIlilent all L'ih'h

student'S performance. At the end of each school day, Lt"Xt.l~

and comments were reviewed and the n0xt day's !'c,ldi 1l~1

assignment selected and recorded. \~hen possible, cldnSI'O<'1iI

reading sessions were monitored by the resean:-ll<'l·. TI:.·

researcher ensured that she listened t.o all stmlL'll\.s 1 l',ld

their trade books at least once in each six day cycle. 'l'hO~'"

student.s who required extra t.uition sessions but who w,~n' lIn!

selected for Reading Recovery sessions we I'e Illoni tOI'eel !!IDl"'::

closely.

Books for Reading Recovery lessons were selected Il'om \ 11 ••

200 listed titles. The researcher selected suitable Litles l.(l

meet each student' 5 individual needs and interestiJ. 'I'h\':lC

titles were kept in separate boxes for each Headillg l~ecov')I-Y

student. The books were reviewed and interchanged on " delndlld

basis. A personal record book was kept for each studenl. dud

entries were made as the studer.t demonstrnted his/her r>ki.lls

on text reading and writing. These entrie::: were r,"vi.0.w~~rJ <lnd

evaluated at the end of each school day. New insigl1t5 into tllr,

student' 5 daily progress were integrated iota the next (L1'l':;

lesson.

Running The Sessions

Clay. (1991), oefines reading as " ... <1 m-;:ssilg(:-'.J'~ttjIl3

problem-solvir,g activity which incn~ast;!s in pr.WIC!r .;Ind

flexibility, th-;: more it is practis~d" (p.~). r:bildrr~n ~Jhr.J



filiI t.o learn how lO read are not. developing power and

flexibility with print. Rather, they are developing confusions

about print. which if not. clarified could lead t.o permanent

failure. Clay (l98S) , maintains that children who fa':"l are far

more different. from themselves than are cwerage children.

Teaching sequences of any standard kind are unlikely t.o meet

t.heir specific needs. Furt.hermore, t.he child who has failed

t.o learn to read is also not fully progressing in writing

skills. Tuition sessions should foster a reciprocal

relationship between reading and writing and the continuous

development of skills on print.

The teacher must skilfully plan activities based on each

st.udent' 5 individual needs. Clay (198S) _ outlines ten steps

that. the teacher should follow when carrying out a Reading

Recovery lesson. These steps have been summarized and are

listed below:

1. Expert sequencing of text is critical. The teacher is

responsible for finding t.he hardest text. that each

student can read with a 901; accuracy rate.

2. DetermJne what the student can write independently and

keep hiln!hel" moving forward.

]. Record specific d~tails about what each student can do.

-1. Build fluency on what the student already knows and can

do well.

S. Watch for new behaviour on text reading and writing and

reinforce correct behaviors.



6. Introduce

readiness,

material as the student ckt\\oll,.;r 1',11 e,;

7. Ident.ify, record and clarify the student's C'L'll~tn;i"1\"

about print.

8. Support self-checking strategie~ and make tllt' st.\Ilknl

aWare that he/she is using these stt'ateqie~ (;onvcLly"

9, Use caution when increasing the level of text rtjt"fil'ull,!,

Ensure that the student is fluent w.ith til<=! pl"i'll' I,·vv[

before moving on.

10. Determine what the student cannot do anJ make ,) I isl

Priorize the list and make the student aWdre (,r hir /lu.:1

own s~rengths and weaknesses.

The researcher integrated this philosophy into til..:' compf)l 1<-' II 1"

of the daily Reading Recovery lessons, Every student' ,; I~'!old i WI

Recovery lesson was different. E:ach lesson included chOj':(~H

made by the student and decisions made by the relo:!:i1rctl'.r

These choices and decisions were based on the :;\ lId"lll '

strtongths and needs.

The first ten scnsions began immediatcly dfLf.;I- Lh',

Diagnostic Survey rt;!sults had been aniJlyz':!d The sE!mJion:J W',J"'-,

incorporated into learning center activiti.e~ which hiJd b"'-'II

designed around curriculum objectives for thE! whol'-, <.;li.lss. IIll

activities were designed to be open-ended with tll,-, inl"',nt l,f

accommodating all students at their indi'lidu~l l..-,v',lr; (~_",1.l1

regular and Reading Recovery students) firJ r,r',', i rJll:: J 'I

indicated, these sessions were designed to '£!xplor<: ~ti til I h',



student what he/she was already familiar with. No

materials were introduced. The researcher made and recoroed

observations of how each Raading Recovery student interacted

with and performed on the va:-ious activities. The researcher

also used this time to obse:-ve how each student performed

... ithin the confinements of a typical classroom environment.

All Reading Recovery lessons took place in the grade one

classroom. Lessons took place at a work table in a quiet area

of the classroom. All grade one students participated in

theit· daily activities while sessions were conducted. Reading

Recovery students participated in all required curriculum

related activities alongside special tuition sessions. The

researcher was present and conducted all sessions. Parents

attended all sessions that were conducted during the regular

classroom day. There were usually two parents in attendance

These parents acted as facilitators to ensure that the regular

students completed all assigned work activities that had been

set up prior to each daily lesson.

Although Clay 11:J91l maintains that every student's

Reading Recovery les~on is different, she provides a basic

framework for each lesson. The researcher used the components

of this framework for each Reading Recovery lesson. Although

Clay, (1985), recommends that a Running Record be taken daily,

the researcher found that she could not effectively do so,

with time restraints being a critical factor. Therefore a

Running Record on text reading was taken two to three times



within the six·day cycle. The following fiv", components WCI-c'

used for tuition session:

1. Reading Familiar Stories

2. Taking A Running Record

3. Reading A New Story

Working with Letters

s. writing A Message

Reading Fatniliar Stories

Each student read two familiar books from his/her box of

books. The books were chosen by the student" The reseCll"('h"'l"

encouraged the student to practice fluency and to read USill~1

proper expression. The researcher often modelled appropriate

intonation using punctuation and story content as a guid~.

The researcher recorded all observations of student bellaviOI":-;

on text reading.

Taking A Running Record

The researcher took a running record oE text reading

approximately every second day. The student was required Lo

read the book that was read once the day before. 'fh~

researcher did not participate in the text reading unless tbr~

student would not proceed without prompt ing" The research~r

remained for the most part a neutral observer while recording

student responses.
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Reading A Ne..... Book

The new book W<J;S selected by the researcher. The

selection was made prior to the lesson. The researcher used

the running record on text from the previous day's lesson to

aid in the selection. The researcher used information from

the running record to det"!rll'.ine which specific details of

print the student was attending to. This information was used

to guide the student's reading of the new book. The researcher

selected texts that she felt would be most appropriate in

helping each student to apply his/her existing knowledge to

solve problems on text reading. After the student. had become

familiar .....ith the pictures, characters, plot, important ideas

I and language c'. the book, he/she was asked to read the book

for the first time. All observations w~re recorded by the

researcher.

Working With Letters

Knowledge of letters and letter/sound relationships ',,",ere

taught as each student encountered problems on text reading

and writing. Only one student showed a particular weakness in

t.his area and because of the overall classroom demands placed

on the researcher, a take-home program was prepared for that

child. The mother of the child was contacted and specific

directions given as to how to help her child with letter and

letter/sound identification.



Writing A New Message

Every day each student was requi red to compose ;'l new

message, All students in the grade one class wel"e l"equil"ed to

write in their writing journals at least once every day. This

activity was used for Reading Recovery students as one of

their tuition sessions. As each student wrote in his/h'~l"

journal, the researcher called him/her to the work table <lud

supervised the writing. When journals were cumplOi:!tcrl

independently, the researcher used writing center activitj0H

as tuition sessions. The student was required to write one 01

two sentences depending on his/her level of developmellt Ih1

the student wrote a message, the researcher hel~ed him/hel" !.o

make links between letters and sounds. The rese<lrch~~1"

sometimes gave the correct spelling for more difficult wordr;

or wrote the word for the student. The researcher found thill

many decisions had to be made based on time restraints. Thc,:

researcher quickly wrote the student's message on a ~entence

strip. The strip was then cut into words and given b<lck to tll'~

student to reassemble" The writing activity was meant to be ,)

collaborative effort between researcher and student ilnd as in

the daily reading activity, the literacy activity Wilf;

supported through oral language interact ion.

There was no time at the end of each tuit.ion session to

review recorded observations. Review of each stud".:nt·" dai J y

lessons was done at the end of each school day. The nr~y't. day's
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session was planned using the collected information

guide.

Take-Home Work

Although Clay (1991) I advocates parent involvement as an

important part of student learning, there is no set criteria

for take-home work. The researcher felt that a take-home

program would support classroom tuition sessions which had

been shortened from Clay's (1985) recommended 30 minutes. The

student was expected to complete take-home assignments on each

night prior to the next school day. There was no extra work

assigned for Friday and Saturday nights. Each Reading Recovery

student selected two familiar books for take-home reading. The

parent was asked to record any observations he/she had made.

The student was also given a homework book with assigned

activities for each night. The required activities were

different for each student and based on each student's

specific needs. Homework books were collected at the end of

each school week and reassigned at the beginning of the next

school week. The researcher found all parents to be very

cooperative and all activities were completed on time.

Discontinuance From The Program

Clay (1985) recommends that a st.udent be discontinued

from Reading Recovery lessons after he/she has reached a

level of performance whereby he/she can effectively learn from

group instruction within the confinements of a regUlar

classroom environment. The student should be able to read
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increasingly difficult texts with an accuracy rate of at leiwt

90%. The student should be observeJ reading f01" ple<lsul"e

while showing a more confident. attitude towards print-related

activities. Clay (1985) suggests that the Reading RecovelT

teacher work with the student. in the classroom for the lagt

two weeks of the program sessions. The student's current.

status should be discussed with the classroom teacher upon

reentry and the student's subsequent progress should be

monitored closely. Extra sessions may be scheduled to ensure

that the student maintains what he/she has learned.

The four Reading Recovery students wel-e discontinued

after a period of seventeen weeks. Student.s were not

discontinued because t.he researcher felt that the above

criteria had been met. Rather, the school year was drawing to

a close and the researcher found it necessary to bring closure

to the study with time being a determining factor. The

researcher was pleased with the progress that each student had

made. The study concluded wi th the Diagnostic Survey and a

comparison of pretest and posttest scores.
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CHAPTER IV

EVALUATION

Introduction

This chapter presents and discusses the results of the

three assessment procedures used to identify and evaluate

r:sl:udent achiev€!ment in reading and writing behaviors. The

evaluation of the study is based on data collected on the

reading and writing behaviors of four Grade 1 students who

appeared at risk of not learning how to read and write, the

Grade 1 class from which the at-risk students were selected,

and the Grade 1 class previously identified as the control

group. Qualitative and quantitative data were collected using

a variet.y of measurement procedures; (a) Teacher-Student

Interaction; (b) the Gates-MacGinitie Reading Tests; and (e)

the Diagnostic Survey. Data were collected before, during, and

after the four Grade 1 students participated in an adaptat.ion

of clay's (l985) Reading Recovery Program for a period of 17

weeks.

The four Grade 1 students who were selected for program

intervention were selected based on the evaluation of formal

and informal data collected through Teacher-Student

Interaction and through the results of the Gates MacGlnitie-

Reading Tests. Clay'S (l985) Diagnostic Survey was

administered before program intervention and was intended to

identify the specific program needs of each individual

student. The Diagnostic Survey was administered again after
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t.he 17 weeks had l!'xpired. Result.s from both assessmentS

compared. since the main objective of the int.ervention prograll

was to accelerate student.s to meet the expectat.ions of a

regular Grade 1 class, the researcher needed coq>arison

scores. Therefore. all st.udent.s in t.he Grade 1 class wert!

evaluat.ed on reading aod writing behaviors using informal ,11K!

formal data gathered from St.udent·teacher Int.erac~.ionand dat,l

collected from results on the Gates· MacGinitie Reading Test!'.

The data collected from Student-Teacher Interaction was

assessed by the researcher. The students were compared as e<lch

one demonstrated specific strengths and weaknesses on text

reading and ....riting. The Gates-MacGjoitig Reading Testr:

provided data on the reading behaviors of both Grade I classes

( the experimental and the control group). These data were

used as comparison rr.easures between both grade 1 cl asue~;

before and after program intervention.

Student-Teacher Interaction

OVerview

The po....er of evaluat.ion lies in the dynamic transaction

between teachers and student.s resulting in change. 'rhr.

examination of that. change reveals the development of the

learning (Goodman, Goodman, 6< Hood, 1969). Clay (198'.),

maintains that school programs should provide for th'~

observation and recording of what students are doing. To pllln

for this type of evaluation it is necessary to remain IlWi.lrr; of
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t.he social context of the classrOOlll and its organi zation. The

role of evaluat. ion be separated from the

t.eaching/learning transaction (Goodman et al., 1989).

A group of teachers in Tuscan, Arizona who were involved

in whole language learning in t.heir classroOlls became aware

t.hat they were evaluating whenever they were observing.

interacting with, and analyzing students. Goodman (cit.ed in

Goodman et al., 1989). refers to this process of evaluation as

"kidwatching". Observation, interact.ion, and analysis can

occur incidently while students are engaged in activities that

reveal learning or development, or may be part. of a preplanned

activity by the teacher to assist in the collection and

analysis of specific information. Goodman (cited in Goodman et

a1 .. 19891. recommends that teachers record the every day

events and interactions in their classrooms in their anecdotal

records. Significant events may be analyzed in relat.ion to

student achievement as time permits.

Guba and Lincoln (cited in Cambourne & Turbill, 1990).

describe -kidwatching- under the paradigm of "naturalistic

inquiry". NaturaEstic inquiry is based on t.he assumption that

human assessment is as valid as test assessment in assessing

human behaviors. Cambourne So Turbill (1990) have used the

axioms underlying naturalistic inquiry t.o develop a non·

st.andardized system of evaluation they call "responsive

assessment". They have outlined five basic steps to be

followed. The researcher used these steps as a guide when
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collecting formal and informal data for student port folios

while following t.he basic guidelines for "kidwatc:hing" as

outlined by Goodman (cited in Goodman et al., 1989) The steps

have been listed below:

(1) When to record information

(2) How t.o record informat ion

(3) What information to record

(4) How to make sense of the information collected

(5) Ensuring the trustworthineoS of the assessment

Assessment Procedures

When to record information

The researcher continuously monitOl-ed language atLd

conceptual development as well as the physical and cmotion,ll

growth oi each student in her class. Informal observation took

place as the researcher moved around the classroom Clnd

interacted with the students. The researcher also recorded

student behaviors as she worked with students in small group

and individual reading and writing conferences. TheDe

observations were recorded in a notebook which the re~earcher

kept on her desk. Significant events or concerns were

transferred to a student anecdotal record sheet as tim",

allowed (see Appendix Il. At the end of each month tho<:

researcher used the collected information to compile a more

comprehensive monthly summary sheet (see Appendix J). At th':,!

end of each month the researcher also reviewed a language

evaluation checklist on each student (se<:l Appendices K, L, M) .
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The lanyuage evaluation checklist: was divided into three

sections· oral. writing. and reading. The form was a checklist

of expected outcomes. As each outcome was mastered the item

was checked.

How to record information

During a regular classroom day. students were engaged in

a variety of compulsory and elective activities. The time plan

for the classroom was such that the researcher had allowed

time for data collection. As the st.udents shared information,

read individually to the researcher, C1nd shared their writing

camp] "'S, the researchc:r listened for and recorded indicators

of language growth. Some work samples were copied and kept in

the student's portfolio for a more detailed analysis at

another time. Each student had his/her own reading journal.

The researcher kept a detai led record of all books that the

student had read.

What information to record

The researcher recorded the st.udent.· 5 developing control

over all language-related activities. Particular attention was

given to t.he student's knowledge of letter/sound relat.ionships

and his/her ability to apply that knowledge effectively in

reading and writing situations; cueing strategies on text

reading; directional awareness; independent behaviors; and

personal attitudes.

How to make sense of the information collected
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The collectl!d information was used to assess ~<lo.:h

individual student's progress. Anecdotal notes were revi~wcd

as the researcher examined individual work samples. The last

week of each month was set aside to review all student

portfolios. Individual programs were determined based

assessment results.

Ensuring the crustworthiness or:: the assessment

It is difficult to measure in quantitative tel"ms th~

trustworthiness of assessment data that is significantly

different from the more traditional approach. The concept s of

internal validity, external validity, reliability, illld

objectivity cannot be effectively measured quantitativ~Jy.

Goodman et a1., (1989), and Cambourne & Turbill, (l9901.

maintain that human assessment is as valid "s test assessmr~lll

in assessing human behaviors.

Collective Analysis

At the end of January, 1993 all student portfolios Wf!l~

carefully examined. Seven students were identl f led as be i IlfJ

potentially at risk: of not learning how to read and writ.,: by

the end of grade 1. These students were weak in let.ter/sound

knowledge and cueing strategies on text reading. They ~how(l(J

very few independent behaviors. Clay. 1198 5) requ i fef; thut:

Reading Recovery procedures be used on the lowest scoring ?o\"

of the whole group. The researcher reviewed the information

and identified the four students, who were given ps~udonyml>,

from the group ( i.e. the lowese. 20\;) that she beli'!'lr~d rnO:Jt
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likely at risk. The collective information on each student was

reviewed to identify individual stre,\gths and weaknesses.

Each student' 5 anecdotal record has been included up until

February, 1.993 prior to program intervention. Monthly summary

sheets and language evaluation sheets have bf:!en included for

January, 1993 (prior to program intervention) and May, 1993

(after discontinuance from the program).

Anecdotal Records

Robert (see Appendix N)

Robert consistently appeared weak in letter identification and

letter/sound relationships. His independent. writing samples

showed no evidence of word knowledge. His use of letters to

represent text showed no phonetic correspondence. Written text

Iflas very short and he had demonstrated difficulty in recalling

what he had written. Pictures showed no correspondence to

written text. Directional awareness was evident as he

consistently demonstrated left to right. However. text was so

short that it was difficult to determin~ knowledge of a return

sweep t.o the left.

His reading of new text showed no evidence of independeut

behaviors. When reading familiar text he tracked correctly and

used picture cues. When presented with new text. he became

easily confused and those strat.egies broke down.

Robert. appeared to be making some progress socially. He

still appeared immature in comparison with the class. his
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attention span was very short and qui t.e often h~ had to hi'

reminded t.o st.ay on task.

Aaron (see Appendix 0)

Aaron had demonst.rated an adequate knowledge of upper and

lower case letters but had no apparent knowl~dge 01

let.ter/sound relationships. This was evident from clou.~

examinat.ion of indepnndent. writing san1ples and ft·om eto",,·

interact.ion wit.h Aaron while he was writ.ing and reading l'ext

When asked to write he usually resorted to dl·awing <l pkl \ll'~,

When he did actempt t.o write he could not remember wil;:1l' II i 11

text said. Sometimes he copied a message from the c:lamJrnt'm

walls. The message was usually not relevant to the pictlll"

indicating to t.he researcher that. he ;'ad no understil/ldilll] e>l

the text that he had written.

He was more eager to writ':! when the researcher was w.i]l;/I~ t:o

assume a supportive role. He wrote from left-Lo-right

indicating correct directional awareness. However text lenqt.h

was too short t.o indicate knowledge of a return ::iWCCP Lu th(;

left.

Aaron could read familiar books fairly fluently. TIll::

text was short with one line per page. He tracked well C1nu

used pictures to cue in text, He did not use letter/aouflu

relationships. When asked to read new books thilt wr:r,;

considered equal in difficulty and length h~ became r;onflJr;r.;d

and no cueing strategies were evident. He reacted by )r}(.ly' j B'j
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immediately t.o the researcher for help. If help was not given

he would probably cry. The researcher noted that Aaron was

very insecure and needed to feel successful. fear of failure

was probably interfering with his willingness to becom~ a

risk-taker.

Aaron appeared socially and emotionally immature when

compared with the majority of his classmates. He was very

dependent on others when completing all assigned activities

and consistently sought approval. Aaron constantly challenged

classroom rules and looked to others for approval when he

broke them.

Rebecca (see Appendix Pl

Rebecca could identify some upper and lower case letters

correctly but had demonstrated no knm.,rledge of letter/sound

relationships. Her written text was a jumble of letters with

no evidence of spacing. She demonstrated awareness of correct

directionality by writing in a left to right direction. She

was unable to read her written text and when as;ted to do so

she would orally compose a new message which showed

positive correspondence to the written text

She had not demonstrated any independent cueing

stt'ategies on text reading. She was reading one-line text and

read either from memory or composed a story by looking at the

pictures. She attempted to track the text with her finger but
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was usually unsuccessful at matching. She occasionally gl"IK"cd

at the pictures but did not use this stratt'!9Y successfully.

Rebecca appeared both socially and emotionally immatut'e

for her age. Her speech and language levels were consider;lbly

below the expectations for grade 1. She appeared unaware of

her low performance level.

Anne (see Appendix QJ

Anne could identify many upper and lower case lettel"S and

had some knowledge of letter/sound relationships. She could

identify some initial consonants but had no understanding of

how to apply this knowledge to reading and writing activiticH,

Anne spaced words correctly when writing and copied wri t',('11

messages demonstrating correct directional awareness. Text ..... ill;

short in length and sentences were repetitive.

She could read short stories independently once t.hey h...d

become familiar. She used pictures to cue in text .:llld tl".:lcked

correctly. No other cueing strategies were evident. When flhr~

was presented wit.h new text she was uncertain 1lnd demOllslr<ll':d

no independent behaviors.

Anne was always cooperative and eager to learn. Shp. Wilf;

very quiet and very rarely asked for help.

Monthly Swnmary Sheets

Robert
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Robert' 5 Monthly Summary Sheet for January indicated that

he was still having difficulty with all print related

activities (see Appendix R). Although he could identify some

upp'O!r and lower case letters his knowledge of letter/sound

relationships was very weak. He could discriminate between

ini t 1a1 consonants but. could not match sounds and consonants

correctly. His written text showed no evidence of any emerging

strategies. He copied words from memory or copied a message

from the classroom displays. He had difficulty recalling what

he had written. He used picture cues and tracked correctly

when reading familiar text but still showed no independent

behaviors on new text of equal length and difficulty.

An examination of Robert's Monthly Summary Sheet for May

revealed that he was still experiencing difficulties with

some print related activities (see Appendix 5). The researcher

noted, however, that he had made important gains in all areas.

He could now identify most upper and lower case letters

correctly and could identify all initial and final consonants

correctly. He had begun to apply this knowledge to reading and

writing activities with adult supervision. His basic sight

vocabulary had increased from 3-5 words to a self-generated

list of 15·20 words. Independent behaviors on text reading

were also emerging. Robert consistently used picture cues and

tracked correctly on both new and familiar text. He could

identify bad miscues and reread text in an attempt to self

correct. He could use letter/scund relationships and
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contextual knowledge to cue in new vocabulary when prompto?'d.

He did not use these strategies independently.

Aaron

Aaron's Monthly Summary Sheet for January indicated th.lt

he was still experiencing difficulties with all print-related

activities (see Appendix T). He could identify most upper and

lower case let.ters and many initial consonants. He did flOl,

however, apply this knowledge to reading and writ inC]

activities. Written messages were very short in length leg.,

2-4 words in each message} and were usually copied from

somewhere in the classroom. He was unwilling to cooperate

when asked to compose a message independently. He could n~.ld

familiar text with some fluency and used picture cue,.;,

contextual information, and tracked correctly. He demonstrat~d

no effective strategies on unfamiliar text of equal length .lnd

difficulty.

Although Aaron was still performing slightly below the

class average, an examination of his May Monthly Record Sheel

revealed that he had made considerable gains in all areas (

see Appendix UJ. He had de'/eloped a good understanding o[

letter/sound relationships and was applying this know}cdgf.:

when reading and writing new text. His written tr;:xt (

independent) had increased in length from 2-4 words to 2-~

sentences. He had developed a well-balanced set of. cueing

strategies on text reading and was applying these f>tratr;:gif:tJ

when reading new text. He used picture cues, phonetic r:u<:r.,
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contextual cues, and had acquired a basic sight vocabulary of

up to 30 words.

Rebecca

Rebecca's Monthly Summary Sheet for January indicated

that she was experiencing considerable difficulties with all

prlnt~related activities (see Appendix v). f.lthough she could

identify all upper and lower case letters and some initial

consonants, she had no understanding of how to apply this

knowledge to any reading or writing situation. Rebecca had

given no indication of being able to generate her own written

text. She copied letters using correct directional movement

but when asked to read her written text she orally composed a

new message. When asked to track with her finger when reading

her written text she showed no awareness of word knowledge and

often used a letter to represent more than one word. She could

read familiar text with some fluency She used picture cues

effectively on familiar text but used the pictures to compose

her own version of the text when the text was unfamiliar.

Rebecca was very immature. She demonstrated emotional and

social behaviors that were inappropriate for her chronological

age.

Rebecca's Monthly Summary Sheet for May indicated that

she had made minimal progress and was still performing

considerably below the expectations of grade 1 (see Appendix

W). She could identify most initial consonants but had

di ff icul ty wi th final consonants. Al though she would at tempt
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to apply her knowledge of initial consonants with adult

supervision she did not apply this knowledge when reading and

writing independently. Her wri tten text (independent l st i 11

consisted of a mixture of letters that showed no positive

correspondence to the intended message. She could read

familiar text accurately but demonstrated no cueing strategi'-'!s

on new text. Her sight vocabulary has inc~eased from 4-6 wordfl

to a?proximately 8-10 words. Rebecca still appeared soci<llly

and emotionally very much below the average expectat ions [Ot

the class.

An examination of Anne's Monthly Summary Sheet [or

January revealed some strengths emerging (see Appendix Xl . She

was still, however, performing below the aver.age for UK'

class. She could identify most upper and lower ca!Jc letter:>

correctly and had demonstrated a good understanding of initi.al

consonant sounds but she did not apply this knowledge tu

reading and writing activities. Anne would attempt to compon"

her own written message but rarely attempted to inv"'llt

spelling. She relied mostly on her own basic sight vocabulary

and print materials in the classroom. She read familiar boob..

fluently and had begun to use picture cues and contextual

information to cue in new text. Text length was short wi lh

only 1-line per page.

Anne's Monthly Summary Sheet for May indicated

considerable progress in all language related ar':!<lS {m,'.,
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Appendix Yl. She could recognize all upper and lower

letters and identify all initial and final consonant.s

correctly. She applied this knowledge effect.ively to reading

and writing activities. Anne had indicated a growing

independence in both reading and writing. She now completed

most assigned tasks independently and had developed effective

cueing strategies on text reading ( both new and familiar)

Although Anne was still performing below the average

expectation for the class she was accelerating in a positive

direction.

Language Evaluation Checklists

During the month of January, prior to program

implementation, the researcher reviewed the Language

Evaluation Checklists for oral and reading development. The

scores were totalled and compared with the total of class

means for each item on both the oral and reading checklists.

The January results revealed that the Reading Recovery

students scored considerably below the class mean on both sets

of scores (see tables 1 & 2). The May results ( oral) had

revealed that two of t.he four student.s (Aaron and Anne) were

very close to the class mean. Robert had moved closer to the

class mean but Rebecca still remained considerably below (see

table 3). The May scores ( reading) showed similar results.

Two of the four Reading Recovery students (Aaron and Anne) had

scored within range of the total class mean, with Anne
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exceeding the cl<:ss mean. Although Robert's and Rebecca's

total score increased, they were still functioning below th.

classroom expectations (see table 4). The writing Language

Evaluation Checklist was not a cumulative score. Therefol'e

comparison measures based on class means were not posoible.

Rather, the students were rated according to the hierarchi.ll

level he{she had achieved. 1\ examination of the JanUi1.ry

scores (see tables 5,6,7, & 8) and May scores (see tables 9, lO

11 & 12) scores revealed that Aaron and Anne demonstrated

considerable growth in their ability to write messages uniuCj

correct directionality, correct letter/sound matching and iln

acceptable language level of two or more sentences. ROOel"t

made reasonable improvement but did not achieve the expecl'..ld

level of indepe:-:dence. Rebecca still remained very dependenl

on adult supervision.

The Gatea-MacGinitie Reading Tests

Alternate forms of the Gates-MacGinitie Reading Tests

were administered to both grade one classes on the sa~le d'ly

and at the same approximate time. Level R, F'Orl~ 3

administered on F'ebruary Jrd, 1993. Level R, F'orm ~ wolf:

administered on May 31st, 1993. The tests were administerr~d

according to the procedures recommended in the Gatt"H

MacGinitie Reading Tests Teacher's Manual (1$192). Raw,

stanine, percentile rank, and grade equivalent scores wr~r..,

computed and recorded for each student in both th", contn.,J
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computed and recorded for Level R, Form 4 respectively. Level

R, Form 3. was used to identify the lowest scoring 20\' in both

the control group and the experimental group (see tables 1.3

and 14). Level R, Form 4. was used as a comparison measure

after program intervention (see tables 15 and 16). The mean

raw score and mean percentile rank were calculated and

recorded for both grade one classes on pretest and post test

Pretest and posttest mean scores were used as a

comparison measure for those children scoring in the lowest

20%- group for both grade one classes.

The students in the control group have been identified

using alphabetical symbols. The lowest scoring 20t have been

given pseudonyms in order to facilitate discussion. Keith,

Edgbert, Adrian, and Mike were identified as the lowest

scorerE on Level R, form 3. The students in the experimental

group have been identified using numerical symbols. The lowesr

scoring 20% were also given pseudonyms. Aaron, Rebecca, Anne,

and Robert were identified as the lowest scoring 20% on

pretest scores.

The results of the pretest and postest scores for the

control group indicated that the raw score and percentile rank

scores for Keith, Edgbert, Adrian, and Mike remained

considerably below the mean raw score and mean percentile rank

scores for the whole class (see table 17). Actually, Edgbert,

Adrian, and Mike showed a regression in performance on
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posttest scores, while Keith showed minimal gain. Posttel?lt

scores indicated that all students continued to scar.:'

considerably below the class mean on both raw and percenti 1~

rank scores.

The results of the pretest for the experimental group

showed that Aaron, Rebecca, Anne, and Robert had scored

considerably below the class mean on both raw and pel'centile

rank scores. Posttest scores showed that Aaron and Robert had

made considerable gains with Aaron surpassing the class medii

on both the mean raw score and the mean percentile rank SCOI"C

for the class, Anne,s scores indicated that she bad l11clde SOIll.'

progress. Rebecca's scores indicated no regression but flht"

had not moved beyond the 2nd percentile ranI: (see table lfll.

The Diagnostic Survey

The real value of the Diagnostic Survey is to identi[y

what particular controls a student has on text reading ilnd

writing. Although some credence is given to scor~s ilnd

quantifying progress, the major emphasis is to ldenti fy for

the Reading Recovery teacher what operations and itCllIB iJ

student can control and what operations and Eltrategic~.1 .)

student should be taught next. Clay (l98S) , m<lintains that th(,:

Diagnostic Survey should be used to emphasize the op':lratiomJ

and strategies that the student can use effectiv",ly, rilt:h':r

than on test scores and disabilities. Clay, (l':18Si, fUt·th':r

maintains that an effective Reading R"cov<;:ry approach b,!-
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passes reading levels and learning disabilities and emphasises

Lhe identification and recording of what the student does on

texts of specified difficulty. Once the student' 5 strengths

and weaknesses have been identified they are compared with a

model of strategies used by successful readers and writers.

The focus then for the Reading Recovery teacher is to help the

student who is at-risk to make satisfactory progress in

developing a self-improving system of strategies on text

reading and writing.

The Diagnost ic Survey was administered to each student in

the Reading Recovery group. All six assessment techniques were

used with each student and administered individually before

and after program intervention. These assessment techniques

and the administration and scoring procedures have been

discussed in detail in Chapter III. Each sub-test of the

Dic1gnostic Survey was administered to each student before

moving on to the next sub·test. For example, the Letter

Identification Test was administered to all four Reading

Recovery students before administering the Word Test.

Similarly, the Word Test was administered to all students

before moving on to the Concepts About Print Test. The

researcher found that she could most effectively administer

the survey this way because of the restraints imposed by the

confinements of the classroom environment. Scores for each

sub-test were scored at the end of the school day on which the

test was administered. Individual score sheets were kept for
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each student. However, for the purpose of this report,

individual scores will be reported and discussed collectively

for each subtest of the Diagnostic Survey. Clay's (l~t1S)

score sheets and proposed method of scoring were adhel'ed to,

After all tests had been administered and scored, a profil",

sheet was completed for each student. The researcher did Ilot

use Clay's Diagnostic Summary sheet but rather campi led ,1

profile for each student in reference to test scores ami

recorded observation. The researcher will report individual

scores on each subtest according to the following order,

(1) Letter Identification

(2) Word Test

(3) Concepts About Print Test

(4) Writing Vocabulary

(5) Dictation

(6) Running Record of Text Reading

Since the Diagnostic Survey was administered before .:lnd aft",r

program intervention, scores for each <idminif'tration wi.11 be

compared for each student,

Letter Identification Test

Each student was given the Letter Identification tf.!St:

designed by Clay (1985). Students were asked to r'::!ad through

the list If the student failed to respond, the research~r

questioned him according to the administrative pror.:":.'durr~

outlined in Chapter III. A sound { S } respons~, iJ word
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response ( W ). and an alphabet ic response ( A ), were all

scored as correct. Each students' raw score was calculated

according to the type of response given. A total raw score

was then calculated for each student. The same procedure was

followed for poattest scores. All correct responses were

calculated according to the type of response and then a total

raw score was calculated for each student. Pretest and

post test scores were compared and the difference calculated

(see table 19).

Word Teat

Each student was asked to read down through a list of

words that the researcher had labelled " List A ". The raw

score was calculated for each student and scured. The same

procedure was followed for post test SCores. Each student in

the study was asked to read through a list of words which the

researcher had labelled" List B " The raw score was again

calculated and recorded. The researcher calculated the gains

made by each student and recorded that gain in the column

marked" Difference" (see table 20).

Concepts About Print Test

The researcher did not use the prescribed test booklets

entitled Sand {Clay, 1972) and Stones (Clay, 1979)

indicated in Chapter II I. Just for You by Mercer Mayer was

selected by the researcher as an appropriate substitute. Test



items 9, 12, 13, and 14 were omitted. The researcher felt thar

she could not effectively reconstruct the <lppropriate example~

within the context of the text being used. Test item B W<'l~

tested by inverting one page of the text before testing b€'g,:m.

The researcher tested item 10 by reading the text ord(,l

incorrectly. The researcher scored the total items correct out

of 20 rather than 24 because of the omitted items. The SLlm~

procedure was repeated for post test scores. Pretest and

posttest scores were then compared. (see table 21).

Writing Vocabulary

The Writing Vocabulary Test was administered and "cored

according to the administrative and scoring procedure!> '.If;

outlined in Chapter III. Each student was asked to wrj t,~ .Ii:

many words as he/she could in 10 minutes. The Gtudclllr~ W.~I'·

prompted when they stopped writing but were not giv~n allY

further assistance. The total number of words tll<1t l!dch

student wrote accurately and could read accur<ltely wen~ qi v,~,\

a score of one point. Each student's raw score war/ rf:('ol"d,·(j

for both pretest and posttest situations. Each fJtudf,nl.' rl

individual scores were compared and the difference r0con]'1d

(see table 22}.

Dictation Test

The researcher used Form A of the Oictat ion Tr~st I"'Jr brJlh

pretest and posttest situations. The researr::her W:Jnt,~,j I.',
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measure each student's progress before and after program

int:oervention and felt that she could do so more effectively by

comparing scores on the same dic~ation. Each student was given

a total raw score out of a possible 37 points. Pretest and

post test scores were compared (see table 23). Although the

numerical score gave the researcher some indication of the

student.'s ability to analyze words and sounds, the researcher

felt that the real value of the test was in its diagnostic

function. The researcher obsEorved the student as he/she

completed the assessment and recorded any observations she

noticed on sequencing, spacing and letter/sound knowledge.

These observations were recorded on each student's individual

profile sheet.

Running Record

The researcher elected to use text materials that were

part of her classroom reading materials. Although the

classroom materials were not graded by any recognizable

grading standard, the researcher felt that she was very

familiar with the readability level of her classroom reading

~ibrary. She based her selections on her prior use of the

selected texts in a variety of teaching situations over a

number of years of teaching children how to read.

Since each student in the class had his/her own

individualized reading program, it was necessary to use

different texts for each testing situation. Each student was



tested on three books. The first book was one with lihich the

student was quite familiar. The second book was the cun'enL

book that the student was reading in his/her take-home reading

program. The third book was a new text to which the student

had no prior exposure. The new text was discussed with th~~

student before he/she was al1j{tl:d to read independently. A

Running Record was taken on all three text levels. The E~"l"Ol

Rate, Accuracy, and Self-correction Rate were calcul.:tted tlSin~1

the Calculation and Conversion Tables designed by Clay,

(1985). Each student's individual score was recorded. Pretest

and posttest scores were compared (see table 21). Tlte

researcher was most interested in measuring the ga ins made by

each student on the Running Record taken on the new text. Thr!

researcher felt that this was a more accurate measure of ttw

student's level of independence and his/her development of a

balanced set of cueing strategies on text reading.

Observations made during t.he administrative process o[f.en:d

valuable insights into individual strengths and weaknesses Oil

text reading. These observat.ions were recorded on tJl(~

st.udent's individual profile sheet.

A Running Record was taken on new and current t(!xts twC/

to three times an administrative cycle during progrilUl

implementation. However, discussion will focus only ')n thr:

Running Records taken during the pretest and postU::f;l

Diagnostic Survey. The Error Rate, Accuracy, and S.;:lf

Cor:rection Rat.e scores were used by the researcher tc. h<::lrJ
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select appropriate weekly reading material for each student at

various stages of his/her Reading Recovery Program.

The Diagnostic Summary

The researcher reviewed each student's pretest and

post test results and recorded observations made by the

researcher during the testing situation. Each subtest

examined separately and then collectively. The collected

information was used to create an individual profile for each

student. the profile that was generated from pretest scores

and observations, was used by the researcher to plan each

student's individualized Reading Recovery Program. The profile

that was generated from posttest scores and observations, was

used by the researcher to assess student gains in text reading

and writing. The following is a der.ailed examination of each

student'S profile sheet. The results will be examined for

pretest and then posttest situations.

The researcher completed a compilation of the data

collected fr0m the Diagnostic Survey on both pretest and

posttest scores. She reviewed the test results under the

specific test headings and recorded all relevant observations.

She then examined test results collectively looking for

similarities Ctnd differences.



Robert

Letter :rdentiication Test

Pretest

Robert identified 32 out of a possible 54 letten

correctly. All responses were alphabetical. He identified \~,

J, Q, M, 0, and N incorrectly. He gave no response for Y ami

V. He identified w, k, i, q, m, b, n, v, and r incorrectly. 11('

gave no response for h, y, and t. Incorrect responses wen:,

believed to be guesses. The student appeared uncertain Whell

he responded incorrectly.

Poattest

Robert identified 54 out of 3 possible 54 let Len;

correctly. All responses were alphabetical. lie approached the

testing situation with confidence. !lis l:"esponses

immediate and all first responses were correct.

Word Test

Pretest

Robert identifi~d 4 out of 20 words corr~ctly. lie::

appeared to read correctly those words that had been r:ommlt:t'->d

to memory. Although he showed an awareness of letter/sound

relationships, he did not match letters and sounds corr(~ctly.

The researcher noted that Robert identified the "t" Hound

correctly and used it correctly to identify the word "to". Any

other attempts made by Robert to read the list words that "Ier(~

not committed to memory were ineffective.
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Poattest

Robert's pretest scores showed a significant gain in his

acquisition of high frequency words. He read 17 of the 20

words correctly. The researcher noted that Robert was much

less apprehensive than during the pretesting situation. His

responses were confident and demonstrated an awareness of

letter/sound relationships. The researcher noted that although

Robert appeared to have acquired an increased awareness of

letter/sound relationships, he still would require extra

practice in using this knowledge effectively.

Concepts About Print Teat

Pretest

Robert scored 11 out of a p...>ssible 20 responses

correctly. His responses indicated that he had a good

understanding of the visual representation of words. Robert

demonstrated a good understanding of directionality. He could

tell where a word began and ended. He could "read with his

finger" (word by word matching) and knew how to make a :return

sweep to the left. He became confused when the line and word

order were altered and didn't appear to understand punctuation

marks.

Posttest

Robert scored 19 out of a possible 20 responses

correctly. He demonst.rated an excellent understanding of the

visual representation of words. He could identify when line

and text order were altered and had shown improvement in his



understanding of punctuation marks. He could not idel1t-i fy (lnd

did not appear to understand the function of a comma.

Writlng Vocabulary

Pretest

Robert wrote five words. The researcher observed as ht:'

completed each word. He appeared to write only those words

that he had committed to memory. Robert correct.ly read each

word that he had written. He was unwilling to <lttempt to

write more. He responded by saying that there were

words that he knew. No strategies were evident.

Post test

Robert showed considerable improvement in his abi.] ity to

recall and write words from memory. He wrote 20 words durirlg

the testing t.ime. The researcher noted that Robert. uf:il~d II i:;

knowledge of letter/sound relationships t.o help him cue in

letters when he was unsure of what should come next. When

Robert could not. apply this knowledge effectively, lH-'

scratched out the word and tried another. All 20 responsf::.'!,>

tiere spelled and read correctly.

Dictation Test

Pretest

The researcher read Form A of the dictation tesL Lo

Robert. The dictati.on was repeated very slowly and preci~cly.

Robert. appeared confused and did not seem to unden.t.and th(~

direct.ions He attempted only three words of th~, t0t.Z11

dictation. The words I, a, dog were complet.",d correct] yin
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sequence. Through observing Robert through the process, the

r~searcher determined that he wrote only those words that he

had committed to memory. He did not appear to understand how

to apply letter/sound relationships to attempt the spelling of

those words that were not committed to memory. He did not

attempt to articulate each word slowly in an att.empt to

analyze the sound sequence.

Posttest

Robert appeared a little uncertain when the testing

procedure was explained. The researcher recalled that Robert

had become very confused during the pretest situation. She

tried to reassure him and told him that he just. had t.o do the

best. that he could do. Robert. showed considerable improvement

in his ability to analyze letter/sound sequence in words. He

scored 30 correct responses out of a possible 37. He sequenced

all consonant sounds correctly and matched all letter/sound

responses correctly. He substituted the letter" KM for the "C"

sound in "school" but the researcher scored the sound as

Robert's responses indicated that he had a good

understanding of beginning and ending consonant sounds. He

mostly omitted vowel sounds. He identified vowel sounds only

in those words that had been committed to memory.

Running Rl;!cord

Pretest

An analysis of Robert's Running Record indicated that he

performed milch better on current and familiar texts than on
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new. He approached the familiar texts with confidenct>. lie

appeared to read from memory. When he came to n wurd that ht~

didn't know, he first scanned the picture and then lookt'd to

the researcher for help. He did not appear to use any athel"

strategies. When Robert was asked to read a new text, h~

became very confused. He still scanned the pictunOls [,)l

information but could not apply the picture infol"lllatioll

effectively.

Post test

An analysis of Robert's Running Record indicated that he'

continued to do well on easy and instructional texts. lie reM!

the familiar texts fluently and with confidence. The

researcher carefully observed Robert as he re<1d the new 01

"hard" text. Several text cueing strategies were evident. lit.!

continued to use picture cues effectively and trackt.!d wordr;

and sentences correctly in a left to right di recLion. 110

attempted to use his knowledge of letter/sound relationship:;

and made some successful attempts. He used cont€.'xtua!

information to sel f -moni tor and when he fel t t hat he war)

reading incorrectly the researcher noted that he wenL bLlck Lu

the beginning of the sentence in an attempt to self-corr"~c;t.

Aaron

Letter Identification Test

Pretest

Aaron identified 47 out of a po.ssiblt';: 54 lo::ttr:nJ

correctly. 1'.1147 responses were alphabetical. He appr0;Jch,:d
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the test with confidence and attempted all letters. He

confused" b" and " d ft
• and identified both upper and lower

case " Q ", "q" as • 9 ". He did however correctly identify

the upper and lower case " G " correctly. He identified" 1"

as" i ". All other letters were identified correctly.

Pretest

Aaron identified 54 out of a possible 54 letters

correctly. All responses were alphabetical. He approached the

test with confidence and appeared secure in his knowledge to

identify all letters correctly.

word Test

Pretest

Aaron identified 16 of the 20 words correctly. He read

through the list quickly and with confidence. He appeared to

notice some similarities in the visual appearance of words. He

identified "not" as "no" and "an" as ~and". The researcher

believed that Aaron read mostly from memory.

Postt.est

Aaron identified all List B words correctly. He read

through the list with fluency_ It was difficult to determine

which strategies he was applying. The researcher could only

assume that he was familiar with all t.he words and had

committed them to memory.
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Concepts About Print Test

Pretest

Aaron scored 15 out of a possible 20 responses correctly.

He appeared to have a good understanding of corl"o~ct

directionality. He could tell where a word began and end~d,

and tracked correctly with his finger as text was read. He

demonstrated a gnod understanding of the return sweep to tIl<?

left. Aaron demonstrated an understanding of what a period ,)l1d

question mark meant but had no knowled£e of the function of "I

comma or quotation marks. Aaron became confused when text and

line order were altered. He seemed to know that text

read correctly but could not explain what was wrong.

Posttest

Aaron scored all items on the test con"ectly. Il(~

demonstrated an excellent understanding of how print i!l used

to convey messages. He could identify when line and text order

were altered and responded by saying that it was" mixed up ~

He also understood the function of a comma and quotilt ion

marks.

Writing Vocabulary Test

Pretest

Aaron attempted to write 10 words. He appeared insecurr~

and the researcher had to kep.p asking him to "try another". Hr~

wrote and read six of the ten words correctly. The researchr;:r

noted that Aaron tended to reverse some letters and confufl'-"
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let.ter order. He confused "b" and "d" and spelled "she" as

"seh" .

Posttest

Aaron attempted to write 40 words in the ten minute

testing time. He wrote and read 30 of the words correctly. The

researcher noted that the misspelled words were accurate in

letter/sound analysis. Most misrepresented letters were

vowels.

Dictation Test

Pretest

The researcher read Form A of the Dictation Test to

Aaron. The dictation was read very slowly and Aaron needed a

lot of encouragement to even attempt any of the words. Aaron

did not appear to be able to identify sounds in any sequential

order. He wrote only those words that been committed to

memory. Aaron scored 12 out of a possible 37 responses

correctly.

posttest

The researcher explained the testing situation. Aaron did

not appear to be apprehensive. Form A of the Dictation Test

was read slowly as he wrote his response. Aaron scored 34

correct responses out of a possible total of 3? He identified

and sequ,enced most sounds correctly. His errors were vowel

omissions.
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Running Record

Pretest

An analysis of Aaron's Running Record indicated that he

had read all three texts with a high degree of accuracy. He

approached the easy and instructional text with confidence ,111d

needed no encouragement to begin reading. The researchel'

noted that as Aaron read the hard text., he used picture clle:,;

very effectively. The researcher was surprised with Aaron's

high accuracy rate ( 93\) and wondered about his familiarity

with the text. Aaron said that he had not read the text prior

to the Running Record. The researcher suspected, based on

Aaron's prior readings of new text, that Aaron may hilve had

the text read to him at home.

POBttest

Aaron read all three texts with a high degl-er;: of

accuracy. He demonstrated a well-balanced set o[ cueir,::.'

strategies on all text readings. The researcher particularly

noted Aaron's confident approach to the " hard " text

Although the texts were repetitive, the researcher noted that

Aaron used contextual cues very effectively and consistently

reread to self-correct. His error"J were mostly meaningful

substitutions.
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Rebecca

Letter :Identification Test

Pretest

Rebecca ident.ified 42 out of a possible 54 let.ters

correctly. All responses were alphabetical. She correctly

identified all upper case letters except "J", "V", and "p•.

She correctly identified all lower case letters except "p".

"b", "j", "q", °d", "i", "g", and "V", Rebecca attempted all

letters. The researcher could not. identify any evident pattern

in incorrectly identified letters. Rather, the researcher

determined that the errors were guesses.

Rebecca identified 54 out of a possible 54 letters

correctly All responses were alphabetical. she ;'ead through

the list with fluency and appeared confident in her ability to

do so.

Word Test

Pretest

Rebecca identified 6 out of 1I possible 20 words

correctly. No strategies were evident as she read through the

list. The researcher determined that. those words that. were

read correctly were read from memory. Rebecca attempted to

identified some beginning sounds as she read down through the

list. There was no positive correspondence between letter and

sound identified. Even though Rebecca attempted to identify

the beginning sound in some words from the list, she did not.
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attempt to finish the word, She did not seem a .....ne that what

she was doing was ineffective. The researcher concluded that

Rebecca was a .....are that letters made sounds but hilO

understanding of how to match lett.er and sound cort'ectJy.

Post test

Rebecca identified 10 out of a possible 20 wonk

correctly, She attempted all words on the list. Her corn~Cl

responses were immediate, suggesting to the research!'r th,ll

these were words that had been committed to ll1erl1ory. l\ II

remaining responseb were incorrect. and showed no ~vjdencl~ 01

word analysis. Rebecca did nat appear aware that hel l"t~;;POlLfJ~i\

might be incorrect.

Concepts About Print Test

Pretest

Rebecca scored 16 out of a possible 2tl n~i:p()tl~''-:i\

correctly. Her responses indicated that she had il qn"d

understanding of the visual representation of wonln. Slip

demonstrated an understanding of directionality by trac:lo:ilHj

correctly as text was read. She did not under!>timu Lh,:

function of a comma or quotation marks, She could not idrenL if,
"was" and ~no" anri could not identify th~ bottom uf LlJ"

picture when the book was inverted.

Posttest

Rebecca scored 18 out of il possibl.e: 20 r':;;ponf;':~:

correctly. Her responses indicated that 5he had iln '~7.C'~J] ~,rrT

understanding of the visual features of words. Sh'e :.t:iJI c'.JJJlrJ
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not explain the function of a comma or quotation marks. The

researcher noted that even though Rebecca's score was high,

there seemed to be little transference into actual text

reading.

Writing vocabulary

Rebecca attempted 10 words during the ten minute testing

period. She completed only 3 words correctly Her incorrect

responses showed no positive letter/sound correspondence but

rather were simply a jumble of letters printed in random

order. She read through the list and showed no indication that

she was aware that she had read incorrectly. Rebecca knows

that letters make words. She can hear sounds at the beginning

of words but doesn't know which letter represents the sound.

This inability to match letter and sound correctly is probably

interfering with her ability to achieve some independence in

reading and writing.

Posttest

Rebecca wrote 10 words correctly. The researcher observed

her through the testing session and recorded any evident

strategies. Rebecca attempted to write only those words that

she had committed to memory. All her attempts w~re successful.

The researcher encouraged Rebecca to try more words but she

l'esponded by saying "I don't know any". The researcher was not

able to observe Rebecca attempting words by correct use and
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sequencing of letter/sound relationships. She mude no attempts

at spelling words that. she had not committed t.o memory.

Dictation Test

Pretest

The researcher read Fonn A of the Dictation Test to

Rebecca. The dictation was read very slowly and Rebecca was

told to write down the words that she heard. She identified

some sounds correctly in many of the words as the dictutioll

read. Rebecca seemed to be able to follow the text line

and sequence the words properly. She identified 12 sounds

correctly out of a possible 37. She had problems identiEyj ng

initial consonant sounds. She mostly identH ied fin.:'!l

consonant sounds and used the final consonant only to

represent the total word. Those words that were committed to

memory were spelled correctly. The researcher was surprised at

Rebecca's ability to identify any sounds correctly as this had

not been evident in both the Word Test and the Writing

Vocabulary Test.

Post test

The researcher read Form A of the Dictation Test to

Rebecca. She appeClred confused with text line and word order

and asked the researcher to read the text again. She atLempl;~d

the dictation as the researcher read the text slowly. Tht:

researcher noted that Rebecca appeared more apprehensive than

in the pretest situation. Rebecca scored 25 out of a po~sibl~

37 responses correctly. An analysis of her responses indicat~d
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the she was identifying most. initial and final consonant

sounds correctly. She did not attempt to identify any vmlel

sounds except in those words that had been committ.ed to

memory.

Running Record

Pretest

An analysis of Rebecca's Running Record indicated that

she performed better on the easy and instructi,:mal texts than

on the new or "hard" text. The ~esearcher noted that as

Rebecca read the easy and instructional texts, she did not

attempt to correct any errors. However, the researcher noted

that she hesitated each time that she read a word from the

text incorrectly. She appeared to know that what she had read

was incorrect but was unaware of the need to attempt

corrections. The researcher concluded that Rebecca read from

memory. Rebecca used only picture and contextual cues as she

read the hard text. She attempted to track with her finger as

she read but became confused when she could not interpret the

text. Tracking became inaccurate and Rebecca read mostly by

composing the story from the pictures. She did however

maintain story sequence by "reading the pictures".

Post test

An analysis of Rebecca's Running record indicated that

she read the easy and familiar texts with a high degree of

accuracy. She used a balance of cueing strategies and made

successful attempts at self-correcting errors. As Rebecca read
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the new or hard text, she used pi(.ture cues very effectively

to cue in unfamiliar text. She tracked accurately with her

finger as she read and was able to refocus when she became

confused. She was able to use those high frequency words that

had been committed to memory to help cue in unfamiliar words

in the text. Rebecca made no attempts at self-corrections when

words were read incorrect ly. Her errors were contextual! y

correct but gave no evidence of letter/sound matching.

Although Rebecca read all three texts with a reasonable

degree of accuracy, the researcher noted that she had made

little progress in increasing text length and difficulty since

the pretesting session.

lInne

Letter Identification Test

Pretest

Anne identified 49 out of a possible 5'1 letters

correctly. All responses were alphabetical. She correct ly

identified all upper case letters except "F", "yM, and "V".

She identified all lower case letters except "y" and "v". She

identified all incorrectly identified letters as "U". Th'~

researcher believed that the errors were guesses. Anne

approached the testing situation with confidence.

Post test

Anne identified all 54 letters correctly. All respons'~s

were alphabetical. She approached the testing situation with
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confidence and her responses were immediate. All first

responses were correct.

Word Test

Pretest

Anne read 19 of the 20 words in List A correctly. The

researcher observed Anne as she read through the list. She

read through the list quickly. The researcher determined that

most of the words had been committed to memory. It

therefore difficult to identify any cueing strategies.

Posttest

Anne identified 19 of the 20 words in List B correctly.

The researcher observed Anne as she read through the list.

Although it was evident that some words had been committed to

memory. the researcher was able to observe as Anne attempted

words that were less familiar. She used initial, middle, and

final consonants effectively.

Concepts About Print Test

Pretest

Anne scored 13 out of a possible 20 responses correctly.

She appeared to understand that print was a visual

representation of words. She indicated an understanding of

correct directionality and could track correctly with her

finger as text was read. She did not notice when line and

page order were altered and when asked what was wrong, she

responded that it was right. She understood and could explain
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the function of a period but could not identify or explain the

function of a question mark, comma, or quotation mad.s.

Post test

Anne scored 20 out of a possible 20 responses correctly.

She demonstrated an excellent understanding of the visual

representation of words. She correctly identified and

explained when line, text, and page order were altered. She

demonstrated a good understanding of the function of a period,

question mark, comma and quotation marks. She approached the

test with confidence and seemed to enjoy demonstrating what

she had learned.

Writing vocabulary

Pretest

Anne attempted to write 19 words during the ten minute

testing time. She wrote all words correctly but reversed some

letters. The researcher accepted the words as correct if Anne

read them correctly. She did not penalize Anne fOl" letter

reversals. Anne was not given credit for the words that she

could not read. The researcher believed that Anne had copied

these words from classroom displays. Anne had included the

names of all her family members in the list. It was difficult

for the researcher to observe any cueing strategies as Anne

wrote all words correctly. The researcher could only assume

that all words had been committed to memory or copied [rom

classroom displays.
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Posttest

Anne appeared excited about the challenge of writing as

many words as she could in the 10 minute testing time. She

attempted 38 words, 35 of which 3he spelled and read

correctly. The researcher observed Anne as she worked. She

made many successful attempts at letter/sound analysis. An

analysis of Anne' 5 errors indicated that she had a good

understanding of letter/sound relationships. Her errors were

either vowels or letter omissions.

Dictation Test

Pretest

The researcher read Form A of the Dictation Test to Anne.

She scored 28 out of a possible 37 responses correctly. She

asked to have the dictation read slowly and experienced some

problems in remembering and recording text order correctly.

She spelled some words correctly and the researcher believed

that these words had been committed to memory. She effectively

used letter/sound relationships to analyze beginning and final

consonants in those words that were less familiar. She did not

correctly identify or record vowel sounds and middle consonant

sounds correctly.

Post test

The researcher read Form A of the Dictation Test to Anne.

She scored 33 out of a possible 37 responses correctly. Anne

experienced few problems with the dictation. She could recall

word order and effectively apply letter/sound relationships to
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analyze those words that had not been committed to memory.

Anne's incorrect responses were all omissions. There were no

recorded letter/sound errors. The researcher concluded thilt

Anne had an excellent understanding of letter/sound

relationships and could apply that knowledge effectively to

word analysis.

Running Record

Pretest

An analysis of Anne' 5 Running Record indicated that she

read all three texts with a high degree of accuracy. She used

picture cues and contextual cues effectively. All errors were

contextually correct (meaningful substitutionsl. Anne Wi'l$

successful at detecting and correcting errors as she l"ead.

The researcher observed as Anne read the hard text. She

scanned the picture details for information to help cue ill

unfamiliar words. She tracked correctly as she read. When she

became confused, she went back to the beginning of the line or

sentence and reread in an attempt to self·correct. She usr~d

initial consonant sounds effectively. No other Htrategies

were evident.

Posttest

An analysis of Anne's Running Record indicated a high

degree of accuracy on all three texts. Anne read fluently and

a variety of cueing strategies were evident. She also prov'?d

accurate at identifying and self -correcting thr~

instructional text. This was not p.vident on the easy and hard
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The researcher felt that Anne was using a well·balanced

set of cueing strategies on text reading and was self

monitoring as she read. Anne read the hard text with a 9'1\'

accuracy rate. She continued to use a well-balanced set of

cueing strategies as she read. Most errors were omissions and

meaningful substitutions. She did not however identify her

errors and made no attempt to self-correct.

The reBearcher used the information collected on the

pretest Diagnostic Summary to assess each student' 5 strengths

and weaknesses. Each individual student's program plan was

based on what the student knew and what he needed to learn:

The post test Diagnostic Summary was used to assess the

st udent' s galns after program intervention. The post test

assessment results were also used by the classroom teacher to

further enhance program intervention.



CHAPTER V

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND IMPLICATIONS

Summary

It is essential that children have access to liter,,,cy

from a very early age. When children achieve literacy it actf'

as a positive drive that frees them to acquire kno..... .led<Jc

throughout their lives. There still exists ho.....ever, the

infini.te debate as to how literacy is best achieved. Genuil1~'

lit.eracy implies using reading, writing, listening <llld

speaking in the real world. An act i vely literate perSOll i f"1

constantly thinking, learning and reflecting. Envirollment,

knowledge, and affective, cognitive and metacognitive conttol

and interaction all simultaneously affect literacy

acquisition.

Theoreticians have long been divided into two majol'

groups - traditionalists and progressivists. Traditionalint.s

have long remained" product-oriented" whereas progrel;sivisLrl

have remained" process-oriented". Traditionalists, belj~1v(~

that the function of education is to transmit knowled<jr~.

whereas progressivists believe that the function of education

is the development of processes which free the lca::-nr,r to

learn. The most fundamental difference between thl;: two is in

their vif"':' of hum",n knowledge.

A child's mind is not a vacuum. From infancy, a child i.s

constantly acting on and organizing experiences. A child

needs to form hypotheses and try th~m out through physical and
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mental manipulations. Experiences that arouse a need and

desire to learn, provide intrinsic motivation. Families

constantly foster and support the young child's literacy

experiences within the context of their day to day

interactions. Once a child carnes to school, parents adopt a

more peripheral I'ole and the teacher is expected to set the

context and framework for learning. If teachers teach in a way

that enables students to learn, they let children explore and

confirm, provide the support and context that is necessary for

learning and become active learners themselves.

Reading and writing are qualitative processes. The

learners' reading and writing experiences must focus on

meaning. Children interact with written language based on

their previous experiences. Rather than learning through

memorizing, transcribing and reciting, children must construct

meaning and explore structure in a risk-free learning

environment. The primary school years are crucial in laying

the foundation for successful control of literacy. Through

effective program implementation, most grade one students will

be able to coordinate their use of graphic and contextual

knowledge to become independent, functional readers. However,

children differ widely and in any school district a percentage

of students fail to learn how to read and write. These at

risk children can be identified as early as age six. The

literate society that we live in demands that children achieve

literacy early in their lives. Children who do not achieve
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literacy are vulnerable in a school sett.ing. If it is possible

to prevent failure then educators have a responsibility to do

so. Therefore, when children first. show signs of difficulty it

is time to intervene.

In many remediation programs, instruction has become u

decontextualized process. The focus is often on isolated

elements of print and not on meaning. Children are acti\'~

learners who learn language in nat.ural surroundings and stri\'e

for meaning at all times. Approaches to reading and writillg

that focus on elements other than meaning tend to isolate

children from what is naturally instinctive to them. Reading

Recovery is a short term intervention program intended for

children who are experiencing difficulty in t.heir first year

of reading and writing instruction. The program is not

designed t.o replace the regular program of instruct ion, but

rather, is designed to provide daily tutorial lessons that

focus intently on read.i.ng and writing instruction in a

holistic environment.

This study investigated the effects of an adaptation o[

Clay's (1985) Reading Recovery Program on four grade on""

children. Two basic assumptions go along with Clay's 1198S)

Reading Recovery Program: (1) a classroom program will

continue alongside the extra tuition sessions; and (2) th8

tuition sessions must be individualized. Due to the unique

nature of program implementation, modifications in both

structural and instructional procedures were necessary. Th",s'O:
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adaptations were necessary in order to meet the physical and

instructional demands of the grade one classroom environment.

The program was implemented in a regular grade one classroom

by a regular grade one teacher who was not trained in Reading

Recovery procedures. The program was conducted over a period

of 17 weeks (from February 3, 1993 to May 31, 1993) and was

organized so that program stl.idents remained actively involved

and received maximum benefit from the day-to~day classroom

activities. The aim of the program was to accelerate the

reading and writing skills of four grade one students who were

determined to be at risk of failing to learn how to read and

write, so that they could function within the average group in

their grade one class. The researcher used several assessment

techniques to measure the outcomes of the study. These were:

(1) Student-Teacher Interaction; (2) Gates-MacGinitie Readjncr

~i and (3) Clay'S (1985) Diagnostic Survey. The pretest

and post test results were compared and used as a measure for

program ef feet i veness.

The major questions underlying this study were:

ll) Can an adaptation of Clay's Reading Recovery Program be

effective?

(2) Can an adaptation of Clay's (1985) Reading Recovery

Program be effectively implemented within the

confinements of a grade one classroom?
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(3) Can an adaptation of Clay's Reading Recovery Pn-'gl',~m l'~'

effectively implemented by a grade one teacher Wh0 h,l"

not completed the required teacher training?

Prior to program implementation, the researchL~I' WhL' W.ll'

also the classroom teacher, kept a detailed account ot ll1,'

progress of all students who were in her class. Evalll<ll.ioll w.l~:

based on the researcher's interactions with di f fert:'lll. ::;tlld..'11I ,:

in both group and tutorial situations on a day to day l);I~:iH

The students were monitored on reading and writilh] 1J('havillr~'

with particular attention given to the student's knowled'].: 01

text reading and writing strategies, and personal jIm] Hocidl

attributes. The specific text reading and wliting ut l'cll,eqi";1

have been outlined in detail in Chapter III. TIlt" col I e'cl '.',j

information was reviewed and then revised at the clId or ~';ll'll

month. The revised information WilS recorded on ,1 1II0lLtlily

summary sheet and added to each student's portfoli(J. lly

January, 1993, seven students had been identified by I.h,·

researcher as performing below the expcctat ions [or ~lrild(, UIl'.'

at mid-year on text reading and writing. The res(~un:;Ij('lr th<'11

administered the Gates-MacGinitie Reading Tt:sl: to ill I ~;Llld(:rl1.n

in her class. The additional information collr~cU~d f:n,11I

individual student scores was used to sel~ct four ",tudell1.::

from the seven who had ':leen identified as Cll. ris!': fA [iJi I ill'l

to learn how to read and write. A control grouf> Wilt; al:;o,

administered the Gates-MacGinitie Reading To::st. Thr, p:~;lJlL:;

from the control group were used as a comparat i v(~ Inr~'J!;urr~. Id.
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tho:: end of the study, pretest and pose test results

compared on raw, stanine, percentile rank, and grade

equivalent scores for both the control and experimental

groups. No other contact. was made wi th the control group.

Program st.udents' scores were compared with class means on

pretest and post test scores. The four students who had been

selected for program intervention were then administered the

Diagnostic Survey. Results were compared on pretest and

posttest scores. The ::.-esults were useful in measuring

individual growth in reading and writ.ing strategies.

As previously stat.ed, the purpose of this stud~f has been

to determine the success of the implemenrEo!:ion of an

adaptation of Clay'S (1985) Reading Recovery Program in a

regular grade one class by a grade one te&cher who had not

been t.rained in Reading Recovery procedures. The answers t.o

the previo\.."ly stat.ed quest.ion, based directly on information

which has been presented in more detail in Chapter IV, are

outlined below.

Question It1

Can an adaptation of Clay'S (1985) Reading Recovery Program be

effective?

The effect.iveness of an adaptation of Clay's Reading

Recovery Program was measured using the results of the three

assessment. techniques used in the study to measure student

change. The results were as follows:
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Student-Teacher Interaction

An examination of the January Monthly Summary sheets fOI"

all four program students indicated a general weakness in most

print~ related activities. Although each student varied in

specific strengths and weaknesses, each was notably weak in

his/her ability to use any acquired strategies independently

on text reading and .....riting. Rebecca particularly appeal'cd

unaware of .....ord knowledge and would often use a single lettt'!l'

to represent more than one word. An examination of the M<:lY

Monthly Summary sheets for all program students sllowed that

three of the four students had made considerable gains in text

reading and writing strategies and in their ability to lIl:e

these strategies independently in reading and writi!l~l

activities. Rebecca's Monthly Summary sheet for May illdicilted

that she showed no reg~'ession but had made only l~inimill

progress. There was no evidence to conf irm any j nd(lpcndclll

strategies emerging an text reading and writing.

Language Evaluation Checklists

During the months of January and May, the re~earc:hcr

reviewed the Language Evaluation Checklists on oral and

reading development for all students in the grade onfe;' clas!;.

The scores for each program student were totall':!d and compacwJ

with the total of class means for each item on both lh:ts. Th';

January results indicated that all four program stud(~nts hat!

scored considerably below the class mean on both at.'!l <:Ind

reading checklists. The class mean for January indicalJ~d lhat
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the average student' 5 total score for items on the oral

checklist waG 12.9. Robert and Rebecca showed a total score of

7, Aaron, 9 and Anne. 6. May results sho....ed a total class

mean of 14.7. Aaron and Anne were close to the class mean wit.h

each scoring a t.otal of 14, while Robert scored 11 and Rebecca

remained considerably below the class mean with a score of 8.

An examination of the reading checklist for January indicated

that all four students scored considerably below the class

mean of 15.8. Each program student's individual total score

was as follows: Robert, 4; Aaron, 7; Rebecca, 8; and Anne, 9.

An examination of the May results indicated that Aaron had

moved closer to the class mean (20.9) with a total score of 20

that Anne had actually surpassed the class mean with a total

score of 23. Robert and Rebecca still remained considerably

below the class mean with scores of 14 and 13 respectively.

The writ.ing Evaluation Checklist. was not a cumulative score.

St.udents were rated according to the hierarchial level that

he/she had achieved. Comparison measures based on class means

were not possible. A comparison of January and May scores

revealed that Aaron and Anne demonstrated considerable growth

in their ability to write messages using correct

directionality, correct letter /so1.lnd matching and

acceptable language level of two or more sentences. Robert did

not achieve the expected level of independence and Rebecca

still remained dependent on adult supervision.



Gates-MacGinitie Reading Test

Alternate forms of the Gates-MacGinitie Reading Test were

administered to both a control group and the experimental

group at the same approximate time and on the same day. Levl;ll

R, Form 3 was administered on February 3, 1993 and Level R,

Form 4 was administered on May, 31, 1993, Raw, stanine,

percentile rank and grade equivalent scores were computed <ltld

recorded for each student in each group. Level R, Fonl 3 wa:.;

used to identify the lowest scoring 20\ in both groups. Level

R, Form 4 was used as a comparison measure after Pl'ogl'(llll

intervention. The mean raw score and the mean percentile t-i111k

scores were also calculated and recorded for both groupB and

on both tests. These scores were used as a comparison measure

for those students in both groups who had scored in th€ lowCBl.

20% group.

An examination of pretest scores for each group indicaL'_'rJ

that those students who had scored in the bottom 20\ were alf-;o

considerably below the class me.:lns on raw and percenti Ie rank

scores. The pretest and posttest results for the control group

indicated that Keith, Edgbert, Adrian and Mike, all of \oJhn

were in the bottom 20%, scored considerably belo\oJ the <;}i.HW

mean on both raw and percentile rank scores, with Adrion <:lnd

Mike showing a regression on percentile rani: scores ond

Edgbert showing a regression on both raw and percentile rilfll':

scores on post test scores, A.1l examination of the prt.=t',st <lwl

posttest scores for the experiment.al group indi-:;at(~d thaL
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Aaron, Rebecca, Anne and Robert who sc.:>red in the bottom 20'0,

had all scored considerably below the class means on raw and

per::entile rank pretest scores. An examination of post test

scores indicated that Aaron had surpassed the class mean on

both raw i,nd percentile rank scores. Robert had moved closer

to the class mean but Anne and Rebecca had remained

considerably behind. There was no regression in raw and

percentile rank scores. Comparison measures between the

control group and the experimental group indicated that

although the experimental group did not achieve the expected

results, they perform~d better than the control group in a

comparison of pretest and post test scores.

with the exception of Aaron, all student gains were less

than expected. The use of norm· referenced tests such as the

Gates-MacGinitie Reading Tests to assess instructional

intervention is increasingly being questioned as an effective

measure of assessment. Anne's scores may be an indication that

process oriented methods such as M Naturalistic Inquiry",

referred to in Chapter IV, which formed the basis for teacher-

based assessment, are a more accurate measure of individual

growth.

The Diagnostic Survey

The real value of the Diagnostic Survey is to identify

what particular controls a student has on text reading and

writing. The major emphasis for the Reading Recovery teacher

is to identify ""hat strategies a student can control and what
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strategies must be taught next. The Diagnostic Survey is

divided into six subtests: Letter Identification; Word Test;

Concepts About Print Test j Writing Vocabulary Test; Oictat ion

Test and Running Record. The Diagnostic Survey W<l$

administered to the four program students who had been

identified as the lowest scoring 20% of their class. Altho1l9h

emphasis is on the process and recorded observations, and not

on quantitative measures, numerical scores were recorded ,I lid

used in assessing program effectiveness. Each subtest has bc",n

discussed in some detail in Chapter IV. Overall l'esul ts

indicated that three of the four students made measureablc

gains between pretest and post test situations. I\lthough

Rebecca's scores indicated that ohe had made less progr~Hf;

than the others, there were reasonable gains in text .:.-eadin9

and writing strategies _ particularly noteworthy were the gui ns

made in word analysis and Running Records of hard tCX1:S _ !.':oJch

student had progressed in his/her ability to writ ...

independently and apply reading strategies to new texl:s _ Th,·

researcher's recorded observations also indicated il por;j Li 'J'~

change in attitude towards reading and writing activiti(~s.

The researcher determined that th~ intervention prograln

had accelerated the progress of three of the four student5 in

reading and wr.iting strategies. Although

inconsistencies existed in test results, it c;umuJ,)tj'J'~

examination indicated that three of the four students lnarJo::

consistent progress, and made greater progr~...:ss than th(,
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control group as indicated by The Gates-MacGinitie Reading

Ig§ll. Furthermore, the Diagnostic Survey results indicated

that all students had made significant gains in t.ext reading

and writing strategies. Although students did not accelerate

to the average level of th!!ir class, they did move forward in

a positive direction that might otherwise have ended in a

regression of student performance as indicated by the control

group.

Question #2

Can an adaptation of Clay's (1965) Reading Recovery Program a

effectively implemented within the confinements of a grade one

classroom?

The effectiveness of Clay's Reading Recovery Program has

been measured by the number of students who accelerate to the

average of their class and are discontinued from the program.

If effectiveness is to be measured according to discontinuance

criteria, then Reading Recovery cannot meet program goals

within the specified time frame of the Reading Recovery

Program within the confinements of a regular grade one

classroom environment. Even with constant parent support, the

researcher found it difficult to remain on task while working

with the program stude.nts. Interruptions from other students,

school personnel and general school administrative functions

affected time on task. However, if program effectiveness were

to be measured on the basis of individual achievement, then

implementation was effective.
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Question #3

Can an adaptation of clay' $ Reading Recovery Program be

effectively implemented by a grade one teacher who has not

completed the required teacher- training program?

Studies have indicated that effective teacher trilining is

the single most important factor in the implementation or il

Reading Recovery Program and that for Reading Recovery to be

effective, guidelines must be strictly adhered to. I\!>

previously stated in questions one and two, students in the

Reading Recovery program did not meet discontinuance criteriil.

Implementation was based on research and not on 1~,J.rllf:d

procedures. Although three of the four students lOildc

significant gains on text reading and writing strategies, \\0

student reached the average level of his/her classmates on illl

assessment measures.

Conclusions

This study investigated the effectiveness of the

implementation of an adaptation of clay's (1985) Readillg

Recovery Program in a grade one classroom by a grade OIW

teacher who was not formally traine.... in Reading Recovr::r'l

procedures. The students who participated in thE: study wcr':

the students scoring in the bottom 20% in a standardized teflL

of text reading and writing. The program was conducted

a period of 17 weeks and was or9ani zed in such a way thilL

students were able to receive maximum benefit from both

individual and class instruction. The anticipated outcornr; '1[
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the program was that each of the four students involved in the

Reading Recovery program would accelerate to the average level

of their classmates.

During the course of the study, individual and process~

oriented assessment techniques, such as anecdotal recordings,

comprehensive monthly summary sheets on student performance,

reading, writing, and oral language checklists and Clay's

(1985) Diagnostic Survey. all indicated student growth in the

development and independent use of strategies on text reading

and writing. The assessments also indicated that all students

demonstrated a positive change in attit.ude towards reading and

writing act.ivities. Quantitat.ive scores on the ~

MacGinitie Reading Tests indicated that Aaron was the only

student to score equal to or better t.han the class mean.

Many factors are influential during the course of any

study. Several f2lctors seemed to have had special significance

for this study. The researcher and the classroom teacher were

the same person, thereby ensuring consistency in instruction.

The lessons took place in the regular grade one classroom,

usually when other students were present and actively engaged

in learning. Most Reading Recovery activities were developed

around monthly themes and assigned classroom activities were

often used in tutorial sessions. Parents were actively

involved at both school and home levels, with parents

participating in actual classroom activities on a daily basis.

The active invol"",n.('nt of parents served to create an active
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and positive rapport between students, teachers and parents all

a daily basis. All students in the grade one class Wc!l·.,.

receiving individualized reading instruction from either the

classroom teacher or a parent volunteer, st) program st udc!lIt r.

were often unaware that they were receiving specia I ized

instruction. The individualized program was effc!ctive in

identifying the specific strengths and needs of four childn~ll

who appeared ,at risk of failing to learn how to n",~d .1ILt!

write. Although three of the four students made significant:

gains in reading and writing, they did fall slightly bela..... the

expectations for the average grade one student at the end ot:

grade one. A complementary feature of the program wa~ the

positive attitude change that was evident in all studi::r1Lll.

Implications

Reading Recovery instruction is based upon holisLh:

language and literacy learning principles. The pl"inciplct:

underlying Reading Recovery should not be restricted tu

children who are at risk of failing to learn how to r~ild ':lIId

write. All children are entit.led to il learning '!l1vi rOIlIfl(:Ill"

that is rich in children's literature and is nourished by Lhr~

knowledge, care and understanding of an effectiv~ t~;lch"~r.

Learners are entitled to a learning environmfc,nt thuL

identifies, recognizes and responds to the individual newJrJ (,I

each student.

The present study found that three of the four students

....ho had received individualized instruction in reading ilud
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writing responded favourably and made significant gains.

Although the overall goal of individualized instruction is to

accelerate students so that they might be enabled to function

within the average of their class, it does not mean pushing

children through materials that are too difficult. Instead,

effective teachers support students as they read. They teach

and demonstrate problem solving strategies while engaged in

actual text reading and writing. As children learn to use

their knowledge in flexible ways, they develop more efficient

processing systems and thus make faster progress.

The students who were identified as at-risk did not

rece 1ve program intervention unt i1 February. This was well

into the school year. Clay (1985), maintains that we can see

the reading process go wrong after one year of instruction.

Research has indicated that early intervention is the key to

preventing at-risk students from failing to learn how to read

and write (Clay, 1985; Holdaway, 19B4; Goodman, 19B6;

Pinnell,198B; Routrnan, 19SB).

The study raised of possible interest f-:,::

further investigation. These areas are as follows:

(1) Although Clay (19B5) maintains that the effective

implementation of a Reading Recovery Program is dependent on

strict adherence to program guidelines, what would be the

effects on student achievement if the program, as described by

the researcher, were to continue in1.:.o the students' next year

in second grade? Would more time in program intervention be
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successful in accelerating students to the average of the i r

group?

(2) Individualized instruction ha~ been determined to be all

effective strategy in preventing reading and writing failurt~

in the first years of schooling. What would be the effects tOI

at-risk children of an individualized reading program th.lt

began with the child's initial attempt.s at reading writ. t811

text. and continued until the child had finished third grade?

(3) If grade one teachers were to incorporate the prjllcipl(~!l

of Reading Recovery and follow t.he program outline ill group

situations, what might be the effects on young chjldrell'H

early reading and writing experiences?

(4) What might be the long term effe:cts for those childl:Cll

who had participated in the study? Would the student whu hiJd

acquired effect.ive st.rategies on text reading and wri t ill'J

cont.inue to progress and would that student evr~ntui:llly

function with the average of the cla~s without fUl-t hN

intervention?
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Appendix A

A F K P W Z

B H 0 U

C Y L Q M

D N S X

E G R V T

a k p IV Z

b h 0 u

c y q III

d 11

e 0 9~
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Appendix B

WORD TEST

List A List B

but

look

is said

it then

but not

she here

he my

go she

look

like

the can't

want

go

oh funny

jump
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Appendix C

Scoring Standards

Item Pass1--+:------- -----.-------.-----,
Frontal book.
Print (not piclure).
Points lap lell at ., took ... (SandI: 'I walked. (Slones)
Moves tinger lett 10 right on any hne
Moves ,tingertrom the right-Mnd eng ot a h'yher hne to Ine 'ell·hand end or Ihe next
lower hne, or moves down the page
Word by word matChing.
Bolh contepts musl be cOffect, but may De <;temonSlraleo on Ihe whOle le.l or on ~

line. word or leller.
B Verbale.llplanalion, or pointing to 10pol page,ol turning U'le book Mound.lnd POIO!i0Q

appropualely,

9 ~;~or~~~~~~P~~~'O~~\~r~~~' ~~~ ~~~~n~;~gun~~o~~~ a~rc?~~~h~~~wI~ 1:',~cl;~n'~l1J;~~
convenhonalmovementpallern

10 Any explanation which Imphes tnat lone ordN IS allercd
11 Says or showslhat a left page precedes a /lghl page
12 NOlices at leasl one change o! word or del
13 Notices alleilst one change in leller order'4 Noticesatleasl one change In lener order
15 Says 'Ouest,on marll,", or 'A queshon', or 'ASk:; sometn"'g'
16 Says 'Full stop', or '!lteUs you when you've said enough' or '11'5 Ihc ('II(!"
17 Says 'A little stop," or 'A rest", or 'A comma'" IS'Y,s 'Thal"s som',eone lalking', 'Talking', 'Speech marks
19 Locates twOcaplial and lower case pairs
20 ?o,ntscorrctlly to bOlh was and no
21 locates one leller and IwO letlers on request
22 locales one word and IwO WOlds on requeSI
23 Locales bOlh a IIrSl and a lastlener
24 locates one capltalleller.

A,_
Hem

Age Expectations For Items

(Age <II which SO pefc~nt o! average European children pilSS illl item}

,,0 ,,' ,,' '~..J.__!~o..-_.. ~'O-·-

I] i
I

'~. ;
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Adm;nhtnl;nn:md 'n>r;,,~

Sd~el nne uf tile r"Unw;ne :I11ern~le Furnl~: A. B. C. C tor E.
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Form A b j I dOl
61 a 91011

& 0 j ft I

2J 2~ H 16 l'

FormB 10 .. < •• '0 l,h< l..!! ....
7 I' 1011 1,I1tl

U< I < I ... I I'

I'~ 111113 ~UU 17~~~ ]lnD

Forme • •• lJ!.., .
u·

12 IJ U tS I~ 11 I~ I' ~O ~l

& 0; .. I
n )3 1~ ~S 26

Form 0 !l! t < ..... ,., I

• , 10 II n 1.1 I~ IS
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Appendix E
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CAl.ClIU.TION MiD CaNEflSION TABLES
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Appenc!ix G
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Appendix H

I would like to participate in my child's edl\C'cltion.

would like to pal-ticipate at the school level, I alll d\',li 1,11)1.,

to help out in the classroom on the following o<\y (::;) .md r illl<':

Parent's signature: ~
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Date Entry
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Appendix J

STUDENT:

Monthly Summary Notes

Date:

(a) Letter/sound Knowledge:

(b) Dire~tional awareness:

(c) Sight vocabulary:

(d) Independent behaviors:

(e) Personal, social, and emotional attributes:
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Appendix K

STUDENT:

!<A!!9Y..age Evaluation Sheet: oral
Adapted from Cambourne Ii Turbill. 1990

1 . Shows a sense of audience:
a. Recognizes the audience's degree of background

information when relating an event or telling a story;

b.~ appropriate organizational st.ructure when relat.ing
an event. or t.elling a story; __

c. Doesn't ramble ( has a sense of having finished
relating an event or telling a story); __

d. st.icks t.o t.he topic when relat.ing an event. or t.elling
a story; __

2. 'Jocabulary acquisition:
a. Uses vocabulary appropriate to the context of the event

or st.ory the student is relat.ing; __
b. Uses newly acquired words from monthly unit themes when

relating an event or story r.hat is t.heme related; __

3. Control of gr;>.mmatical options:
a. Demonstrates appropriate use of tenses; __
b. Demonstrates appropriate use of pronouns; __
c. Demonstl'ates appropriate use of prepositions; __
d. Demonst.rates logical sentence construction; __

4. Confidence in using language:
a. willing to share information during sharing/discussion

sessions; __
b. Willing to respond to questions during

sharing/discussion sessions; __
c. Willing to participate in dramatic play activities;
d. Willing to participate in puppet activities; __
e. Willing to attempt new language tasks related to

specific curriculum objectives; __



Appendix L

STl]DENT:

Language Evaluation Sheet: writing
Adapted from Cambourne &: Turbill. ::..990· Clay 1985

1. Indicates a willingness to write:
a. Writes only when required to; __
b. Writes for pleasure; __
c. Enjoys writing lett.ers t.o friends during classroom [r.~~'

t.ime; __
d. Participates in group writing activit- ies;

2. Language level:
a. Mixes numerals and letters; __
b. Uses letters only; __
c. Some recognizable words; __
d. Attempts a simple sentence; __
e. Two or more sentences evident; __
f. Two or more paragraphs; __

3. Message quality:
a. Uses correct letter symbols; __
b. Matches some letter/ sounds correctly ( con8onants} .

The student has a working knowledge of the following

c. ~~~~~:~ ~a"ll;-;-''''.t'"'t'''.r=-/''s=ou''n::;d=-s"c::Cor=r'"'.=ct"l"y"-,~-_-_-
d. Uses vowell: correctly; a__, • __, i __, 0__ ,

u__
e. Uses a period correctly; __
f. Uses a question mark correctly; __
g. Uses an exclamation mark correctly; __
h. Uses a comma correctly; __
i. Uses an upper case letter at the beginning of i'l nf;W

sentence; __
j. Understands that he/she is conveying a message; __
k. copies a message; __
1. Uses a repetitive sentence pattern when composing; _
m. Attempts to record his/her own message using know]cdg(~

of letter/ sound relationships to invent spelli1l9;
4. Directional awareness:

a. No evidence of directional knowledge; __
h. Start.s on the upper left top of the p1Jge; __
c. Writes from left to right; __
d. Uses a return sweep from left to right; __
e. Consistently demonstrates knowledge of correct

directional pattern; __
f. Evidence of space between words; __
g. Uses correct directional pattern and spaces br~tw<~r""n

words;_
i. Extensive text indicating correct arrangem-::nt ;wd

spacing;_
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Appendi~ M

STUDENT:

Language Evaluation Sheet: reading

Adapted from Cambourne "Turbill 1990' Clay 1985

1. Shows em enjoyment of reading books;
a. Being read to; __
b. Reading to other students; __
c. Reading to the teacher; __
d. Reading to another class; __
e. Reading to another adult other than teacher; __
f. Reads independently for a sustained period of time;
g. Asks to borrow books from the classroom library:

2. Book awareness:
a. Familiar with a variety of genres; __
b. Selects books relevant to topics; __
c. Selects books appropriate to age/interest level; __
d. Selects books to read that are suitable to his/her

reading level; __

3. Applies the following strategies when text reading:
a. Uses picture cues; __
b. Matches what he/she reads correctly with written text

( tracks with finger); __
c. Recognizes good and bad miscues; __
d. Rereads to self-correct miscues; __
e. Uses contextual meaning to predict new vocabulary; _
f. Indicates a knowledge of letter/sound relationships; _
g. Applies knowledge of letter/sound relationships when

reading new and familiar text ;__
h. Applies correct directional principles when text

reading; __

4. Can identify story rletails:
a. Can identify story characters; __
b. Can describe specific character traits; __
c. Can describe storyline in proper sequence; __
d. Can classify fiction and non-fiction; __
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Appendix tl

STUDENT: Robert

Anecdotal Record

Date Entry

september 28, 1992 Robert is a very quiet child. He ilppeilrs
to be socially immature for bis age, Il~

participates in group discussions but his
comments have no relevance to the gl'OUp
conversation. He tends to talk about hh~

own personal experiences.

October 10, 1992 His independent journal writing consi:::I.H
of a picture and some letters. \~111~11

asked to read his written text there
appears to be no correlatioll beLw("cll Wild 1
is written and how he reads the Lext,

Octoter 29, 1992 Robert is reading trade books that are 1
line text. He reads from memory, lie doe:1
not us€" picture cues, He does not LI"<:!ck
accurately.

November 14, 1992 Robert cannot recognize the lettcnl ill
his name. When asked to read uppel' ~llld

lower case letters in a random orrJ01' lie
could ident ify t, s, and a. He WdR nOI
checked on all letters. He htw no
knowledge of letter/sound relatio:whipn.

November 30, 1992 Robert is easily confused wilen reiJtlilltj
new text. Although he attempt:,; tv u::;(~

picture cues to cue in written text, h(!
does not use this strD.tegy effcctil,lr-,ly Qr
consistently. He hi beginning to track
well on familiar text.

December 14, 1992 When asked to read new text, Il.ob~-,rL

c:.ppears confused. He knows that 11(: iu
confused but doesn't know what to do
about it. He has no self-helpinq
strategies, His wt"itten text is :;ti11 D.
jumble of letters that show no rr"le::'IilJI(.'(:
to the intended meSSilge,

January 14, 1993 Robert is performing way belmt grad':
level expectations, Ilis rr~ading and
writing skills are progressing at a I,Ir~ry



January 29, 1993

February 12,1993
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slow rate. He is particularly weak in his
knowledge of letter/sound relationships.

~Ihen asked to read his journal entry,
Robert could not read what he had
written but there is some evidence of
words. He tracks well and uses picture
cues effectively on familiar text.

Robert's knowledge of letter/sound
relCitionships is improving. He
identi fy some sounds. He does not
transfer this knowledge to reading and
writing activities.
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STUDENT: Aaron

Anecdotal Record

Oat" Entry

september 28, 1992 Aaron has a spilech pl'obl~111

(physiological). He is vl.:ry in~t.t"clltiv~.

He has to be reminded to obey c lilssrOClm
rules.

October 4, 1992 Aaron can make his own n<lme ILSiIL~1

uppercase letters only. I ndcpclld~11l
journal writing shows no indic<lt ion of
word knowledge. All journal entries ,In.'
the same - he traces his hund and rlo.·;~

not attempt any written text.

OCtober 27, 1992 There is no appar~nt know)ed~lc 01
letter/sound relationships. He c,m
recogni::e and make many upper ::md 1owr, t'

letters. Aaron appears emotionally <Illd
socially immature for his age. lie .i f;

always trying to get the other chi Idrell
to laugh at him. He doesn' t ob~y

classroom rules.

November 9, 1992 Aaron's behaviour is interfering with Lhe
other children in the c la5SI·00m. II i ~l

parents have been contacted and ap~,-Ir

supportive. His behaviour is intcrfcrin':J
with his own learning. He does not W.llll

to work and rarely finishes work
assignments.

November 30, 1992 He will attempt to write it message with
teacher support. He constant ly looks (or.
positive reinforcem~nt. His mom i:.J
helping with t.ake 4 home reading. lie if>
reading 1 ~ line text and is trad: i lIy
familiar tey.t accurat~ly. H~ is mlill'.~

picture cues to cue in new words.

December 15, 1992 When Aaron is asked to write in hiD
journal he will draw a picture ami
attempt to write his own text. ~Ih~~n

asked to read what he has writt~n hr~ says
he can't remember. \'lh~n h~ hilS adu I t
support he is more eager to wr il.":. II i:1
knowledge of let t'":!r /sound r~ lilt irmshi p:;



January 10, 1993

January 30, 1993

February 10, 1993
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is improving but he does not apply this
knowledge when working independently.

He wrote in his journal independently.
He wrote "the moon". The picture that he
drew was not relevant to the text. When
this was pointed out to him he drew a
moon.

Aaron read fluently on his current and
familiar books. He does not do well with
new text. He is beginning to recognize
bad issues but does not have t.he
necessary skills to self-correct.

His reading is becoming more fluent. He
is showing a more positive interest. He
wastes a lot of time and must constantly
be reminded to stay on task.
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Appendix P

STUDENT: Rebecca

Anecdotal Record

Date Entry

September 29, 1992

October 4, 1992

October 27, 1992

November 9, 1992

December 14, 1992

January 12, 1993

January 29, 1993

The class is very unsettled. It haD b~ell

difficult to spend individual time with
Rebecca. She speaks very loudly and h<:!l"
language appears immature.

Rebecca appears socially and emotionally
immature for her chronological age. 811",
can print her own name but use!:' a l11ixtllr(~

of upper and lower case letters. She tws
no apparent knowledge of any basic sighl
words.

She has no apparent knowledg~ of
letter/sound relationships. When journ:ll
writing, Rebecca draws a picture out
cannot copy the date wi LhoU!
supervision. Her written message i~ ,I

jumble of letters with no sp.:acing. Thc.·
letters have no letter/sound sequence.

When asked to read her written nlcssagl~,

Anne tends to compose a new message wh kh
has no obvious relationship to what f.>hc
has written. There is no evidence o[ word
knowledge when reading. she is read ing 1·
line text and occasionally g1 <Jnces at th(!
picture to help cue in text.

Rebecca consistently readB 1, <I, the, ilnd
see from memory. Try to get hp.r to
incorporate these words when tr:!Y.t
reading.

She can print pattern sentences using 1
see a _. She cannot use letter/sound
knowledge to fill in the bl<Jnk without
supervision. When reading RebecCil
doesn't track accurately. She slides h'!r
finger under text but does not match ...,hill
she says with what is written.

Rebecca is unaware of her pr::rforman(;(~

level. Her level of independ>:!ncf~ i~ bel("~w

all other children in the class. ~lhen



FebruClr}' 7, 1993
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she chooses reading material it is always
well above her reading lavel.

Rebecca is not producing the volume of
work that is necessary to maintain a
sufficient level of progress. She
appears unable La keep up wi th any of the
other children.
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STUDENT, Anne

Anecdotal Record

Date Entry

September 30, 1992 Anne is a quiet child who i... VlTy

cooperative. S}le appeal's Lo \'L'
functioning within the lowel' aV€'I·<t~N uj
the class.

October 15, 1992 Anne is reading short one-l illL~ text
fluently. She is using picture ellen ,ll1el
tracking correctly with her fill~lr:'l·. ~;lh'

reverses some letters. <l,Il.rl,b,ll, \~t!l,'

noticed. She spaces wOl'cis when wr i t i nq
and is willing to C'lttempt wril ill'_1
independently.

October 31, 1992 Reading - /lnne can identify b<'Jd misclI('];
but doesn't know how to scJr·Col·rr:l·t.
She looks to me for direction. Writl.ell
text is vt:ry short and does noL indicilL,'
a completel::i<:2ntence .

November 18, 1992 Anne is so quiet and cooperativr.~ L/idt ~;h.'

would be easy to overlook. She dt'f:~; 11',1
ask for help. Her book knowl,~d~I(' i~,

weak. She is not performing with Lh,>
average of the
class.

December 4, 1992 Anne is using good expression wlll'JI
reading. Her knowledge of letLcr/noUll(]
relationships is improving. Slit! Hf.Jacr,~;

words when writing ilnd Ciln identi fy
initial consonants whcn promptcd.

January 19, 1993 Knowledge of letter/sound rf~J;}tj'-'I\:ihiIJ]i

is evident in readi",,J i.llld wril.illq
activities. She needs to learn h(Jw I.',
apply this knowledge independent 1y. S!:<,
tends to look at supporting pcn:;on wh',n
confused.

February 25, 1993 Anne doesn't understilnd rhymf;8. Hr~r

attitude towards work is positiv,... <.In'] [ill"
is always willing to try ar;ti'lit.jr,r; l.hilt
are more challengin'J.
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Appendix R

STUDENT: Rob"! r't.

Monthly SWl\IJ\ary Sheet

Date: January 31. 1993

(al Letter/sound knowledge: Robert. can ident.ify some letters
but still needs instruction in this area. He can identify the
sTJIlnd at th~ beginning of words but cannot. match the sound
with the corn,'""t letter.

fbi Directional aWilreneSE;;:: Robert can locate the beginning of
i.I L~xt ilnd consistently read from left to right using a return
sw€'<::p. He mat.ches what he says with the correct text while
tL-ilcking with his finger. He demonstrates correct direcl;:ional
aWilr<3neSS when copying text O!" composing his own text His
written text is very short (average would be 2-6 words).

(e) Sight vocabulary: see, it, is, go, me (write) i see, it,
is, go, me, and, can. like (reading).

ld) Independent behaviors:
\-Iritins_ n::> evident strat.egies for text generation, He

copies words from memory or from a previous writ.ing
assignment. He can't read his own written text, His writ.ten
text does not complement. t.he pict.ures he draws.

Reading_ He uses correct. direct.ional movement. (tracks wit.h
finget-) and uses pict.ures t.o cue in t.ext. when text. is
familiar. No st.rategies are evident. on new text.

Ie) Personal, social, and emotional attribut-:.s: Robert is
socially and emotionally below the expecti,tions of the
classroom environment. He is very pleasant and tries to
cooperate with his classmates but his social skills are weak,
110:' does not focus well and his attention span is very short (5
mi nutes or so),



Appendix S

STUDENT: Roben

Monthly Summary Sheet

Date: May 31, 1993

(al Letter/sound knowledge: Robert can usually identify ,~] 1
upper case letters and most lower case letters. He !:loll\etimL'~;

confuses b, d, and p .. He can identify all beginning ,lnd [ill,l1
consonants in words if the sounds are slightly exagget"aled 1"01'

him. He rarely applies his knowledge of letlcr/fJ0uud
relatic'lOships without the support of an adult whell rC,Jdi n9 dnd
writing. Most recently he has attempted to do this with 80nlO,'

success.

(b) Directional awareness: Robert has demonE;tt'ated COt'!"l:'L't
directional awareness when reading and wri t in9. 1\ 1though 11 i::
written text is still shorter than grade level expectancy lH'
proceeds from left to right with a return sweep to the lei L.

(c} Sight Vocabulary: When asked to spell as mcmy word~ ':lB 11,:
can from memory, Robert will usually gcncr.:lte.:l li!;t of l~, '"
20 words which are spelled correctly. His sight n',"ldil1'1
vocabulary has improved and he is now using sped fi c; l~l,l

reading strategies to read unfamiliar words.

(d) Independent behaviors:
Writing_ relies on sight vocabulary rather than kllowled~,:

of letter/sound relationships; spaces words correct ly; i1nd <-',Ill
use letter/sound relationships (invents spelling) to compos,'
messages with adult supervision.

Reading_ consistently demonstrates correct dil"cctiolliJl
knowledge; uses picture cues; can identify bOld mir.cu<::f;; ()nd
rereads in an attempt to self-correct. Overall, he is b<;!(;olldng
more dependent on text cues and is beginning to devl::lop a
self ~extending system on text reading.

Personal, social, and emotional attributes: Robert ha~ nh(J~m

some evidence of social growth. lie plays well with hi,;
classmates but usually assumes a passlve rolr~. Hi:;
attentiveness to classroom activities has decn::i18'~d ,Hid h,~

appears tired and sleepy. His volume of tak",-hom<;: wurk b'J!J
decreased. He says that he is playing outside in the ",v<;:ninq
and is later going to bed.
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Appendix T

STUDENT: Aaron

Monthly Swnmary Sheet

Date: January 31, 1993

(a) Letter/sound knowledge: Aaron can usually recognize all
upper and lower case letters. He sometimes confuses band d.
He can identify: nitial consonants and match letter and sound
correctly. He does not apply his knowledge of leLter/sound
relationships when reading and writing unless supported.

(b) Directional awareness: It is very difficult to evaluate
directional awareness in text writing because most independent
writing is usually 1-2 words. Text is usually copied from
somewhere in the classroom. Letters are copied and sequenced
correctly from left to right. He reads from left to right and
tracks text with finger correctly.

(c) Sight vocabulary: see, to, look, mom, it, he, bad (dad),
bog (dog), like (write); me, to, is, ·.t, but, she, he, go,
not, like, look, can, the, see, a, I (read).

(dl Independent behaviors: Writing_ Aaron does not like to
write independently. He usually resorts to copying a theme
related word(s) that he can see somewhere in the classroom.
When asked to write independently by using his knowledge of
letter/sound relationships he will become discouraged and
sometimes cries. Reading_ Aaron is developing some
cueing strat~gies on text reading. He uses picture cues,
tracking, contextual knowledge and can identify bad miscues.
F'luency is developing on familiar text.

(e}Personal, social, and emotional attributes: Aaron wastes a
lot of time He does not focus himself well. He does not
always cooperate with classmates and teacher and must
continually be reminded to obey classroom rules. He is
socially and emotionally below the expectations of the
classroom environment. He will usually cry when things do not
go his way.
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STUDENT: Aaron

Monthly Summary Sheet

Date: May 31, 1993

(a) Letter/Bound knowledge: Aaron has demonstrated a good
understanding of letter/sound relat ionships. He is still a
little insecure in approaching a writ.ing assignment
independently but will do so with less support.. When he
applies his knowledge of letter/sound relationships (invented
spelling) he is usually accurate. He has begun to us~ his
knowledge of letter/sound relationships when reading new ':\lId
familiar text.

(b) Directional awareness: Aaron has demonstrated con"ect
directional strategies on both text reading and writing. lie
reads/writes from left to right and uses a ret.urn sweep to Lh~

left. He spaces words correctly when writing and has begull to
use lined paper.

Sight vocabulary: When asked to spell as many words as be can
from memory. A.aron will usually generate a lisL of 20-)0
words. Most of these words are spelled correctly. filS sight
reading vocabulary is equal to or better than his sight
writing vocabulary. He has developed good cueing strategies on
t.ext reading and this has improved his reading vocabulary.

(d) Independent behaviors: Writing_ Aaron will now write 2-'1
sentences independently. He will use his knowledge of
letter/sound relationships to attempt words that he cali' t find
in the classroom or recall from memory. He still enjoys adulL
support but is showing a positive gain in self-confidence.
Reading_ he is developing a well balanced system of cueing
strategies on text reading. He reads easy and familiar texL
with fluency. He uses picture cues, phonetic CUtS, contey.tual
cues, and can recognize bad and good miscues. When he mi scueu,
he will go back to the beginning of the sentence or page and
reread. He thinks about an unknown word carefully hefor~ hf!

asks for help.

(e) Personal, Bocial, and emotional attributes: Although lHlron
has progressed socially and emotionally, he sometimes finds it
frustrating to function within the expectations of tho
classroom environment. He has become more confident of hio
abilities and is more willing to take risks.
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Appendix V

STUDENT l Rebecca

Monthly Summary Sheet

Date: January 31, 1993

(a) Letter/sound knowledge: Rebecca knows all upper case
letters and some lower case lett.ers. Although she can identify
some initial eonsor,ant sounds, her knowledge is very much
below grade level expectations. She appears to have no
understanr::.ng of how to apply knowledge of letter/sound
relationships to text reading and writing.

(b) Directional Awareness: Rebecca has demonstrated incorrect
direct.ional practices. She does not underst.and where a word
begins and ends and when asked to track wit.h her finger when
reading, has read several words while point.ing t.o one word.
She does however move in a left to right d::'rection but does
not consistently return to the left. When writing Anne will
produce lett.ers in a left to right pattern but may read
several words as she point.s to the letters. The letters appear
to have little relevance to the writ.ten text. There is no
evidence of spacing.

(c) Sight Vocabulary: Rebecca, see, a, I, mom, cat ( write);
is, he, see, I, a, the, mom, cat ( read)

(d) Independent behaviors: Writing_ she can copy a message
using correct directional movement from some other source but
cannot generate her own written text. She will draw pictures
but adds very few details. She uses picture cues when text
reading but if text. is unfamiliar she will make up her own
story to match the pictures. She can memorize short stories
and track the print with her finger. When she forgets the text
she tracks incorrectly.

(e) Personal. social and emotional attributes: Rebecca is a
very affectionate child but is performing very much below the
social and emot.ional expectations of the classroom
environment. She is always very enthusiastic about learning
and does not seem to be aware of the fact that she is
performing considerably below the expectations of an average
grade one class. Oral language skills are weak.
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Appendix W

STUDENT: Rebecca

Monthly Summary Sheet

Date: May 31, 1993

(a) Letter/sound knowledge: Rebecca can identify all upper alld
lower case letters. She can identify many initial consonant
sounds accurately but never applies this knowledge
independently. She will attempt to sequence the sounds she
hears in words with adult supervision.

(b) Directional awareness: Rebecca writes from left to right.
However her written text is so short that. she has noL
demonstrated a knowledge of a return sweep to the left. Quite
often her written text ( independent) is a jumble of lett.er/;
with no discernable words. However when words are discernabJe
there is evidence of spacing. She reads from left to right alld
tracks correctly with her finger as she reads.

(e) Sight vocabulary: When asked to spell as many WQt"dlJ as she·
could from memory, Rebecca generated a written list of: 10
words, 9 of which were spelled correctly. Her sight readill']
vocabulary has increased but is still far below grade level
expectations.

(d) Independent behaviors: Writing_ When unsupervised, l\nne
tends to scribble or print letters to represent her story
ideas. She knows that this is incorrect and when a~lked to try
again she will usually use a repetitive pattern ('~9. I
like ... ). She is aware t.hat. scribbling and a r<Indolu
combination of letters do not make words but will HtilJ do so.
Reading_ Although Rehecca is making progress, she has very
few independent skills. She uses picture cues and tracks with
her finger without prompting. She can sometimes identify il bad
miscue but doesn't self-correct.

(e} Personal, social, and emotional attributes: Rebecc:a if1
very immature socially. She is very dependent on others. StlC
does not work well independently and does not focufl h~rs,~U: Oil

assigned work activities. She talks all the time and ha5 hegun
to make inappropriate noises while others are working.
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Appendix X

STUDENT: Anne

Monthly Summary Sheet

Date: January 31, 199]

(a) Letter/sound knowledge: Anne can identify all upper and
lower case letters except y (Yl and v {V}. She reverses band
d and inverts nand u. She can identify most init.ial consonant
sounds and can match the sound with the correct. letter. She
does not apply her knowledge of letter/sound relationships
when reading or writing.

b) Directional awareness: Anne writes from left to right and
spaces words when reminded to do so. Text. is short but she has
indicated an awareness of the return sweep to the left. She
reads from left to right and tracks correctly with her finger.
She appears to have a good understanding of when a word begins
and ends.

k} Sight vocabulary: When asked to spell as many words as she
can independently, Anne will consistently generace a list of
10 -15 basic sight words. Her sight reading vocabulary is a
little more extensive and falls wit.hin a range of 15-20 words.

(dl Independent behaviors: Writing_ Anne will attempt to
write a message independently. She uses words that are posted
around the classroom or copies words from other children. She
uses words from her sight vocabulary but rarely attempts to
invent spelling by using her knowledge of letter/sound
relationships. Reading__ She reads familiar books fluently.
She is using some straC~'3ies on unfamiliar text. She uses
picture cues, tracks with her finger, and uses contextual
knowledge to read new vocabulary. She appears to love books
and quite often uses her free time exploring new and familiar
books.

Personal, social. and eDlotional attributes: Anne appears
socially and emotionally equal to grade level expectations.
She is very quiet and is always cooperative. She tries to
finish all work assignments and is always willing to try new
and more challenging work.
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STUDENT: Anne

Monthly Summary Sheet

Date: May 31,1993

(a) Letter/sound knowledge: Anne can identify all upper ,lnd
lower case letters. She can identify all initial and fin~l

consonant sounds and can match letters to sounds correctly.
She attempts to use this knowledge of letter/sound
relationships to write stories independently. She applies this
knowledge effectively when reading new text.

(b) Directional awareness: Anno=- writes from left to right 'lnd
makes a return sweep to the left. She usually sp.lces wot'ds
correctly. She reads from left to right and tracks correctly
with her finger as she reads.

(c) Sight vocabulary: When asked to generate a list of wordn
from memory, Anne can consistently write from 20-25 words
correctly. Her reading vocabulary is steadily exp'lnding ilnd
she is using a well balanced cueing system when rcadi llg tll::W

text. .

(dl Independent behaviors: writing_ Anne hilS begun to wot-k
independently in a group situation. She completes most written
assignments within an average range. Written text is still
short. Reading_ Anne reads familiar books fluently. She har;
developed a well balanced set of cueing strategies on new text
reading. She uses picture cues, contextual cuen, phoneLic:
cues, and can identify bad miscues. She rereads from th'O!
beginning of the text or sentence in an attempt to sell
correct.

(e) Personal, social and emotional attributes: Anne is willing
to try new things. She enjoys learning and appears to be very
pleased with the progress that she is making. She playn und
works cooperatively with others.
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Table 1
Language Evaluat.ion Checklist: Oral
Adapted from Cambourne & Turbill (1990)

Items 1 2 3

Robert
January 0 0 2 5

"'a ron
January 1 1 3 4

Rebecca
January 0 0 2 5

Anne
January 2 1 3 0

Class Mean
January 2.7, 1.6, 4, 4.6

Total

12.9 3.20

~ Maximum possible score on item # 1 is 4.
Maximum possible score on item tI 2 is 2.
Maximum possible score on item # 3 is 3.
Maximum possible score on item # 4 is 5.
r"'aximum posgible total score is 14.
"Total" indicates the total number of correct
responses.

~he Reading Recovery students were not included when
calculating the class means and class total.
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Table 2
Language Evalllation Checklist: reading
Adapted from Cambourne & Turbill !19901· Clay !l985\

Items

Robert
January

Aaron
January

Rebecca
January

Anne
January

2 3 4

2 0 1 1

2 1 2 2

5 0 2 1

3 0 4 2

Total

Class Mean
January 4.4,3.4,5.1,2.9

~ Maximum possible oeore on item 1 is 7.
Maximum possible score on item 2 is '1.
Maximum possible score on item 3 is e.
Maximum possible score on item '1 is 1.
Maximum possible total score is 23.
"Total" indicates the t.otal possible score.

l':>.H

The Reading Recovery students were not included whell
calculating the class means and total.
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Table)
Language Evaluation Checklist: Oral
Adaoted from Cambourne & Turbill (199Q)

Items 1 2 3

Robert
May 0 2 4 5

Aaron
May 3 2 4 5

Rebecca
May 0 0 3 5

Anne
May 4 2 3 5

Total

11

14

14

class Mean
May 3.7,2.0,4.0, 5.0

~ Maximum possible score on item #I 1 is 4.
Maximum possible score on item « 2 is 2.
Maximum possible score on item #I 3 is 3.
Maximum possible score on item #I 4 is 5.
Maximum possible score is 14.
"Total" indicates the total number of correct
responses.
The Reading Recovery group were not included when
calculating the class means and total.

14.7
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Table 4
Language Evaluation Checklist.: reading
Adapted from Cambo\lrne & Turbill !l99QI· Clay !J98<;)

Items 2 3 4 Tot .-It

Robert
May 3 3 6 2 I·'
Aaron
May 5 4 7 4 :"!o

Rebecca
May 6 2 4 1 U

Anne
May 7 4 8 4 :n

Class Mean
May 6.4, 3.8, 7.0, 3.7 ;:!O.'l

Note. Maximum possible score on tern 1 is ',.
Maximum possible score on tern 2 is ".
Maximum possible score on tern 3 is 8,
Maximum possible score on tern 4 is "
Total possible score is 23.
"Tot.al" indicates total possible score.

The Reading Rer.overy students were not includ8d wh(;n
calculating the class means and total.
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;~~.;, Rol>e,,1:. c~Q."\IPJ'~ )
t.anguage Evaluation Sheet: w;r;iting
Adapted from Cambourne &. Turbill 1990· Clay 1985

1. Indicates a willingness to write:
a. Writes only when required to;~
b. Writes for pleasure;~
c. Enjoys writing letters to fr:"..ends during classroom free

time; __
d. Participates in group writing activities; L-

2. Language level:
a. Mixes numeritls and letters; __
b. Uses letters only;~
c. Some recognizable words, __
d. Attempts a simple sentence; __
e. Two or more sentences evident; __
f. Two or more paragraphs; __

3. :~s~:~~ ~~~~;~rletter symbols; v-cm-.'+ CQj\ *em b,3 'OO.O"le
b. Matches some letter/ sounds correctly ( consonants); _

The student has a workip knowledge of the ollowing
sounds: '+

c. Matches all letter/sounds co ectl : __
d. Uses vowels correctly, a_. e_, i_. 0_ u_
e. Uses a period correct.ly; __
f. Uses a question mark correctly; __
g. Uses an exclamation mark correctly; __
h. Uses a comma correctly; __
i. Uses an upper case letter at tlle beginning of

sentence; __
j. Understands that he/she is conveying a message; __
k copies a message; __
1. Uses a repetitive sentence pattern when composing; _
m. Attempts to record his/her own message using knowledge

of letter/ sound relationships to invent spelling;
~. Directional awareness:

a. No evidence of directional knowledge; __
b. Starts on the upper left top of the page; ---':::::::::..
c. Writes from left to right; ..L..-
d. Uses a return sweep from left to right; __
e. consistently demonstrates knowledge of correct

directional pattern; __
f. Evidence of space between words; __
g. Uses correct directional pattern and spaces between

words,_
i. Extensive text indicating correct arrangement and

spacingi_



~~~~~: Ao.ron <.. "!o.n\Ulo-~\
Language Evaluation Sheet: writing
Adapted from Cambourne &. Turbill 1990' Clay 1985

1. Indicates a willingness to write:
a. Writes only when required to;~
b. Writes for pleasure; __
c. Enjoys writing letters to friends during classroom fl·e ... ·

time; __
d. Participates in group writin£ activities;

2. Language level;
a. Mixes numerals and letters; __
b. Uses letters only; ~
c. Some recognizable words; __
d. Attempts a simple sentence: __
e. Two or more sentences evident; __
f. Two or more paragraphs; __

3. Message quality:
a. Uses correct letter symbols; __
b. Matches some letter/ sounds correctly ( conson,lnts); _

The student has a working knowledge of the fol low i. nq

c. ~~~~~~~ ca"1lC-;-'e"'t7teCCr:-;/"',oCC,-n-cd ,-c-or-r-e-ct'"'1-y-,-=--=--_----
d. Uses vowels correctly: a_, e_, i_, 0_, U_

e. Uses a period correctly; __
f. Uses a question mark correctly; __
g. Uses an exclamation mark correctly; __
h. Uses a comma correctly; __
i. Uses an upper case letter at the beginning of i1 new

sentence; __
j. Understands that he/she is conveying a message; __
k. Copies a message; ~
1. Uses a repetitive sentence pattern when compcmin9: __
m. Attempts to record his/her own message using kHOWJ p.d<J~·

of letter/ sound relat':'onships to invent spelLin<]i
4. Directional awareness:

a. No evidence of directional knowledge; ...t::::....--.
b. Starts on the upper left top of the page; __
c. Writes from left to right; __
d. Uses a return sweep from left to right; __
e. Consistently demonstrates knowledge of correct

directional pattern; __
f. Evidence of space between words i __
g. Uses correct directional pattern and spaces b'~t~I(-J(:,>n

words i_
i. Extensive text indicating correct arrangement und

spacing:_
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~~~: Re.be.cc.o. c~u.a.~~)
Lanquctge Evaluation Sheet: writing
Adapted frOID ctmb0urne "Turbill 1990. Clay 1985

1. Indicates a willingness to write:
a. Writes only when required to; __
b. Writes for pleasure; __
c. Enjoys writing letters to frien,ds during classroom free·

d. ~;~~icIP:tes1~~up~\rtin~'~~t\es;L-
2. Language level:

<1. Mixes numerals and letters; __
b. Uses letters only; __
c. 50l1\e recognizable words;~
d. Attempts a simple sentence; __
e. Two or more sentences evident; __
f. Two or more paragraphs; __

3. Message quality:
a. Uses correct let ter symbols; __
b. Matches some letter/ sounds correctly ( consonants); _

The student has a working k.nowledge of the follOWing

c. ~~~~~:~ ::-a"ll"--'-je:::t:::t-=-er=-/;::-so-=-u=n~d""s=c""or=r=e-=-ct"j""y-,-=-.-_-_-----
d. Uses vowels correctly; a_. e_. i_. 0_. u_
e. Uses a period correctly i __

f. Uses a question mark correctly; __
g. Uses an exclamation mark correctly; __
h. Uses a comma correctly; __
i. Uses an upper case letter at the beginning of a new

sentence; __
j. Understands that he/she is conveying a message; ..&.e::::::::..
k. Copies a message .. -LL-
1. Uses a repetitive sentence pattern when composing; _
m. Attempts to record his/her OW,t message using knowledge

of letter/ sound relationships to invent spelling;
4. Direct ional awareness:

a. No evidence of directional knowledge; -L.:::::::...
b. Starts on the upper left top of the page; __
c. Writes from left to right; __
d. Uses a return sweep from left to right; __
e. Consistently demonstrat.es knowledge of correct

directional pattern; __
f. Evidence ot space between words; __
g. Uses correct directional pattern and spaces between

words;_
i. Ext.ensive text indicating correct arrangement and

spacing:_



~~~~, Anne u·"""",,,;\\
Language Evaluation Sheet: writing
Adapted from Cambourne &: Turbill 1990· Clay 1985

1. Indicates a willingness to write:
a. Writes only when required to;~
b. Writes for pleasure; __
c. Enjoys writing letters to friends during classroom free

time; __
d. Participates in group writing activities; J:::::."_

2. Language level:
a. Mixes numerals and letters; __
b. Uses letters only; __
c. Some recognizable words;~
d. Attempts a simple sentence; ----"::::::.
e. Two or more sentences evident; __
f. Two or more paragraphs; __

3. ~~s~:~: ~~~~;~t letter symbols; ~(r-e,,<:t"&~ some)
b. Matches some letter/ sounds correctly ( consonants I ; _

~~~n~;~l;nt ~as J WOkkinj kno~edg~ ofpthe:Ol~OW+19L.

c. Matches all letter/sounds correctly: __
d. Uses vowels correctly; a_, e_, i_, 0_, u_
e. Uses a period correctly; __
f. Uses a question mark correctly; __
g. Uses an exclamation mark correctly; __
h. Uses a cOll\l1la correctly; __
i. Uses an upper case letter at the beginning of a new

sentence; __
j. Understands thi'lt he/she is conveying a message;~
k. Copies a mess.:lge;~
1. Uses a repetitive sentence pattern when composin~l; _
m. Attempts to record his/her own message using knowledge

of letter/ sound relationships to invent spelling;
... Directional awareness:

a. No evidence of directional knowledge; __
b. Starts on the upper left top of the page;~
c. Writes from left to right; ----l.:::::::..
d. Uses a return sweep from left to right;~
e. consistently demonstrates knowledge of correct

directional pattern; __
f. Evidence of space between words; __
g. Uses correct directional pattern and spaces bctw<;:0n

words;_
i. Extensive text indicating correct arrangement iJnd

spacing;_
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~;~~~: RoQer.C l Mo.~)
Language Evaluation Sheet: .....riting
Adapted from Cambourne lie Turbin 1990' Clay 1985

1. Indicates a willingness to write:
a. Writes only when required to; __
b. Writes for pleasure; __
c. Enjoys writing letters to friends during classroom free
time;~

d. participates in group writing activities;~
2. Language level:

a. Mixes numerals and letters; __
b. Uses letters only; __
c. Some recognizable words;~
d. At tempts a simple sentence; ~
e. Two or more sentences evident. __
f. Two or more paragraphs; __

]. ~~s~:~: ;~~~;~r:letter symbols;~
b. Matches some letter/ sounds correctly ( consonants); _

The student has a working knowledge of the following

c. ~~~~~:~ ;;aTll~le;;;tC;:t;;er;-;/"'so;;;u~n:;;-ds;-;:c;;;or;:-;r;;ec;:;t",7;y"-,-....--=----
d. Uses vowels correctly; a_, e_, i_, 0_, u_
e. Uses a period correctly;~
f. Uses a question mark correctly; __
g. Uses an exclamation mark correctly; __
h. Uses a comma correctly; __
i. Uses an upper case letter at the beginning of a new

sentence; __
j. Understands that he/she is conveying a message; -2::::....
k. Copies a message; _~
1. Uses a repetitive sentence pattern when composing; l:::::::..
rn. Attempts to record his/her own message using knowledge

of letter/ sound relationships to invent spelling;
4. Directional awareness:

a. No evidence of direct ional knowledge; __
b. Starts on the upper left top of the page; -!:::::::....
c. Writes from left to right; ~
d. Uses a return sweep frcm left to right;~
e. Consistently demonstrates knowledge of correct

directional pattern; __
f. Evidence of space between words; ~
g. Uses correct directional pattern and spaces between

words;_
i. Extensive text indicating correct arrangement and

spacing;_



;;~~~~ AAron C.Ma.~\
Language Evaluation Sheet: writing
Adapted from Cambourne & Turbill 1990' Clay 1985

1. Indicates a willingness to write:
a. Writes only when required to; __
b. Writes for pleasure;~
c. Enjoys writing letters to friends during classroom fre~

timei~

d. Participates in group writing activities;~
2. Language level:

a. Mixes numerals and letters; __
b. Uses letters only; __
c. Some recognizable words; __
d. Attempts a simple sentence;~
e. Two or more sentences evident;~
f. Two or more paragraphs; __

3. Message quality:
a. Uses correct letter symbols;~
b. Matches some letter/ sounds correctly ( conson;:mts) ; _

The student has a working knowledge of the followj n9

c. ~~~~~:~ "'"a"l1;-;-'eO::t"'tO::erO::/C:so:Ou"'n"'ds;:-;;c:Oor;:r:;:-ec:Ot"l"y'-,----,...-:;-----
d. Uses vowels correctly; a::(. e_, i_, 0_, u_
e. Uses a period correctly; ~
f. Uses a question mark correctly; __

r.: t::~ :nc~~~~a~~~~~~t~~~k...::ectlY; --
i. Uses an upper case 18tter at the beginning of 11 new

sentence; __
j. Understands that he/she is conveying a message; ~.__
k. Copies a message; __
I. Uses a repetitive sentence patt.ern when composing; ~
m. Attempts to record his/her own message using knowledge

of letter/ sound relationships to invent spelling; L
4. Directional awareness:

a. No evidence of directional knowledge; __
b. St.arts on the upper left top of the page; ~
c. Writes from left to right; ---tC...-
d. Uses a return sweep from left to right i ~
e. Consistently demonstrates knOWledge of correct

directional pattern; ..L-
f. Evidence of space between words; ~
g. Uses correct directional pattern and spaces b"'twC;:r;>n

words;_
i. Extensive text indicating correct arrangement and

spacing;_
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;;~~~~ Rebecca. tMCl'{)
Language Evaluation Sheet; writing
Adapted from Cambourne & Turbill 1990' Clay 1985

1. Indicates a willingness to write:
a. writes only when required to; __
b. Writes for pleasure; ~_
c. Enjoys writing letters to friends during classroom free

time; -L
d. Participates in group writing activities;~

2. Language level:
a. Mixes numerals and letters; __
b. Uses letters only; __
c. Some recognizable words; ~
d. Attempts a simple sentence;~
e. Two or more sentences evident; __
f. Two or more paragraphs; __

3. Message quality:
a. Uses correct letter symbols; __
b. Matches some letter/ sounds correctly ( consonants); .=::

~~~n~;~dent has a war ing Jnowledge of th-i:,. following

c. Matches all letter/sounds correctly: __
d. Uses vowels correctly; a_, e_, i_, 0_. u_
e. Uses a period correctly; ~" ~\d.

f. Uses a question mark correctly; __
g. Uses an exc'amation mark correctly; __
h. Uses a comma correctly; __
i. Uses an upper case letter at the beginning of a new

sentence; __
j. Understands that he/she is conveying a message;~
k. Copies a message; ---L-
1. Uses a repetitive sentence pattern when composing; ~
m. Attempts to record his/her own message using knowledge

of letter/ sound relationships to invent spelling;
4. Directional awareness;

a. No evidence of directional knowledge;
b. Starts on the upper left top of the pa~~
c. Writes from left to right;~
d. Uses a return sweep from left to right;~
e. Consistently demonstrates knowledge of correct

directional pattern; __ •
f. Evidence of space between words; ~l'\\e.!.
g. Uses correct directional pattern and spaces between

words;_
i. Extensive text indicating correct arrangement and

spacing;_



;;~~~; Anne. lM~ 1
Languaae Evaluation Sheet: writing
Adapted from Cambourne 5< Turbill 1990- Clay 1985

1. Indicates a willingness to write:
a. Writes only when required to; __
b. Writes for pleasure; ..L.-
c. Enjoys writing letters to friends during classroom free
time;~

d. Participates in group writing activities;~
2. Language level:

a. Mixes numerals and letters; __
b. Uses letters only; __
c. Some recognizable words; __
d. A.ttempts a simple sentence; __
e. Two or more sentences evident; ----':::::::...
f. Two or more paragraphs; __

3. Message quality:
a. Uses correct letter symbols; ~
b. Matches some letter/ sounds correctly ( COnSOl1ilnts); ~

The student has a working knoWledge of the following

c. ~~~~~:~ ""a,,,1,--;c'e",7,"'er"/7so=u:::n"'ds:-:::co"'r::r:::Cec",c;,::y'-,--;-......~----
d. Uses vowels correctly; a£ e_, i_, 0_, U_
e. Uses a period correctly;~
f. Uses a question mark correctly;~
g. Uses an exclamation mark correctly; __
h. Uses a comma correctly; __
i. Uses an upper case letter at the beginning o[

sentence; __
j. Understands that he/she is conveyi:lg a message; _t:.-
k. copies a message; __
1. Uses a repetitive sentence pattern when composing; _
m. Attempts to record his/her own message using knowledgt:

of letter/ sound relationships to invent spelling; ...c...
4. Directional awareness:

a. No evidence of directional knowledge; __
b. Starts on the upper left top of the page;~
c. Writes from left to right; ~
d. Uses a return sweep from left to right; ~_
e. Consistently demonstrates knowledge of correct

f. ~~r~~~;~n~~ ~~;;:I~~tw:;n words; ~
g. Uses correct directional pattern and spaces betwer~n

words;_
i. Extensive text indicating correct arrangement and l;pilGi nq;
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Table 13
Reading Achievempnt as indicated on th'" Gat.es-MacGini tie
Reading Test Level R Form 3
Control Group

~ent Raw Stanine Fercentile Rank GradeEgui valent

Keith 20 11

Edgbert 22 H

A "F" 35 36 1.3

Adrian 22 H

0 "F'n 39 4S 1.5

C "F" 37 41 1.4

0 "M" " <2 1.7

8 "F" 30 26 1.1

F "F" " SO 1.5

G "F" SO 67 1.8

H "M" 40 48 1.5

1 "M" 37 41

J .oM" 4B 64 1.7

Mike 24 17

K "F" 33 32 1.2

J, "M" 27 21 1.0



Table 14
Reading Achievement as indicated on the Gate~-"'afGinith~

Reading Test Level R Form 3
Experimental Group

percent' 1e Rank Grade EqllivalentStudent Raw Stanine

1 "F" 24

2 "M" 29

Aaron "
3 "M" 21

Rebecca 14

4 "M" 2.

Anne 14

5 "F" 45

6 "F" 46

7 "M" 43

8 "F" 37

• "M" 35

10 "M" 37

11 "I"!" 40

12 "M" 30

13 "F" 22

Robert 18

14 44

17

24

13

24

58

60

54

43

36

43

14

56

1.1

1.1

1.6

1.7

1.6

1.4

13

1.4

J.5

1.6
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Table 15
Readjng Achievement as indicated on the Gates-MacGinitie
Rpading Test Level R Form 4
Control Group

Student Raw Stapine

Keith 36

Edgbert 17

A "F M 23

Adrian 2'

B "F M 39

C "F" 53

D "M" 52

E "F" 51

F "FlO "
G "FlO 54.

H "M" 36

J "M" 4'

J "Mil 48

f'like 25

K up" 38

L "Mil 33

Percentile Rank Grade Equivalent

14 1.3

49 1.5

57 2.0

53 1.'

50 1.8

53 2.0

53 , .0

39 1.3

45 1.8

43 1.7

18 1.'

1.2



Table 16
Reading Achievement as indicated by the Gat,,",s-t-l ..cQjnirh·
Reading Test Level R Form ..
Experimental Group

Student Raw Stanine Percentile Rank Grade l:::gtlivdl,=,'1\"

1 "pM 38

2 MM" 38

Aaron 51

3 "M" 36

Rebecca 23

4 "M" 30

Anne 3l

5 "p" 58

6 "F" 57

7 "M" 55

8 "F" 57

8"M" 50

9 "M" 48

10 "M" 48

11 "F" "
Robert 41

12 "M"

18

18

50

82

76

65

76

.8

35

25

I..

1.4

1.6

1.3

1.1

1.2

2.6

2.'

7..2

2.4

1.8

1.7

1.7

1.6

1.5

~ This student had transferred to anoth,,:r school.. r'rmtV~:;L

scores were not availabl'.:!.
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Table 17
Rpading Achievement as indicated 00 the 'jat.es~MacGir:itie

Rpading Tests Level R Forms 3 and 4
Control Group

Cont rol Group

Group

Pretest
Posttest

Keith

Pretest
Posttest

Edgbert

Pretest
Posttest

Adrian

Pretest
Posttest

Mike

Pretest
Posttest

Mean Raw Scgre

38.'/
44.2

Raw Score

20
36

22
17

22
29

24
25

Mean Percent He Rank

42.0
39.3

Percentile Rank

11
14

11
1

14
5

17
3



Table 18
Reading Achievement as indicated on the GateF~ t<lacGi ni l" iL'
Reading Tests I,evel R Forms 3 and 4
Experimental Group

Experimental Group

Group

Pretest
Post test

Mean Raw Score

31.4

31.4
43.0

Raw Score

Mean P~rcel\l" i.l oe Rilllk

38.4

38.<1
'10.3

PercenL i l~ Rank

Pretest 19
['ostest 51

Rebecca

Pretest 14
Post test 23

Ann.

Pretest 14
Post test 31

Robert

Pretest 18
Posttest 41

50

8
25
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Table 19
Lett~r Identification Test Clay (1985)

RC5pon"'eg Sound (5) Word (101) Alphabetic (Al Total Difference

Robert
February 32 32
May 5' 54 22

Aaron
February " "May 54 54

Rebecca
February " '2 12
May 5' 5'

Anne
February " "May 5' 5'

~ Maximum possible score is 54.
At the end of program intervention all students
identified all items on the IJetter Identification Test
correctly.
The preferred mode of response was alphabetic.



Table 20
Word Test adapted from Clay (1985)

Items Joist l\(pretestl List Blpostteli'tl Diff<'n.~tlc",

Robert 4 {20%) 17 (85%) 13 {G~'·,)

Aaron 16 (80%) 20 (100%) .\ (2ll~ I

Rebecca 6 ()O\-) 10 (50;;:) .\ (20';;)

Anne 19 (9S'l;:} 19 (95%) 0 \0.\

~ Maximum possible raw score is 20.
Each student has been given a Raw Score and a
Percentile Score.
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Table 21
Conc"'pts About Print Test Clay~

Stuo"nt Corrf>ct Responses (February) Correct Responses (Mayl

Robert 1: 19

Aaron 15 20

Rebecca 16 18

Anne 13 20

~ Maximum possible score is 20
"Correct Responses" indicates the number of items on
the test that the student identified correctly.
Test results were calculated and scored in february
( pretest) and May ( posttest)



Table 22
Writing Vocabulary Test Clay 119~Sl

Responses

Robert

Aaron

Rebecca

Anne

Pretest Score Posttest Score

30

10

35

Oifferen~('

15

20

~ The number recorded for Pretest and Posttcst seOI"eli
indicates the number of words that each stlldent could
read and writ.e correctly in ~n approximate ten Ininlilc
period. The column marked "Difference" indicates the
gains made by each student between testing situations.
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Table 23
Qi.ctat. ion Te"'t: Clay 1985 1
form A

Student correct Responses (February) Ccrrect Responses /Mayl

Robert

Aaron 12

Rebecca 12

Anne 26

30

34

25

33

Note. The total possible score was 37. The student scored one
point for each correctly identified sound that was
written in correct sequence.



Table 24
Running Record Clay (1985)

Items Error Rate Accuracy Sel f-Correction Rat",

Robert
February

I.Easy 1:7 85.5% 1 :0
2. Instructional 1:19 '" 1: 5
3.Hard 1 ;08 15.7% 1: 0

M,y

1. Easy 1:96.5 98.9% 1; 2
2. Instructional 1:112 99.1% 1:3.1
3.Hard 1:13.2 92.4% 1: 3.1

Aaron
F'ebruary

1. Easy 1;16 '" ,0
2. Instruct ional 1:24 '" '5
3.Hard 1:13.3 ,3\ .5

M,y

1. Easy 1:0 100% 1:0
2. Instruct ional 1:23 95.7% 1:6
3.Hard 1:24 95.9% 1:3.-/5
--------_._---------------- -----------------

Rebecca
Febru~ry

1. Easy 1 :45 ,3\ .0
2. Instruct ional 1:19.3 '0% .0
3.Hard 1:6 3 9'~ .0

M,y

1. Easy 1 :0 100% 1 .0
2. Instructional 1 :19.3 94.6% 1. 5
3.Hard 1 :9.3 89.2% 1 .0



2"
Anne
February

l.Easy ,0 100\ 1 :1
2. Instructional :2].5 ,n 1:8
3.Hard :16 ... 1:3.5

M.y

I.Easy :43 91.6\" 1:0
2.Inst.ructional ;)).5 '" 1:2
3 .Hard :17 '" 1:0
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